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Introduction
This dissertation consists of three applied micro-economic theory essays. A common
theme is the examination of the eﬀectiveness of deterrence in various environments
that feature asymmetric information. More specifically, I use game theoretical models
in various contexts including litigation, a general trade setting and online games.
Chapter 1 investigates how loss aversion aﬀects litigants' choices about settlement in private litigation from a theoretical perspective. Given how pervasive loss
aversion is, we are interested in how it aﬀects litigants' decisions such as ﬁling a
lawsuit and choosing a settlement oﬀer, and which policies (e.g. fee-shifting rules, an
in-court settlement regime) could promote settlement. Speciﬁcally, we incorporate
loss-aversion into the model of Nalebuﬀ (1987), which builds upon Bebchuk's (1984).
An uninformed plaintiﬀ makes a settlement oﬀer to an informed defendant. The
settlement oﬀer has a screening function: a defendant with a weaker case will accept
the oﬀer while a stronger defendant will prefer trial. If the oﬀer is rejected, the
plaintiﬀ can drop the suit and save litigation costs. In this case, the plaintiﬀ faces
a credibility constraint: her oﬀer is credible only if she can maintain her threat to
proceed to trial following rejection. We ﬁnd that, contrary to the existing literature
and what ﬁrst intuition may suggest, a loss-averse plaintiﬀ demands a higher oﬀer
for small claims to maintain her threat to proceed to trial compared to a loss-neutral
plaintiﬀ. For larger claims, a loss-averse plaintiﬀ demands a lower oﬀer to increase
the settlement probability as loss pains her extra in trial. Regarding policy changes,
we ﬁnd that only a reduction in the asymmetry of information about trial odds
uniformly leads to higher settlement rates.
Chapter 2 examines what distinguishes a legal order from other forms of governance, under what circumstances such an order applies and what it can achieve.
In the economic literature, typically, any rule that is exogenously enforced (i.e.
that unconditionally applies, typically through unmodelled channels) is recognized
as legal and the availability of legal institutions is often taken for granted. Taking
inspiration from Hadﬁeld and Weingast (2012), we explore the idea that law, as
an instrument of social regulation, consists in centrally deﬁning non-permissible
behavior ex ante. We show that law is intrinsically related to a particular information structure, not to a particular modality of rule enforcement. We construct models
of repeated interactions where, in every period, buyers and sellers are matched
pairwise. The seller has an opportunity to cut cost, and this may or may not aﬀect
the value that a buyer derives from the transaction. We ﬁnd that a legal equilibrium
exists if and only if the cost-cutting action to be deterred is suﬃciently harmful.
Such an equilibrium improves welfare than an individual order equilibrium if and
only if the law embodies additional information about the ex ante eﬃciency of the
cost-cutting action. In an extended model, we show that a key feature of legal order
is that it economizes on costly punishment by not letting victims decide about the
imposition of sanctions.
1

Introduction

In Chapter 3, I use a mechanism design approach with one-to-one matching to
analyze the toxicity problem in online games. I assume that a player's toxic behavior
has negative externality on his teammate, players diﬀer in their preferences for
toxic behavior and the principal is assumed to have limited punishment ability. The
heterogeneity in players' preference calls for diﬀerent actions to be implemented.
However, it is costly to implement such a separating equilibrium with a uniﬁed
punishment scheme because transfers might not be available and other forms of
punishment, such as a suspension, are costly. This is particularly true in the gaming
world as a lot of online games adopt the free-to-play business model. I ﬁnd that the
mechanism that maximizes average player welfare features incomplete assortative
matching, i.e., players with similar preference for disruptive behavior are more likely
to be matched together but not exclusively so. I demonstrate that a (monopoly)
platform could deal with the toxicity problem in a way that has not been tried yet,
to my knowledge: using assortative matching to incentivize players to self-select into
two environments. To implement assortative matching based on toxicity preference,
the developer can establish two diﬀerent sets of rules: the stricter one and the regular
one. Under the stricter rules the players are subject to harsher punishment if they
engage in toxic actions. Each player chooses to follow one set of rules on a voluntary
basis and those who make the same choice will be more likely to be matched together.

2

Chapter 1
Litigation and settlement under loss
aversion
1.1

1.1 Introduction
Private litigation is one of the most important aspects of a modern legal system. In
(the 12-month period ending in) 2016, about 20.3 million new civil cases were ﬁled
in State courts in the US, to which one must add 274,555 new civil cases ﬁled in US
district courts.1.2 However, most cases do not go to trial: they are dropped, resolved
by motions, or settled in some way. Data on US State courts show that over 96
percent of civil cases do not go to trial (Ostrom, Kauder, and LaFountain, 2001).1.3
In other jurisdictions, settlement rates, although smaller, are also signiﬁcant.
In Japan, 255,113 civil cases were settled or resolved by Alternative Dispute Resolutions (ADR) while 404,094 were resolved with a ﬁnal decision by the court after
a full trial in 2011. In Germany, 1.37 million out of 2.85 resolved civil cases were
settled or resolved by ADR in 2010.1.4 For civil cases in China, 2.79 million civil cases
were settled or mediated while 4.71 million reached the stage of trial.1.5 In these and
other jurisdictions, given the high costs associated with the judicial system, public
authorities actively try to encourage alternative modes of dispute resolution, other
than trial.1.6 Fostering settlements is typically part of such a strategy, but it requires
understanding how parties to a dispute behave in the ﬁrst place.
1.1. This chapter is jointly written with Cédric Argenton. We are grateful to Jan Boone, Eric van
Damme, Bruno Deﬀains, Rosa Ferrer, Jan Potters, Florian Schütt, Bert Willems, Eyal Zamir as well
as conference participants at the 35th EALE annual conference (Milan, 2018) and seminar audiences at
Tilburg University for helpful comments and suggestions. All remaining errors are our own.
1.2. Data for State courts are taken from the State Court Caseload 2016, produced by the National
Center for State Courts (consulted on September 3, 2018). Data for US courts are taken from the Federal
Judicial Caseload Statistics, 2016, produced by the Administrative Oﬃce of the US Courts (consulted on
September 3, 2018). For State courts, cases classiﬁed as having either a civil or a domestic relations nature
were both taken up.
1.3. Similarly, data on federal courts demonstrate that, for ﬁscal year 2016, almost 99 percent of civil
cases were resolved without trial. (Federal Judicial Caseload Statistics, 2016, produced by the Administrative Oﬃce of the US Courts. See this link, consulted on September 3, 2018.) It is not necessarily
straightforward to compute settlement rates and one should approach those aggregate ﬁgures with caution
(Eisenberg and Lanvers, 2009).
1.4. Data for Japan and Germany were collected from an OECD dataset.
1.5. The Law Year Book of China 2017, p.1161.
1.6. For instance, the US Department of Justice has set up an Oﬃce of Dispute Resolution whose
mission is to promote the eﬀective use of alternative modes of dispute resolution throughout the Department but also in litigation. The Ministry of Justice of the UK stated The aim (of the civil justice system
reform) is to deliver a system that is aﬀordable and promotes the early resolution of disputes. Speciﬁc
measures include U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 16, the German  278 Zivilprozessordnung
(ZPO), UK Civil Procedure Rule Part 36 and Directive 2008/52/EC from the European Union..
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Litigation and settlement under loss aversion

In this paper, we study how loss aversion aﬀects litigants' choices about settlement in private litigation from a theoretical perspective. Given how pervasive loss
aversion is, we are interested in how it aﬀects litigants' decisions such as ﬁling a
lawsuit and choosing a settlement oﬀer, and which policies (e.g. fee-shifting rules,
an in-court settlement regime) could promote settlement. We show that, contrary
to the existing literature and what ﬁrst intuition may suggest, loss-averse plaintiﬀs
are not uniformly likely to settle more often, or for less, than loss-neutral litigants.
Regarding policy changes, we ﬁnd that only a reduction in the asymmetry of information about trial odds uniformly leads to higher settlement rates.
Specifically, we incorporate loss-aversion into the model of Nalebuff (1987), which
builds upon Bebchuk's (1984). An uninformed plaintiﬀ makes a settlement oﬀer
to an informed defendant. The settlement oﬀer has a screening function: a defendant with a weaker case will accept the oﬀer while a stronger defendant will prefer
trial. If the oﬀer is rejected, the plaintiﬀ can drop the suit and save litigation
costs. In this case, the plaintiﬀ faces a credibility constraint: her oﬀer is credible
only if she can maintain her threat to proceed to trial following rejection. Although
it is intuitive that loss aversion makes for a weaker plaintiﬀ who settles for less,
this only happens when the stake is high enough. When stakes are low, the need
to remain credible induces a loss-averse plaintiﬀ to ask for more. The intuition
is as follows: a loss-averse plaintiﬀ has to further increase the oﬀer amount to keep
the credibility constraint satisﬁed because trial brings more disutility to her than
to a loss-neutral plaintiﬀ.
We discuss changes to the environment or policy rules (level and allocation of
trial costs, underlying uncertainty, in-court settlement regime). We ﬁnd that the
eﬀects on settlement rates and litigation costs diﬀer depending on whether the
credibility constraint is binding or not. As a result, many rules or policies foster
settlements in some range of stakes (judgments), but discourage them for other
values. Only a reduction in the asymmetry of information can uniformly lead to a
decrease in trial costs. We interpret this result as showing that changes or procedures
that encourage early discovery are the only ones that decisively promote settlements.
There is a large literature on the behavior of private litigants. At ﬁrst, it took
for granted that litigants behave as rational expected utility maximizers (and, more
often than not, as expected wealth maximizers). The economic theories of litigation
started with Landes (1971) and Gould (1973) that focused on the divergence in
expectations about trial outcomes between the plaintiﬀ and the defendant.1.7 Subsequently, scholars started to use asymmetric information to model litigation and
settlement behavior. In a typical tort litigation setting, the plaintiﬀ may indeed have
private information about the damages she has suﬀered while the defendant may
have private information about his liability for the accident. Ramseyer and Nakazato
(1989), Farber and White (1991), Osborne(1999), Waldfogel (1998) and Sieg (2000)
all provide empirical evidence for the existence and the importance of asymmetric
information in various litigation environments. P'ng (1983) and Reinganum and
Wilde (1986) use a signaling model where the informed party moves ﬁrst by making
a settlement oﬀer. Bebchuk (1984) adopted a screening set-up where the uninformed
1.7. See also Posner (1973), Shavell (1982) and Vasserman and Yildiz (2019).
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party makes a settlement oﬀer to the informed one.1.8 The main prediction of that
model, that cases reaching trial should disproportionately be made up of cases
favorable to the defendant, is borne out in many contexts.1.9 However, some of the
predictions of that model, for instance, the ones related to legal fee-shifting, are not
consistent with the empirical evidence (see section 1.4 for further discussion).
More recent work has tried to move away from standard expected utility maximization and to incorporate more behaviorally-relevant decision-theoretic foundations. Zamir (2014) and Robbennolt (2014) are good points of entry into this
literature, especially when it comes to the impact of loss aversion. Starting with
Kahneman and Tversky's prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), numerous
studies have established that decision makers evaluate options based on gains and
losses in comparison with a reference point. The evaluation is asymmetric: losses
loom larger than same-sized gains. Loss aversion is observed in many real-world
contexts, as well as laboratory or ﬁeld experiments. It has proven to be a powerful explaining tool.1.10
Loss aversion has been shown to have an important impact on legal theories
as well. For example, Zamir and Ritov (2010) used loss aversion to explain the
popularity of contingent-fee arrangements with lawyers, which cost their clients two
or three times more than an hourly-rate or ﬁxed-amount arrangement. Wistrich and
Rachlinski (2012) found that loss aversion and the sunk-cost fallacy led experienced
lawyers to prolong litigation, which hurts their clients.
Some authors have already attempted at introducing loss aversion in litigation
models. The leading line of literature uses loss aversion in combination with regret
models1.11 to explain why people are more likely to settle.1.12 The intuition runs as
follows: if anticipated regret drives behavior, then a party does not want to take the
chance of going to trial, possibly experiencing a large loss and suﬀering from the
fact that she could have settled instead. Thus, her willingness to accept a settlement
increases ex ante. In eﬀect, loss aversion magniﬁes the intensity of regret. We show
that loss aversion does not necessarily lead to more settlements once the decision to
drop the lawsuit following settlement oﬀer rejection is taken into account.
1.8. Spier (1992) extended the framework of Bebchuk (1984) by allowing multiple periods of bargaining
to explain the U-shaped time pattern of settlement. Schweizer (1989), Spier (1994) and Klerman et
al.(2018) explored litigation games with two-sided asymmetric information.
1.9. For the case of medical malpractice in the US, see the review by Peters (2009), which shows that
cases with objective evidence of negligent or deﬁcient care are more likely to settle.
1.10. For instance, combining loss aversion and myopia, Benatzi and Thaler (1995) provided an explanation to the equity premium puzzle. Camerer et al. (1997) used loss aversion to make sense of cab drivers'
decisions on their daily working hours. Genesove and Mayer (2001) found that it explained the behavior
of sellers on the housing market in Boston in the 1990s. Several studies (Thaler 1980, Knetsch and Sinden
1984, and Thaler and Johnson 1990) used loss aversion to explain the fact that people place higher value on
objects which they already have compared to those they do not have (the endowment eﬀect). Loss aversion
also helps explain the sunk cost fallacy and the escalation of commitment (Arkes and Bloomer 1985).
1.11. See, for instance, Bell (1982) or Loomes and Sugden (1982).
1.12. See Zamir (2015, p.87 ﬀ.) and Guthrie (1999). Zamir (2015, p.89-90) writes: Regret- and lossaversion thus explain why so many litigants (plaintiﬀs and defendants alike) prefer to settle their cases
despite the prevalence of asymmetric information, strategic considerations, and a host of psychological
barriers to settlement.
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Our model is particularly adapted to tort or employment cases where a onetime victim sues a repeated or well-informed defendant. In such cases the plaintiﬀ
is usually a layperson, likely to exhibit loss aversion and, lacking the experience or
the expertise, to be less informed than the defendant about her chances of success.
Section 1.2 introduces our baseline model and the main results. Section 1.3
discusses comparative statics regarding litigation costs and the distribution of the
defendant's types. Section 1.4 discusses fee-shifting rules and an in-court settlement
system. Section 1.5 concludes.

1.2 Baseline model
1.2.1 Setup
In this section, we introduce our litigation model, featuring asymmetric information
and a loss-averse plaintiﬀ. We assume that there are two players, the plaintiﬀ and the
defendant. For convenience only, in what follows we take the plaintiﬀ to be female
and the defendant male. The plaintiﬀ sues the defendant for compensation W , which
is assumed to be ﬁxed and commonly known to both players at the beginning of the
game.1.13 If they proceed to the trial stage, the plaintiﬀ will pay ﬁxed litigation costs
Cp > 0 and the defendant will pay Cd > 0. Those represent the direct and opportunity
costs associated with introducing, supporting or defending a formal lawsuit. If the
two parties manage to work out a settlement before trial, they will save litigation
costs Cp and Cd. If the plaintiﬀ does not drop the suit after settlement fails, trial
will follow. A more detailed description of the timing comes later in this section.
For the time being, we introduce the key assumptions of the model.
Asymmetric information In a civil dispute, the defendant often has more information regarding the existence of liability (for instance, whether negligence could
be proven in court). We assume the defendant to have private information about
the strength of his case. To be speciﬁc, he knows his probability of losing in court,
which is randomly and privately drawn at the beginning of the game and is denoted
by p 2 [0; 1]. The plaintiﬀ, on the other hand, only knows the distribution of p,
represented by a p.d.f. f () and a corresponding c.d.f. F (). Based on this limited
information, she makes a unique settlement oﬀer to the defendant.1.14
1.13. In practice, certainly in liability cases, the quantum of harm is not known with certainty and its
assessment is part of the dispute.
1.14. One could of course consider the contract-theoretical case where the plaintiﬀ attempts to screen
defendants by oﬀering them to choose their preferred option in a menu of settlement amounts and continuation probabilities, so that they truthfully reveal their type. It is however hard to think of a situation
where the plaintiﬀ could commit herself to proceed to trial with a given probability. On the contrary, we
believe that the plaintiﬀ can always choose to drop the lawsuit after her oﬀer has been rejected and that
is what we model.
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Loss-averse plaintiﬀ The plaintiﬀ's preferences are represented by a referencedependent utility function with loss aversion. We use Kahneman and Tversky's value
function of income w with respect to a ﬁxed reference point, o:

w¡o
if w > o
u(wjo) =
(1.1)
(w ¡ o) if w < o
In the gain domain, the utility is the diﬀerence between the actual income w and the
reference income o. In the loss domain, the diﬀerence is multiplied by the loss aversion coeﬃcient,  ( > 1). This coeﬃcient describes the importance of loss aversion
in the plaintiﬀ's preferences: for  = 1, the plaintiﬀ is a standard expected utility
maximizer; for  > 1, losses loom larger in her assessment of uncertain prospects,
and the more so, the higher . In what follows, we assume o to be equal zero. That
is, we assume that the reference point is the status quo prior to starting litigation.
It is assumed exogenous and constant during the litigation period. Although the
speciﬁcation of an exogenous reference point is not self-evident, we note that the
use of this reference point (as opposed to, say, the situation before the faulty action
taken by the defendant) is supported by some experimental evidence (Zamir and
Ritov, 2012).1.15
We assume that utility is linear in w. That is, we assume that the plaintiﬀ is
risk-neutral in the gain and loss domains, respectively, and isolate the eﬀects of loss
aversion. In practice, individuals are likely to exhibit both risk and loss aversion.
For simplicity, we circumvent the diﬀerences in risk attitudes and focus exclusively
on the fact that losses loom larger than gains. In the conclusion, we elaborate on
the changes which risk aversion would bring to our analysis.
Whether the defendant also exhibits loss aversion (which may be an empirical
issue if, for instance, it is a corporation or an insurance company in an individual
tort case) is immaterial to our analysis. Winning at trial, losing or accepting the
settlement oﬀer, the defendant always ﬁnds himself in the loss domain.1.16 Every
payment he makes would be multiplied by coeﬃcient ¡ in his utility function, so
the level of  does not matter for his decisions as long as it is non-zero.
1.15. As people internalize losses and adapt their reference point over time, the time interval between
the event that caused litigation and the settlement decision is likely to make the plaintiﬀ view the presettlement status as the reference point, especially if legal procedures take long. This point of view is
supported by the literature on hedonic adaptation to injuries (e.g. Bronsteen et al. 2008). However,
Korobkin and Guthrie (1994) experimentally showed that it is possible to manipulate the perception of
plaintiﬀs to be operating in the gain or loss domain. In any case, if the plaintiﬀ were basing her utility on
the situation before the incident, under compensatory damages she would experience utility only in the
loss domain (for, in the best case, she can only hope to be fully compensated for the harm suﬀered), then
loss aversion would not play any role and our analysis would be moot.
Another potential reference point candidate is an expectation-based reference point (e.g. Bell 1985,
Loomes and Sugden 1986, Koszegi and Rabin, 2006). However, the experimental tests of the model's key
predictions are mixed (Ericson and Fuster 2011, Heﬀetz and List 2014, Abeler et al. 2011, Gneezy et al.
2017 and Cerulli-Harms et al. 2019). Particularly, Heﬀetz (2018) found that reference points are sunk-in
(rather than merely lagged) beliefs, which means the expectation needs some sense of internalization or
getting used to to form a salient reference point. Moreover, using the expectation-based reference point
brings the question of how sophisticated the litigants are since the choice of a settlement oﬀer aﬀects the
expected pool of defendants, and thus is supposed to modify the reference point used for assessing outcomes.
1.16. We ignore the empirically-founded prediction that defendants might be risk-seeking in the loss
domain to focus on the sole eﬀect of loss aversion on the part of plaintiﬀs.
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Timing and choices The timing of the game is given in the following ﬁgure:
nature
the defendant's type
p is drawn from F
1
ﬁles a lawsuit
2

plaintiﬀ
does not ﬁle a lawsuit

plaintiﬀ

(0; 0)

makes settlement oﬀer S
3

defendant

accepts
(S ; ¡S)

rejects
4
pursues

drops

nature
plaintiﬀ wins (p)

plaintiﬀ

(0; 0)

defendant wins (1 ¡ p)

(W ¡ Cp; ¡W ¡ Cd)

(¡Cp; ¡Cd)

Figure 1.1. Timing of the litigation game

Compared to Bebchuk (1984), one noticeable feature of our game is the following:
if the settlement oﬀer is rejected, then the plaintiﬀ has the chance to drop the suit.
In that case, she does not have to pay litigation costs Cp but receives nothing from
the defendant. It means that in the pre-trial settlement phase of the game, she has
to look at the credibility of her implicit threat to actually proceed with trial in case
her settlement oﬀer is rejected, a point ﬁrst made by Nalebuﬀ (1987).
We solve this game of incomplete information for perfect Bayesian equilibria.
Before going into the actual analysis, we survey the key decisions to be made by the
litigants, according to backward induction.
Dropping the suit In stage 4, the plaintiﬀ decides whether to drop the suit or
not given that her oﬀer has been rejected. Depending on the amount of the rejected
oﬀer, she updates her belief about the defendant's type p. Then, she makes her
decision by comparing the expected utility of trial (formally deﬁned later) and that
of dropping the suit, which is assumed to be zero.
8
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Accepting the oﬀer In stage 3, the defendant decides whether to accept the oﬀer
or not. The decision will depend on whether a trial is likely to follow or not and, in
case it is, on the expected trial costs compared to those of accepting the settlement
oﬀer. For convenience only, we assume that the defendant accepts the oﬀer when
indiﬀerent.
Making an oﬀer In stage 2, anticipating the defendant's acceptance/rejection
behavior and her own decisions regarding pursuing the lawsuit in case her oﬀer is
rejected, the plaintiﬀ chooses a settlement amount that maximizes her expected
utility. At this stage she faces a credibility constraint: an oﬀer that is too generous
might be rejected only by the more serious defendant types, preventing her from
rationally continuing with litigation after rejection and thus demolishing the credibility of her threat to proceed to trial.
Bringing the lawsuit If the plaintiﬀ always gets negative utility from trial, she
will drop the suit in stage 4. She thus gets zero utility from bringing the lawsuit
and is indiﬀerent between bringing it and not. For convenience, we assume that she
will not bring the lawsuit in the ﬁrst place. (It is also likely that in reality, merely
ﬁling a lawsuit already comes at a cost.)

1.2.2 Formal solution
In an equilibrium fL; S ; r(S ; p); b r(S); d r(S)g, L 2 f0; 1g is the plaintiﬀ's decision
about whether to bring the lawsuit or not. S  is the equilibrium oﬀer made by the
plaintiﬀ. r(S ; p) is the probability that a type p defendant rejects oﬀer S, where
r 2 [0; 1]. b r(S)  [0; 1] characterizes the plaintiﬀ's belief about the support of the
distribution of the defendant's types at trial and d r(S) 2 [0; 1] characterizes the
probability that the plaintiﬀ dropping the suit if oﬀer S is rejected. We start by
showing that an oﬀer with d r(S) = 1 (i.e. the plaintiﬀ drops the suit with probability
1 following rejection) is always rejected in equilibrium.
Lemma 1.1. In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, if the plaintiﬀ drops the suit for
sure after rejection of oﬀer S (d r(S) = 1), then S is rejected with probability 1 by all
defendant types.


Proof see the appendix.

An immediate consequence is that, if an equilibrium involves such an oﬀer on the
equilibrium path (d r(S ) = 1), then the plaintiﬀ's payoﬀ from bringing the lawsuit
is zero. By assumption, the plaintiﬀ then does not bring it. From now on, we focus
on equilibria where a lawsuit is introduced.
Next, we show that the defendant's equilibrium choice exhibits a cut-oﬀ property.
Lemma 1.2. In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, for an oﬀer S with d r(S) 2 [0; 1),
if a type p~ defendant weakly prefers rejecting to accepting, then (i) p~ strictly prefers
rejecting S~ > S and (ii) a defendant with p < p~ strictly prefers rejecting S to accepting
it.
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Proof see the appendix.

Notice that sequential rationality requires that Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 hold
for equilibrium oﬀer S  as well as any other oﬀer S oﬀ the equilibrium path.
One can restrict the range of the equilibrium oﬀer S  to [Cd; W + Cd] without
loss of generality. S  = Cd is the highest oﬀer that is accepted with probability 1
by all defendant types. In equilibrium any choice S  < Cd is strictly dominated by
S  = Cd because the latter brings the plaintiﬀ more and is also accepted for sure.
S  = W + Cd is the lowest oﬀer rejected with probability 1 by all defendant types.
Any choice S  > W + Cd leads to the same outcome as S  = W + Cd.1.17
Now we discuss subgames with d r(S) = 0 (when the credibility constraint is not
binding). Directly from Lemma 1.2, for an oﬀer with d r(S) = 0, the defendant's
equilibrium choice is characterized by a cut-oﬀ type p(S):
p(S) =

S ¡ Cd
W

(1.2)

For the defendant with type p, he will reject S for sure if p < p(S); if p > p(S), he
will accept S for sure. Moreover, we have p 0(S) = 1/W > 0: if the plaintiﬀ increases
the oﬀer amount, the probability of rejection will increase as defendants with weaker
cases will choose to reject.
From the plaintiﬀ's perspective, the probability of trial is therefore F (p(S)) and
her expected utility is (with subscript p standing for plaintiﬀ):
Z p(S)
Up(S) = [1 ¡ F (p(S))] S +
[p W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p) Cp]f (p)d p
(1.3)
0

pW ¡ Cp is the expected income from trial. Loss aversion introduces an asymmetry
between settlement and trial in the plaintiﬀ's choice: settlement is a sure gain while
trial might lead to a loss (given the existence of trial costs). Faced with a type p
defendant, the plaintiﬀ loses with probability (1 ¡ p) and the loss Cp is ampliﬁed by
loss aversion. The solution to the ﬁrst-order condition, S foc, is given by:
1 ¡ F (p(S foc)) = f (p(S foc)) p 0(S foc) (Cp + Cd)
+( ¡ 1) f (p(S foc)) p 0(S foc) (1 ¡ p(S foc)) Cp

(1.4)

Rewriting the above using p 0(S) = 1/W , we have:
1 ¡ F (p(S foc))
(Cp + Cd)
Cp
=
+ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p(S foc))
foc
W
W
f (p(S ))

(1.5)

The right-hand side of the ﬁrst-order condition is decreasing in p(S). For it to
uniquely pin down an interior solution p(S foc) and thus S foc, we need the following
assumptions on the distribution of p:
1.17. Thus, if there are equilibria in which oﬀer S* is rejected for sure and P drops the lawsuit, there
are also equilibria in which P makes an even higher oﬀer, but all those equilibria are outcome-equivalent:
by our assumptions, the lawsuit is not introduced in the ﬁrst place.
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Assumptions A: For the p.d.f. f () and the corresponding c.d.f. F (), we have
that:
1
 Cp + Cd
1.
>
;
f (0)
W
2.

f (p)
is increasing in p;
1 ¡ F (p)

3. The concavity of

f (p)
1 ¡ F (p)

does not change in [0,1]: (

sign for p 2 [0; 1].



f (p)
@ 2 (1 ¡ F (p))
@ p2

) has a constant

The ﬁrst assumption guarantees that the marginal beneﬁt of asking for more is high
enough at p(S) = 0, ruling out the corner solution S = Cd. Any distribution with a
thin left tail satisﬁes it. Along with the second assumption, which is the standard
monotone hazard rate property, it guarantees that an interior solution exists. The
third assumption is about the curvature of the hazard rate and guarantees uniqueness. Log-concave distributions satisfy the second and the third assumptions, and
most (truncations of) common distributions exhibit the third property.
Proposition 1.3. Under assumptions A, the ﬁrst-order condition (1:5) has a unique
solution in p(S) as well as in S.


Proof see the appendix.

In ﬁrst-order condition (1:4), the left-hand side is the marginal beneﬁt of further
increasing S. If the plaintiﬀ increases the oﬀer amount, she will extract more from
defendant types [p(S); 1]. If the oﬀer is accepted, the plaintiﬀ's payoﬀ is marginally
increased by 1. The right-hand side denotes the marginal cost of increasing S. For
a marginally higher oﬀer, the marginal defendant(with type p(S)), will shift from
accepting to rejecting. The plaintiﬀ bears the full costs of this shift, which are the
litigation costs Cp + Cd multiplied by the intensity of the marginal shift. This tradeoﬀ is well-known since Bebchuk (1984). The second term on the right-hand side is
new and results from loss aversion: against the marginal type p(S), the plaintiﬀ's
losing probability is (1 ¡ p(S)), which costs her ( ¡ 1) Cp in addition.
The above only applies to credible oﬀers with d r(S) = 0. For this condition to
hold, the trial stage utility must be non-negative. With the cut-oﬀ property of
defendant's rejection choice, the plaintiﬀ's expected trial stage utility is deﬁned as
below:
Uptrial(S) = E[pjp < p(S)] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E [pjp < p(S)]) Cp
where E denotes the (conditional) mathematical expectation. Thus, the plaintiﬀ's
objective in Stage 2 becomes1.18:
max Up(S) s: t: Uptrial(S)  0
S

1.18. It means that in calculating plaintiﬀ's utility of bringing the lawsuit, we assume that W is high
enough such that trial is proﬁtable for the plaintiﬀ against the average defendant. If Uptrial(S) < 0 for any
S, the plaintiﬀ does not bring the lawsuit as we assumed.
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Uptrial(S) is the expected utility at trial stage. It is non-decreasing in S over [Cd; W +
Cd]: when the plaintiﬀ increases the oﬀer amount, the expected winning probability
E[pjp < p(S)] becomes higher as the marginal type p(S) becomes higher. Demanding
more in the settlement, the plaintiﬀ pushes weaker defendant types to trial, which
means that she faces a more favorable pool of defendants in court. Therefore, the
credibility constraint puts a lower bound on the settlement oﬀer. The lower bound,
denoted by S ; is the unique solution to the following equation:

trial
Up (S ) = E [pjp < p(S )] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E [pjp < p(S )]) Cp = 0
(1.6)



So far we have not discussed subgames with d r(S) 2 (0; 1), which happen if the
plaintiﬀ makes an oﬀer S in the range [Cd; S ). The unique continuation equilibrium

is that the defendant rejects oﬀer S if p > p(S ) and the plaintiﬀ, who is indiﬀerent

between giving up lawsuit and not, proceeds to trial with probability S /S . For the

plaintiﬀ, such an oﬀer is dominated by S : oﬀering S<S , she received the same trial


stage utility of 0 but the settlement amount is strictly smaller than S for an equal

probability of acceptance. Therefore, the equilibrium settlement oﬀer S  is given by:
S  = max (S foc; S )


(1.7)

1.2.3 Comparison with a traditional plaintiﬀ
We now compare a loss-averse plaintiﬀ's choices (S  and d r(S)) with those of a lossneutral plaintiﬀ ( = 1). We use subscript tp to denote such a `traditional plaintiﬀ'.
Her objective is (assuming that bringing the lawsuit is proﬁtable):
Z p(S)
max Utp(S) =
(p W ¡ Cp)f (p)d p + (1 ¡ F (p(S))) S
S

Z

0

p(S)

f (p)
dp > 0
F (p(S))
0
This is a similar constrained maximization problem: the plaintiﬀ chooses a settlement oﬀer that maximizes her expected utility given that her trial stage utility is
foc
non-negative if this oﬀer is rejected. Similar to (1:5) and (1:6), we can solve for Stp
by (1:5 0) and Stp by (1:6 0):
trial
s: t: Utp
(S) =

(p W ¡ Cp)

foc
foc
foc
1 ¡ F (p(Stp
)) = f (p(Stp
)) p 0(Stp
) (Cp + Cd)

(1:5 0)

trial
Utp
(Stp) = 0 ) E [pjp < p(Stp)] W ¡ Cp = 0

(1:6 0)

foc

Stp
= max (Stp
; Stp)

(1:7 0)

The solution is:


Comparing the settlement oﬀers (S  and Stp
) and the probabilities of trial (F (p(S ))

and F (p(Stp
)) ), we ﬁnd that the result depends on the claim W . We have the
following proposition:

Proposition 1.4. Compared with a traditional plaintiﬀ, there exist unique values
~ (Wtp < W < W
~ ) such that
Wtp, W and W


1. For small claims (Wtp 6 W < W ), a loss-averse plaintiﬀ does not ﬁle a lawsuit

while a traditional plaintiﬀ does.
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~ ) 1) a loss-averse plaintiﬀ demands a smaller settle2. For big claims (W > W
ment; 2) the probability of trial is lower; 3) total expected litigation costs are
lower.
~ ), 1) a loss-averse plaintiff demands a higher
3. For medium claims (W 6 W < W

settlement oﬀer to make her threat to litigate credible; 2) the probability of
trial is higher; 3) total expected litigation costs are higher.


Proof see the appendix.
The three critical values for W are deﬁned as follows:
Cp
Wtp =
E[p]

Wtp is the minimum of compensation level which incentivizes the traditional plaintiﬀ
to introduce the lawsuit. W is the minimum of compensation level which incentivizes

the loss-averse plaintiﬀ to introduce the lawsuit:
Cp
W = (1 + ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[p]))
:
E[p]

~ is implicitly deﬁned as:
W
foc ~
~ ) = Stp
S (W
(W )

It is the compensation level at which the loss-averse plaintiﬀ and the traditional
~ is
plaintiﬀ choose the same settlement oﬀer. The existence and uniqueness of W
established in the proof of Proposition 1.4 (see the appendix).
For the plaintiﬀ there are two scenarios that aﬀect her settlement oﬀer. First,
the oﬀer optimizes her expected utility at the moment that the oﬀer is made. As
the plaintiﬀ becomes (more) loss averse, the utility cost of losing in court becomes
higher. To avoid this increased utility cost, she reduces the oﬀer amount to increase
the probability of acceptance. The second scenario is that after the settlement oﬀer
is rejected, the plaintiﬀ's expected utility from trial is negative. It is not credible for
her to proceed to trial and it implies that the oﬀer is rejected by all defendant types.
Increasing the amount, her oﬀer is rejected by defendant types who have higher
probability of losing in court, thus increasing the expected value from trial. For the
oﬀer to be credible, the expected value must be at least zero. A (more) loss-averse
plaintiﬀ counts the utility cost of losing in court more and needs a higher oﬀer (i.e.
a weaker pool of defendants who reject) to maintain a credible threat to proceed
to trial. Depending on which scenario we are in, a (more) loss averse plaintiﬀ can
make a higher or lower settlement oﬀer. For intermediate damage claims we are in
the second scenario: it is optimal to ﬁle a lawsuit and the credibility constraint is
binding. For smaller damage claims, the plaintiﬀ does not ﬁle the lawsuit. For higher
claims,the ﬁrst scenario is more likely.
One might have thought that loss aversion makes for weaker plaintiﬀs who sue
less often and, when they do, always settle for less. We show in Proposition 1.4
that the need to remain credible induces loss-averse plaintiﬀs to ask for more than
loss-neutral plaintiﬀs when stakes are of medium size. That is because, under loss
aversion it becomes harder to settle intermediate claims than big claims and total
litigation costs go up in that case. An interesting, testable implication is that the
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presence of loss aversion will shift the composition of lawsuits that proceed to trial
away from small and large stakes, and towards intermediate stakes, diminishing the
variance of judgments.

1.2.4 A numerical example
The following ﬁgures give a numerical example of the probabilities of trial F (p(S ))


(F (p(Stp
))), and settlement oﬀers S (Stp
) under diﬀerent claims W when p follows
a truncated normal distribution on [0; 1].1.19

Figure 1.2. Probabilities of trial for diﬀerent plaintiﬀs ( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)

Figure 1.3. Settlement oﬀers from diﬀerent plaintiﬀs ( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)
1.19. The untruncated distribution has mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.2. We use this distribution
for all following numerical examples unless speciﬁed otherwise.
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ep (W
ftp) features
The results from Proposition 1.4 are clear from the ﬁgures. W


a kink in the S (W ) (Stp(W )) curve. For smaller W , the optimal settlement oﬀer
is determined by the credibility constraint that trial stage utility should be nonnegative; for larger W , the optimal oﬀer is determined by the ﬁrst-order condition.
~ , the loss-averse plaintiﬀ demands a higher settlement to make sure
For W 6 W < W

~ , the loss-averse
that she will not drop the case if her oﬀer is rejected. For W > W
plaintiﬀ demands a lower settlement oﬀer to increase the probability of settlement.
Both results come from the fact that the loss-averse plaintiﬀ suﬀers additional utility
loss when she loses in trial.
For W < Wtp, neither a traditional plaintiﬀ nor a loss-averse plaintiﬀ ﬁnds it
proﬁtable to bring a lawsuit. For Wtp 6 W < W , a traditional plaintiﬀ brings a lawsuit

whereas a loss-averse plaintiﬀ does not. Again, the intuition is that it is harder for
a loss-averse plaintiﬀ to proﬁtably go to trial: she endures additional utility loss if
she loses in trial compared to a traditional plaintiﬀ. Thus, compensation W has to
be higher for the loss-averse plaintiﬀ to bring a lawsuit.

1.3 Comparative statics
We now go over some of the comparative statics. We ﬁrst examine what happens
when trial costs change before looking at the role of the underlying uncertainty about
the winner of a trial (distribution of p). Ultimately, we are interested in characterizing the eﬀects on litigation costs. From the point of view of economic welfare, there
is no reason for having a narrow concern for litigation costs as deterrence and precedent-setting certainly have social value. However, given their high administrative
costs, judicial systems often try to foster alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.
It is therefore of interest to look at litigation costs.

1.3.1 Litigation costs
1.3.1.1 Plaintiﬀ's litigation costs Cp
When the credibility constraint is not binding, an increase in Cp leads to a lower
probability of trial. Higher Cp means larger losses, so the eﬀect of loss aversion is
bigger. The plaintiﬀ thus prefers a higher settlement probability to avoid the loss.
The net eﬀect on total litigation costs is ambiguous.
When the credibility constraint is binding, an increase in Cp leads to a higher
probability of trial because the plaintiﬀ has to further increase the oﬀer amount to
keep her threat to proceed to trial credible. Thus, contrary to the standard model,
such an increase in the plaintiﬀ's litigation costs might decrease the probability of
settlement due to the credibility constraint. If Cp becomes too high for the plaintiﬀ
15
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to proﬁt from litigation, the probability of trial drops to zero, as the lawsuit is simply
not introduced. The following ﬁgure gives an illustration:

Figure 1.4. The eﬀect of higher Cp on trial probabilities and on litigation costs
The shift is from Cp = 2 to Cp = 4, and other parameters are the same as before.

1.3.1.2 Defendant's litigation costs Cd
The eﬀects of higher Cd also depend on W . When W is low and the credibility constraint is binding, Cd does not aﬀect the plaintiﬀ's choice of p(S ). It is determined
by equation (1:6), Uptrial(S ) = 0, and Cd plays no part in it. S  increases as Cd does
just to keep p(S ) unchanged and equation (1:6) satisﬁed.
If W is high enough such that the credibility constraint is not binding, an increase
in Cd lowers p(S ) as the marginal beneﬁt of settlement becomes higher for the
16
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plaintiﬀ from ﬁrst-order condition (1:5). It translates into a lower probability of
trial. However, when trial takes place, litigation costs are higher because Cd is
higher. The eﬀects on S  and total litigation costs are ambiguous.
The following ﬁgures give an illustration:

Figure 1.5. The eﬀect of higher Cd on trial probabilities and on litigation costs
The shift is from Cd = 2 to Cd = 4, and other parameters are the same as before.

1.3.2 Distribution of p
In this subsection, we modify the assumption that the support of p is [0; 1]. Instead,
we assume the support to be [p ; p] with p > 0 and p < 1. We consider two distribu
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tional changes regarding p.
First, we consider a shift to distribution G() in support [p + "; p + "] with
 stochastically
g(x + ") = f (x) for x 2 [p ; p]. The new distribution G() ﬁrst-order

dominates distribution F (), which means that the plaintiﬀ unambiguously faces a
pool of weaker defendants.
Under the new distribution G(), the plaintiﬀ's credibility constraint is less
restrictive as the overall winning probability is higher. It translates into a lower
settlement oﬀer and a lower probability of trial. When the credibility constraint
is not binding, the loss-neutral plaintiﬀ asks for a higher settlement oﬀer but the
probability of trial stays the same (ﬁrst-order condition (1:5 0)). However, for the
loss-averse plaintiﬀ, the probability of trial will increase under distribution G().
Intuitively, as the the plaintiﬀ's overall probability of losing is lower under G(),
the eﬀect of loss aversion becomes smaller and, as a result, he chooses to bargain more aggressively.
Proposition 1.5. When the distribution of defendant's types switches from F to G:
1. W decreases;

2. p(S ) decreases;

3. p(S foc) increases by more than ";
~ decreases.
4. W


Proof see the appendix

Thus, a loss-averse plaintiﬀ sues for a wider range of claims, settles intermediate
claims more often, but settles high claims less often. So, again, the eﬀect on litigation
costs depends on the size of the claim. The following ﬁgure gives an illustration:
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Figure 1.6. FOSD shift of distribution ( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)
The shift is from a truncated normal distribution with mean 0.5 and support [0.2,0.8]
to a truncated normal distribution with mean 0.7 and support [0.4,1]. The untruncated
distribution has standard deviation 0.2.

Second, we consider a mean-preserving truncation of F (). Formally, for F with
support [p ; p]  [0; 1] and for a small " > 0, deﬁne p 0 = p + " and p0 < p such that E[p] =

  ~
E[pjp 2 [p 0; p0]]. (Such a p0 can always be found.) Take G
to be the truncation of F
0 0
~
on [p ; p ]. Then, G is a mean-preserving truncation of F and second-order stochastically dominates F . Such a change captures a reduction in the degree of information
asymmetry between the two parties (leaving the average odds unchanged). In practice, it means extreme cases are eliminated from the distribution.
Proposition 1.6. When the distribution of defendant's types switches from F to a
~:
mean-preserving truncation G
1. W is not aﬀected;

2. p(S ) decreases;
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3. p(S foc) decreases.


Proof see the appendix

This result is similar to the one in Bebchuk (1984): the eﬀect on S  is ambiguous
but the probability of trial is for sure lower. A mean-preserving truncation of the
distribution of p means that the plaintiﬀ has more precise information about the
defendant's type. Therefore, a mutually beneﬁcial settlement becomes more likely.
The following ﬁgure gives an illustration:

Figure 1.7. Mean preserving truncation of distribution ( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)
The shift is from a truncated normal distribution with mean 0.5 and support [0,1] to
a truncated normal distribution with mean 0.5 and support [0.1,0.9]. The untruncated
distribution has standard deviation 0.2.

1.4 Extensions: fostering settlements
Imagine again that society considers total trial costs to be of concern. What can it
do to reduce the volume and costs of trials? Procedural rules about the allocation of
20
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trial costs or other ways to foster settlements have been extensively discussed in the
literature. In our model, what happens when some of those rules are implemented?

1.4.1 Fee-shifting rules
In the baseline model, we assumed that the court enforced the so-called American
rule in the allocation of litigation costs: each party pays for their own legal expenses
regardless of the trial outcome. Now, we consider the English rule, which provides
that the loser in court pays for both parties' litigation costs. It is equivalent to
moving to an environment with W EN = W + Cp + Cd, CpEN = Cp + Cd and CdEN =
0 under the American rule. In practice, the English rule amounts to raising the
stakes for the plaintiﬀ both on the income and the cost sides. Fee-shifting has been
extensively studied, theoretically, experimentally and econometrically.1.20
For intermediate claims where the credibility constraint is binding, shifting to
the English rule has ambiguous eﬀects. In the American rule, W , the lowest com
pensation that incentivizes the plaintiﬀ to sue is:
Cp
W = [1 + ( ¡ 1)(1 ¡ E[p])]
E[p]

Under the English rule, we have:
W EN =


(1 ¡ E[p])
(Cp + Cd)
E[p]

The relative size of W and W EN depends on , Cp, Cd as well as the unconditional


expectation of p.
If the credibility constraint is not binding, the likelihood of settlement is lower
under the English rule if the plaintiﬀ is not loss-averse (Bebchuk 1984). With loss
aversion, the fee-shifting may have ambiguous eﬀects: if the level of loss-aversion
is high for the plaintiﬀ, then the English rule may encourage settlement. From the
ﬁrst-order condition (1:5), we have the following comparison:
1 ¡ F (p(S foc))
(Cp + Cd)
Cp
=
+ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p(S foc))
foc
W
W
f (p(S ))
foc
1 ¡ F (p(SEN
))
(Cp + Cd)
Cp + Cd
foc
=
+ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p(SEN
))
foc
W + Cp + Cd
W + Cp + Cd
f (p(SEN ))

(1:5)
(1:5EN)

For  = 1, fee-shifting unambiguously decreases the right side of equation (1:5). From
the increasing hazard rate property, p(S foc) increases as a result, leading to a lower
settlement rates. For equation (1:5EN), the right-hand side might become smaller if
 and Cd are large. Intuitively, if the heavy cost is shifted to the plaintiﬀ and the
eﬀect of loss aversion is large, then the plaintiﬀ might prefer settling with a higher
probability. The following ﬁgure illustrates such a possibility:
1.20. See Kritzer (2001), Spier (2007) or Helmers et al. (2019) for reviews of the literature.
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Figure 1.8. Probabilities of trial under diﬀerent rules ( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)

Obviously, the net eﬀect on the total number of trials will depend on the distribution of W . However, a decrease in the number of trials is possible. This ﬁnding is
important, because some of the available experimental or empirical evidence about
the impact of fee-shifting (Anderson and Rowe, 1995; Hugues and Snyder, 1995;
Kritzer, 2001, Helmers et al., 2019) reports an increase in settlement rates upon the
adoption of the English rule, which our model rationalizes, contrary to Bebchuk's
(1984).

1.4.2 An in-court settlement regime
From Proposition 1.4, we can see that the plaintiﬀ's binding credibility constraint
leads to a higher oﬀer amount and thus higher probabilities of trial for medium-range
claims. The constraint results from the plaintiﬀ's lack of commitment power. If the
plaintiﬀ could credibly commit to trial in case her oﬀer is rejected, then she as well as
the defendant would beneﬁt: she would be able to make a lower settlement oﬀer that
suits herself better. To achieve this, one may think of moving from the out-of-court
settlement regime which we have studied so far to an in-court settlement regime.
Suppose indeed that the legal system does not allow a plaintiﬀ to drop a suit
outside court. Then, even a settlement necessitates to go, and pay, for trial. In an
(extreme) in-court settlement regime, the plaintiﬀ pays Cp at the time she introduces
the lawsuit: she will use the court's and her lawyer's services even if she settles with
the defendant as this has to be agreed by the court. This will remove the credibility
constraint. The loss-averse plaintiﬀ chooses S to maximize the following:
Upin¡court(S)

= [1 ¡ F (p(S))](S ¡ Cp) +

Z

p(S)
0

[p (W ¡ Cp) ¡ ( ¡ 1)(1 ¡ p)Cp] f (p)dp

(1.8)


The optimal settlement oﬀer (Sin
) is characterized by the following ﬁrst-order
condition:

1 ¡ F (p(Sin
))
C
Cp

= d + ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p(Sin
))
(1:5in¡court)

f (p(Sin))
W
W

Our assumptions on F () guarantees that we have a unique interior solution Sin
2 [Cd;

foc
W + Cd). It is straightforward to show that Sin > S : Cp has been paid up-front so
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saving Cp is no longer an advantage associated to settlement, compared to trial. The
credibility constraint no longer plays a role because giving up trial means a sure loss
of Cp. Therefore, for intermediate values of W at which the credibility constraint

is binding in the out-of-court settlement regime, we may have Sin
< S  for the lossaverse plaintiﬀ.
For the lowest W that incentivizes a loss-averse plaintiﬀ to sue (Win), we have
Win 6 W . Intuitively, at W = W in the in-court settlement system, the plaintiﬀ


could bring the lawsuit and ask for S > W + Cd. This brings her the same utility as
in the out-of-court settlement regime. It is possible that she can do better because
the credibility constraint is no longer playing a role.
A special case is when Cd > Cp. The plaintiﬀ can bring the lawsuit, pay Cp and
ask for S = Cd as long as W > 0. The defendant will accept the oﬀer whatever his type
is. We have Win 6 W in general and Win 6 0 if Cd > Cp: under the in-court settlement

regime, the loss-averse plaintiﬀ brings more small-claim lawsuits and sometime even
lawsuits with negative expected values. Cases with negative expected value become
proﬁtable in the in-court settlement regime, provided the defendant's costs are high
enough. That is consistent with the results in Bebchuk (1996). The following ﬁgure
gives an illustration for Cd > Cp cases.

Figure 1.9. Probabilities of trial and litigation costs under diﬀerent settlement systems
( = 2; Cp = 4; Cd = 2)
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Thus, the eﬀect of requiring the plaintiﬀ to settle in-court (at a cost) would have
an ambiguous eﬀect on the volume of litigation: the net eﬀect would again depend
on the distribution of claims.

1.5 Concluding remarks
Our goal in this paper was to show how loss aversion theoretically aﬀects people's
behavior in (civil) litigation, in particular with regards to settlements. We have
shown how loss aversion might lead to fewer suits for small claims, a lower settlement
probability for medium claims, and a higher settlement probability for large claims.
Due to loss aversion's eﬀect on the plaintiﬀ's credibility constraint, policies aiming at
reducing the number of costly trials and at fostering settlements may have diﬀerent
eﬀects for claims of diﬀerent sizes. In our modeled environment, the only change
which unambiguously leads to fewer trials across the board is the reduction in the
degree of information asymmetry about trial odds. Thus, rules and policies that
encourage access to informed legal advice or discovery at an early stage seem to
be the best way to foster settlements.1.21Asymmetric uncertainty is the cause of
the ineﬃciency (not settling). So, it is not surprising that a decrease in asymmetry
improves welfare, which is a common result of litigation models featuring asymmetric
information. What our model shows is that many of the often-ﬂoated proposals do
not uniformly increase the likelihood of settlements.
In our analysis, we assumed that both litigants are risk-neutral. Risk aversion
and loss aversion are similar in one respect: the decision-maker puts extra weight
on the worst outcomes. Some of the results we have analyzed would materialize if
the parties to a dispute were risk-averse instead of loss-averse. There are diﬀerences,
however, due to the fact that risk aversion would aﬀect the behavior of the defendant,
by making him more generally amenable to a settlement.
If we include the prospect theory insight that people are risk-averse in the gain
domain and risk-loving in the loss domain, then it will become more diﬃcult for
the litigants to reach a settlement. For one, risk aversion makes it harder for the
plaintiﬀ to commit to trial and will tighten the credibility constraint. Second, in the
loss domain, risk loving makes the defendant more willing to accept the gamble of
a trial and less willing to accept a settlement.
In our baseline model, we assumed that litigation costs are ﬁxed and focused
on loss aversion's eﬀects on the plaintiﬀ's choice of the settlement oﬀer. If the
plaintiﬀ can choose how much to spend on a case, we ﬁnd that litigation expenditure
is aﬀected by loss aversion in an ambiguous manner, as two countervailing forces
appear: the incentive to avoid losing (spending more increases the winning rate and
thus avoiding painful loss) and the incentive to cut losses (spending more means
a larger loss when the plaintiﬀ loses). We expect the loss-averse plaintiﬀ to spend
more for cases with higher ﬁxed costs, by contrast with a loss-neutral plaintiﬀ, but
we leave this to further research.
1.21. Waldfogel (1998) and Huang (2009) provide some empirical evidence to this eﬀect.
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Proof of Lemma 1:
In the proper sub-game after the plaintiﬀ makes oﬀer S, if a defendant with type p
chooses r(S ; p) < 1, then his expected payment is positive: (1 ¡ r) S. If he switches
to rejecting for sure, his expected payment is 0 since the plaintiﬀ drops the suit with
probability 1 following rejection. Hence, all types should reject oﬀer S.

Proof of Lemma 2:
In the proper sub-game after the plaintiﬀ makes oﬀer S, by assumption the defendant
expects the plaintiﬀ to pursue the case with some positive probability if he rejects
the oﬀer (d r(S) 2 [0; 1)). The defendant will compare the outcome of accepting the
oﬀer and that of rejecting it. For a defendant with type p, the expected utility from
rejecting the oﬀer is (subscript d stands for defendant):
Udtrial(p) = ¡(1 ¡ d r(S)) (p W + Cd)
The expected utility from accepting the oﬀer is ¡S. As Udtrial(p) is decreasing in p,
Udtrial(p~) > ¡S implies that Udtrial(p) > ¡S for p < p~ and Udtrial(p~) > ¡S~ for S~ > S . 
Proof of Proposition 1.3: the existence and uniqueness of S foc
The ﬁrst order condition (1.5) could be written as:
1 ¡ F (p(S foc))
(Cp + Cd)
Cp
=
+ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ p(S foc))
W
W
f (p(S foc))
Deﬁne function H() as the following:
(Cp + Cd)
Cp 1 ¡ F (x)
+ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ x)
¡
;
W
W
f (x)
(Cp + Cd)
Cp 1 ¡ F (x)
=
¡ ( ¡ 1)x
¡
W
W
f (x)

H(x) 

x 2 [0; 1]

H(x) is continuous and twice diﬀerentiable by our assumptions. We have:
(Cp + Cd)
Cp (Cp + Cd)
¡ ( ¡ 1)
=
>0
W
W
W
(Cp + Cd)
1
H(0) =
¡
<0
by assumption 1
W
f (0)
H(1) =

It means that H(x) = 0 has at least one solution at [0; 1]. For the solution to be
unique, a suﬃcient condition is that the second-order derivative of function H()
C
has a constant sign over [0; 1]. Because the loss-aversion part ¡( ¡ 1)x Wp is linear
in x, the condition is met if and only if the second-order derivative of the reversed
1 ¡ F (x)
hazard rate function f (x) has a constant sign over [0; 1], which is our assumption
3. The uniqueness is established in the following manner:
1 ¡ F (x)
Under the three assumptions 1) H(0) < 0; 2) f (x) is decreasing in p on [0;
1]; and 3) the second-order derivative of

1 ¡ F (x)
f (x)

has a constant sign on [0; 1], the

function H(x) has three possible curvatures over [0; 1]: 1) monotonically increasing;
2) increasing in [0; x^] and decreasing in (x^ ; 1] where x^ 2 [0; 1] and H 0(x^) = 0; 3)
decreasing in [0; x~] and increasing in (x~ ; 1] where x~ 2 [0; 1] and H 0(x~) = 0.
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In form 1), we can directly apply the intermediate value theorem on [0; 1]. With
monotonicity, it is clear that a unique root exists. In form 2) we can apply intermediate value theorem on [0; x^] and in form 3) on [x~; 1]. With monotonicity, a unique
root is also guaranteed. The corresponding settlement oﬀer S can be recovered from
the root p(S).

Proof of Proposition 1.4:
The loss-averse plaintiﬀ's trial stage utility is:
Uptrial(S) = E [pjp < p(S)] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E [pjp < p(S)]) Cp

We have d Uptrial /d p(S) > 0. And since d p(S)/d S > 0, we have dUptrial /dS > 0. This
means the maximum of Uptrial is achieved at p(S) = 1 and S > W + Cd for any given
W . We use Uptrial to denote this maximum:
Uptrial = E[p] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[p]) Cp
We also have that d Uptrial /d W > 0. By deﬁnition of W , Uptrial = E[p]W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡


1) (1 ¡ E[p]) Cp = 0. So, for W < W , Uptrial(S) < 0 for any S. Hence, the credibility

constraint cannot be met and the plaintiﬀ will drop the suit for sure if a settlement
oﬀer is rejected. By Lemma 1.1, all types of defendants reject the oﬀer. Therefore,
the loss-averse plaintiﬀ will not bring the lawsuit. A similar proof goes for the
Cp
traditional plaintiﬀ for W < Wtp. As Wtp = E[p]
< W , a loss-averse plaintiﬀ does not

ﬁle a lawsuit while a traditional plaintiﬀ does for W 2 [Wtp ; W ). This proves part 1.
To prove parts 2 and 3, we state the following two lemmas.
foc
Lemma 1.7. S > Stp; S foc < Stp
.

Proof The proof of this lemma directly follows the deﬁnition of the relevant settlement oﬀers. For S and Stp, we have:

E[pjp < p(S )] W ¡ Cp = ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[pjp < p(S )]) Cp
(1:6)


E[pjp < p(Stp)] W ¡ Cp = 0
(1:6 0)

As  > 1 and E [pjp < x] is weakly increasing in x 2 [0; 1], we have S > Stp. Moreover,

S (W ) and Stp(W ) are implicitly deﬁned from the above equations. By the implicit

functions theorem, they are both continuous functions.
foc
For S foc and Stp
, using p 0(S) = 1/W , we have
1 ¡ F (p(S foc)) = f (p(S foc)) (Cp + Cd)/W
+( ¡ 1) f (p(S foc)) (1 ¡ p(S foc)) Cp /W
foc
foc
1 ¡ F (p(Stp
)) = f (p(Stp
)) (Cp + Cd)/W

(1:5)
(1:5 0)

foc
Similarly, S foc(W ) and Stp
(W ) are implicitly deﬁned from the above ﬁrst-order
0
conditions (1:5) and (1:5 ) and they are thus continuous functions of W . To see
that S foc is smaller, we check what happens on the margin if the loss-averse plaintiﬀ
foc
chooses Stp
instead. The ﬁrst-order derivative becomes:
foc
foc
foc
Up0(Stp
) = ¡( ¡ 1) f (p(Stp
)) (1 ¡ p(Stp
)) Cp /W < 0



foc
Therefore, S foc < Stp
.
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To continue with the proof, we deﬁne two more critical values of W . For the lossep is deﬁned as in S foc(W
ep) = S (W
ep); for the traditional plaintiﬀ,
averse plaintiﬀ, W

foc f
ftp is deﬁned in Stp
ftp). W
ep (W
ftp) is the lowest compensation at which
W
(Wtp) = Stp(W

trial
the constraint Uptrial(S) > 0 (Utp
(S) > 0) is slack for the loss-averse (traditional)
plaintiﬀ.
ep is uniquely deﬁned, we use the fact that for W > W , we have:
To see that W

d p(S foc)/d W > 0; d p(S )/d W < 0

At W = W , an equilibrium oﬀer cannot be lower than W + Cd due to the credibility

constraint: we have p(S ) = 1 > p(S foc).1.22 For W ! 1; p(S ) ! 0 and p(S foc) ! 1.

ep suchthat p(S foc) = p(S ) and
From the intermediate value theorem, we can ﬁnd W

ep) = S (W
ep). A similar proof goes for the traditional plaintiﬀ. At W = W
ftp, we
S foc(W

foc f
ftp).
have Stp
(Wtp) = Stp(W

foc



ftp, p(S ) > p(Stp
ftp, Stp
Lemma 1.8. At W = W
) and S  > Stp
; for W > W
= Stp
. For
trial
f
W 2 [Wtp ; Wtp], the Utp (S) > 0 constraint is binding for the traditional plaintiﬀ.


ep, p(S ) < p(Stp
ep, S  = S foc. For W 2 [W ; W
ep],
At W = W
) and S  < Stp
; for W > W

trial
the Up (S) > 0 constraint is binding for the loss-averse plaintiﬀ.
ftp < W
ep.
W
foc

ftp, Stp
ftp). By Lemma 1.7, we have
Proof At W = W
= Stp = Stp
(deﬁnition of W
foc


S > Stp = Stp
> S foc. Therefore, S  > Stp
and p(S ) > p(Stp
).


foc
~p, S = S = S (deﬁnition of W
ep). By Lemma 1.7, we have Stp < S =
At W = W


foc


S foc < Stp . Therefore, S  < Stp
, and p(S ) > p(Stp
).
foc
foc
ep and Stp
ftp, it means the credibility constraint
Since Stp
> Stp at W
= Stp at W
ftp but not binding at W
ep. We have W
ftp < W
ep.
is binding at W


ftp, the credibility
Directly from Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.8 , for W 6 W < W

 
constraint is binding for both plaintiﬀs. We have S = S , Stp = Stp, S > Stp =) S  >


foc
foc


ep, neither is binding and we have S  = S foc, Stp
Stp
; for W > W
= Stp
, S foc < Stp
=)


S < Stp.
ftp ; W
ep], there exist W
~ such that two plaintiﬀs
Now we show that in interval [W
foc

ftp ; W
ep], we have Stp
make the same settlement oﬀer. By Lemma 1.8, for W 2 [W
= Stp
,
foc



S = S and thus p(S ) = p(S ) and p(Stp) = p(Stp ).




ftp, p(Stp
ep, p(Stp
At W = W
) < p(S ); at W
) > p(S ). By the implicit function

ftp ; W
ep] and we have the following
theorem, p(Stp
) and p(S ) are continuous in W 2 [W
monotonicity results from (1:5 0) and (1:6):
foc
d p(Stp
)/d W > 0
d p(S )/d W < 0


1.22. For W = W , the plaintiﬀ's expected utility from bringing the lawsuit and making a credible oﬀer

is zero. She is indiﬀerent between bringing it and not. For simplicity, we assume that she brings the lawsuit,
makes a credible oﬀer and pursue the case to trial. We assume the same thing for traditional plaintiﬀ for
W = Wtp.
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From the intermediate value theorem, p(S ) and p(Stp
) intersect at a unique point

f
e
~
~ , we have S = S  = Stp
in (Wtp ; Wp). We use W to denote this intersection. At W
=

foc
Stp . The loss-averse plaintiﬀ's credibility constraint is binding while the traditional
~ , we have:
plaintiﬀ's is not. In sum, for W 6 W < W



~
S  > Stp
; p(S ) > p(Stp
) if W 6 W < W

Total expected litigation costs are higher if the plaintiﬀ is loss-averse because the
~ , we have:
probability of trial is higher. For W > W


S  < Stp
; p(S ) < p(Stp
)

Total litigation costs are smaller if the plaintiﬀ is loss-averse.
End of proof Proposition 1.4.
Proof of Proposition 1.5:
C

p
1. W is deﬁned by: W = (1 + ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[p])) E[p]
. E[p] is higher under G


since G ﬁrst-order stochastically dominates F . Thus, W is lower under G.

2. p(S ) is the unique solution to E [pjp < p(S )] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[pjp <


p(S )]) Cp = 0. Under G, E [pjp < h] is higher for any h > p + ". Since the LHS

 in p(S ), a lower
is increasing in E [pjp < p(S )] and E [pjp < p(S )] increases



p(S ) is needed for the equality to remain true.

3. Under F , S foc is given by (1:5). The RHS of equation (4) decreases in p(S)
1 ¡ G(p + ")
1 ¡ F (p)
and g(p + ") = f (p) : If p(S foc) increases by ", we have

1 ¡ G(p(S foc) + ")
> p 0(S foc) (Cp + Cd) + ( ¡ 1) p 0(S foc) (1 ¡ [p(S foc) +"]) Cp
foc
f (p(S ) + ")
for  > 1: As the inverse hazard rate of F is assumed to be decreasing, the
expression can then only be met with equality with p(S) > p(S foc) + ".
~ decreases. End of Proof.
4. It follows from 2 and 3 that W
Proof of Proposition 1.6:
Cp
~.
1. W is deﬁned by: W = (1 + ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E[p])) E[p]
. E[p] is the same under G


Thus, W is not aﬀected.

2. p(S ) is the unique solution to E [pjp < p(S )] W ¡ Cp ¡ ( ¡ 1) (1 ¡ E [pjp <


~ , E [pjp < h] is higher
p(S )]) Cp = 0. Under G
for any h > a + ". Since the LHS

is increasing in E [pjp < p(S )] and E [pjp < p(S )] increases in p(S ), one needs



a lower p(S ) for the equality to remain true.

foc))
~ is given by 1 ¡ G~ (p(S
3. p(S foc) under G
= p 0(S foc) (Cp + Cd) + ( ¡
foc
g~(p(S ))
~ (p) = 0 for
1)p 0(S foc)(1 ¡ p(S foc)) Cp. Now, g~(p) = f (p) / [F (b 0) ¡ F (a 0)], G
~ (p) = [F (p) ¡ F (a 0)] /[F (b 0) ¡ F (a 0)] for p 2 (a 0; b 0]. Thus,
p 2 [a; a 0], and G
for a given p, the LHS is lower than in (4) while the RHS is unchanged.
As the RHS is decreasing in p(S foc), it calls for a decrease in p(S foc) for
the equality to be maintained. End of Proof.
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Chapter 2
Information, coordination and the legal
order
2.1

2.1 Introduction
Every human group or society, if it is to self-perpetuate, has to induce certain kinds
of behavior, and discourage some others, on the part of its members.2.2 Avoidance of
violence, strife, or socially ineﬃcient activities is indeed key to economic success and
groups undertake to repress those (although, as history shows, to varying degrees of
success).2.3
This conformity-inducing activity can take place through various channels.
Anthropologists believe that closely-knit human communities rely on an informal
system of social norms, either internalized through 'socialization' or reliant on manifestations of social (dis)approval (Cooley 1902). As societies grew in size and social
roles became diﬀerentiated, informal systems, although persistent, showed some
limitations (Ross 1896). At various points (whose nature and exact timing are
disputed), many societies (or within society, some subgroups) resorted to a new
technique for social control: law (see Schiavone 2005 for the emergence of law in
ancient Rome).2.4 What really distinguishes law or a legal order from the regulation of a community through social norms?2.5
2.1. This chapter is jointly written with Cédric Argenton. We are grateful to Jan Boone, Eric van
Damme, Bruno Deﬀains, Rosa Ferrer, Jan Potters, Florian Schütt, Bert Willems as well as conference and
seminar participants at Tilburg University for helpful comments and suggestions. All remaining errors are
our own.
2.2. As Gillin and Gillin (1948, p.697) put it (in the words of their time): The necessity of social
control of individual members and of subgroups has been recognized by all types of societies primitive
tribes, early civilized societies, and modern nations.
2.3. Needless to say, social control need not be economic in nature or purpose. A good part of it is
targeted at behavior which is deemed unacceptable or dangerous (or even simply deviant) from the point
of view of morality, religion, or convention. That may or may not interfere with economic activity.
2.4. Again, Gillin and Gillin (1948, p.697) summarize: In those groups isolated from others with
diﬀerent cultures, custom and tradition are suﬃcient to insure social solidarity. But with the multiplication
of population in the great river valleys of the Middle East and the spreading contacts of their populations
with others possessing a diﬀerent culture, new measures were necessary to ensure conformity. Hence the
organization of the ancient empires of Mesopotamia, of Egypt, and of Rome. The highly organized state
and codes of law signalized the breakdown of the old methods of control. Likewise, the breakdown of feudal
society in Western Europe made necessary, in the interest of survival, the development of strong nations
with new codes of law, and machinery of enforcement to secure control over individuals and subgroups.
2.5. We are aware of the fact that many authors deﬁne norms to be diﬀerent phenomena. See McAdams
and Rasmusen (2007) for an overview. In this paper, we compare diﬀerent equilibria of similar games. In
that sense, we do not look at norms in the sense of McAdams and Rasmusen (2007, p.1576), who include
some sense of (moral) obligation in the deﬁnition of a norm, as opposed to a simple convention.
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This question is important because an inﬂuential body of literature (North 1990,
Rodrik et al. 2004, Acemoglu et al. 2001, Porta et al. 1998) has stressed the importance of institutions and, in particular, the protection of property rights, for economic
growth. Many of those institutions are quintessentially legal. As stressed by Hadﬁeld
and Weingast (2014, p.22), the often-made recommendation that societies should
move to a well-functioning legal regime in order to achieve economic development
is not particularly helpful if one does not know what law consists in.
By tradition, the attempt at deﬁning what law is is the province of philosophy
of law and jurisprudence. Major contributions include (but are not limited to):
Montesquieu (1748), Beccaria (1764), Austin (1832), Comte (1858), Hegel (1853),
Hart (1961) and Dworkin (1986). The characterization of the actual modalities of
social control is often left to historians and sociologists (Ross 1896, Pound 1942,
Roodenburg and Spierenburg 2004) and anthropologists (Roberts 1979).
In spite of those eﬀorts, we are far from understanding what makes a system of
norms speciﬁcally legal. It is possible to approach the problem of law as a problem
of governance, and try and characterize the conditions under which law is likely to
emerge as an equilibrium and be preferable to alternative governance structures
(Kornhauser 2004).2.6
In the economic literature, typically, any rule that is exogenously enforced (i.e.
that unconditionally applies, typically through unmodelled channels) is recognized
as legal and the availability of legal institutions is often taken for granted. That
is, the question of what law is or speciﬁcally does is not raised. However, some
prominent scholars have recently tried to use economic tools to get at the bottom of
what law really achieves, as compared to pure economic incentives or social norms
(Basu 2018, Benabou and Tirole 2011, Acemoglu and Jackson 2017, Dixit 2011,
Myerson 2004).
In this paper, we explore the idea that law, as an instrument of social regulation,
consists in centrally deﬁning non-permissible behavior ex ante. Thus, we try and
show that law is intrinsically related to a particular information structure, not to a
particular modality of rule enforcement (for instance, State enforcement vs. decentralized punishment). Indeed, in this paper, we compare orders or institutions that
rely on the same enforcement technology.
We take inspiration from Hadﬁeld and Weingast (2012, 2013, 2014, 2017), who
have worked towards developing some micro-foundations of the legal order in a
series of papers, but we oﬀer a technical treatment which singles out in which way
an order which is said to be legal diﬀers from a social order that relies only on ex
post retribution.
More precisely, we construct models of repeated interactions where, in every
period, one buyer may transact with a seller. The seller may have an opportunity to
cut cost, and this may or may not aﬀect the value that the buyer derives from the
transaction. There is nothing realistic about this environment but, as we do not allow
2.6. Social norms and legal rules are not necessarily substitutes and can be used concurrently, raising
interesting legal norm design issues. See Deﬀains and Fluet (2020).
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for complicated contracts that would be premised on realized harm, it exempliﬁes
the idea of a non-priced externality. The question, then, is whether cost-cutting and
trade will occur in equilibrium.
We compare two diﬀerent governance structures: one in which harmed buyers
systematically call on their fellow buyers to boycott a faulty seller for one period
(individual order), and one in which a central institution or repository (exogenously)
categorizes cost-cutting behaviors as legal or illegal (that is, amenable to a boycott)
before the buyer makes her decision (legal order).
In our baseline model, all cost-cutting opportunities have the same probability
of harming the buyer. We ﬁnd that a legal order equilibrium may exist only if the
action to be regulated is suﬃciently harmful, which explains why not all laws can
be enforced. Moreover, such an equilibrium leads to higher economic welfare than
an individual order equilibrium if and only if law is informative enough, that is, if
it embodies some additional information about the ex ante eﬃciency of external
actions. Hence, not only it is the case that not all laws can be enforced, but it is
worth enforcing them only in special circumstances.
We extend the model to deal with a distribution of cost-cutting opportunities,
whose likelihood of harming buyers diﬀer. In such an environment, it does not make
sense to deter all cost-cutting actions. We again ﬁnd that the legal prohibition of acts
which are unlikely to harm buyers is ignored by sellers in equilibrium. However, we
show that the conditions for the legal order to be welfare-superior to the individual
order are less demanding. A key feature of a legal order, beyond informativeness,
is that it economizes on costly punishment by not letting victims decide about the
imposition of sanctions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the baseline
model and the main results. Section 2.3 relaxes the assumption that cost-cutting
actions are of the same merit by way of extended model. Section 2.4 concludes.

2.2 The baseline model
agents We consider an economy populated by a continuum of (male) buyers and
a continuum of (female) sellers. The mass of both groups is normalized to 1. We
assume the transactors are risk-neutral and inﬁnitely lived. We also assume time
proceeds discretely over periods t 2 (0; 1; 2;   ; 1) and future proﬁt and utility are
discounted with a common factor  2 (0; 1), but we will follow the repeated-games
convention of multiplying all utilities by 1 ¡ .

trade In each period, buyers and sellers are randomly paired to trade. A buyer
decides whether to purchase a certain service or product from his paired seller. We
assume that buyers have subjective value v for the service and pay price p for it. To
provide this service, a seller incurs cost c. We assume that v, p and c are exogenously
ﬁxed and c < p < v. It is thus eﬃcient for all buyers to trade with the sellers.
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cost-cutting We assume that, in each period, sellers have an opportunity to cut
cost against their paired buyer. Cost-cutting saves the seller cost c but may render
the service worthless: the buyer's valuation is reduced to 0 with probability  2 (0; 1).
We assume that  is exogenously ﬁxed and commonly known to all players. We use
oi;t to denote the outcome of the cost-cutting action from seller i in period t. It is
a random variable with two possible values:

0 cost-cutting hurts the buyer
prob 
oi;t =
1 cost-cutting does not hurt the buyer prob 1 ¡ :
We assume that cost-cutting is unobservable to the buyers (or other sellers) but
outcome oi;t is publicly observed at the end of period t. The buyers can thus coordinate punishment in the next period based on the outcome variable.
For diﬀerent sellers and periods, we assume that outcomes from cost-cutting are
independent and identically distributed. There is neither correlation between the
harmfulness from diﬀerent sellers' cost-cutting acts nor learning regarding oi;t over
time.
boycott and coordination We assume that the only available method to deter
sellers from cutting cost is decentralized collective punishment in the form of a buyer
boycott. This is not innocuous since it amounts to assuming that social sanctions
are economically costly and, moreover, dependent on p (as players must forgo the
gains from trade, whose distribution is governed by p). For convenience, we focus on
equilibria with one-period boycott as the unique punishment method.2.7 To achieve
deterrence, the buyers have to coordinate a boycott after a buyer ﬁnds the service
worthless, which is all that they observe. We discuss two kinds of equilibria with
diﬀerent decision-making processes about whether a boycott is called for:


Individual order: when a buyer ﬁnds the service not worth v, she calls for a
boycott against seller i in the next period, asking the buyer paired with i not
to trade. If the buyer fails to boycott the oﬀender, no buyer needs to answer
his call for boycott in the future. It is the victim buyer who decides whether
a boycott is called for. Following Hadﬁeld and Weingast (2012), we call the
equilibrium under decentralized coordination the individual order .



Legal order: the coordination of boycott could also be achieved via a thirdparty institution R whose decisions are known to the seller before acting. R
decides whether to call for a boycott in the next period once a buyer claims
that he received poor service. Although the decision to join a boycott is still
made by the paired buyer, the decision to start a boycott is no longer made
by the victim. Following Hadﬁeld and Weingast (2012) again, we call the
equilibrium under centralized coordination the legal order .

The distinction between the two orders captures the idea that law is a system of
pre-announced rules to which one can refer before acting.
2.7. The choice of optimal sanctions (optimal boycott length) is an interesting question which we do
not tackle in this paper.
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timing of the stage game In each period, the game proceeds as follows:
1. Buyers and sellers are randomly paired. The outcome oi;t is drawn but not
observed by anyone.
For a pair with seller i and buyer j:
2. Buyer j observes whether there was a call for boycott against seller i in the
previous period.
3. Buyer j decides whether to trade with seller i or not. If j decides against
trading, the stage game ends for i and j. If j is willing to trade, he pays price
p to seller i.
4. The seller observes whether the buyer is cooperative and then decides whether
to cut cost or not. If she does not cut cost, the buyer derives value v and
she incurs cost c. The stage game ends for the pair.
5. If seller i cuts cost,


If buyer j is not hurt (oi;t = 1; probability 1 ¡ ), he derives value v
from trade and the stage game ends for the pair.



If buyer j is hurt (oi;t = 0; probability ), he derives no value from
trade:


In decentralized coordination, he decides whether to call for a
boycott against seller i or not.



In centralized coordination, R decides whether to call for a
boycott.

Discussion of assumptions
a) To ease exposition, we set up the environment as a trade relationship between
a buyer and a seller. In that context, the assumption of a ﬁxed price may
appear particularly restrictive. However, what we have in mind is an unpriced
(ﬁxed) externality. We could describe sellers as producers of manufactured
goods which would be sold to buyers at a market price but whose production
process would stochastically aﬀect the health or the environment of the latter.
If the regular beneﬁt of the activity to producers is equal to p ¡ c, the private
beneﬁt of the harmful act to c, and the external harm equal to v (upon
realization of risk ), we will recover our set-up. p is an index of the relative
cost of sanctions for buyers and sellers (since abstinence from trade is the
only sanction and p governs the distribution of trade surplus).
b) We assume that in each period, buyers face a new cost-cutting opportunity
(oi;t is drawn anew and independent from oi; ;  < t). That is for tractability
reasons. If o persisted over time or for a given seller, sellers could learn
about its value by cutting cost and observing realized harm, which would
aﬀect the incentive for compliance. Our assumption rules out learning on the
equilibrium path, a very interesting topic which lies out of the scope of this
paper.
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c) We assume that cost-cutting is unobservable to anyone else but the sellers,
whereas the harm is observable to every player. If a seller's action were
directly observable, one could design legal rules deﬁned on that action, not
on its harmful consequences. The comparison between what we call the
legal order and the individual order would then resemble the one made in
the literature on ex ante regulation vs. ex post liability, which are both
legal regimes. (Wittman 1977; Shavell 1984[a], 1984[b], 2013; Schmitz 2000).
Absent any enforcement mistake or cost, the ﬁrst policy is always (sometimes weakly) preferable since it directly regulates actions. To make the
comparison interesting, this literature therefore typically compares the two
policies once loaded with diﬀerent enforcement mistakes or costs. Our goal
is to assess the beneﬁt of prescribing behavior ex ante, assuming that the
same enforcement technology is available as for ex post retributions.
d) Cost-cutting probabilistically gives rise to harm but the absence of costcutting does not stochastically generate some harm. Allowing for the latter
would make for the possibility of type-II errors (wrongly punishing an innocent seller). Although perhaps realistic, this assumption would not aﬀect
our qualitative results, as it would simply make punishment uniformly less
eﬃcacious at deterring cost-cutting (as in Kaplow and Shavell 1994). For
simplicity, we therefore work with an environment that allows only for typeI errors.
ﬁrst-best decision rule From an ex ante viewpoint, the expected social beneﬁt of costcutting is c and the expected cost is v. The eﬃcient decision is therefore dependent
on : if  > c/v, it is best to forbid cost-cutting and if  6 c/v, it is best to allow
cost-cutting. If oi;t were available, given our assumptions, eﬃciency would require
to allow cost-cutting when oi;t = 1 and to forbid it when oi;t = 0.

2.2.1 Individual order
When it is the victim buyer's decision to call for a boycott, we propose the following
strategy proﬁle (named strategy proﬁle I) as a candidate equilibrium, in which
buyers use one-period boycott to deter sellers from cutting costs.
Notation. Strategy proﬁle I:
Every buyer is considered cooperative in period 0. A buyer becomes uncooperative
if he fails to join a boycott started by a cooperative buyer or refuses to trade without
a boycott. Whether a buyer is cooperative or not is publicly observed by every player.
Cooperative Buyer: in period t,


a cooperative buyer j pays p to his paired seller i if there was no call for
boycott against seller i in period t ¡ 1 from a cooperative buyer 2.8 or t = 0.


If buyer j ﬁnds the service worthless, he calls for boycott.

2.8. This includes three possibilities: 1) or seller i was boycotted in t ¡ 1; 2) seller i traded with a
cooperative buyer in t ¡ 1 and the buyer did not call for boycott; 3) seller i traded with an uncooperative
buyer in t ¡ 1.
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If there was a call for boycott against seller i from a cooperative buyer in
period t ¡ 1, buyer j does not trade with the seller.

Uncooperative Buyer: in period t, an uncooperative buyer j pays p to his paired
seller if and only if (1 ¡ )v > p.
Seller: seller i cuts cost if and only if buyer j is uncooperative.

Strategy proﬁle I speciﬁes that cooperative buyers boycott a seller who hurts
another cooperative buyer. Failing to boycott costs a buyer the cooperative status
and his call for boycott will be ignored in the future. The buyers choose to follow I
if the long-run beneﬁt of deterrence is higher than the short-term cost of the boycott.
For the sellers, I speciﬁes that they refrain from cost-cutting when paired with a
cooperative buyer. The sellers choose to perform if the expected punishment of oneperiod boycott is harsh enough.
Now we show the conditions under which strategy proﬁle I constitutes an equilibrium. Following I, a seller's average pay-oﬀ is p ¡ c and a buyer's average payoﬀ
is v ¡ p. For the sellers to be deterred from cost-cutting, we need the following
condition:
p ¡ c > (1 ¡ )p +  2(p ¡ c) + (1 ¡ )(p ¡ c)

(2.1)

The left-hand side (LHS) is a seller's average payoﬀ on the equilibrium path speciﬁed
by I. The right-hand side (RHS) is the payoﬀ from cost-cutting. The probability
of punishment for cost-cutting is : the seller loses trade opportunity in t + 1.
With probability 1 ¡ , the buyer's value v is preserved and the seller will not be
boycotted. We can write this condition as:
 >

c
(p ¡ c)

(I ; S)

For a seller to refrain from cost-cutting, the probability of hurting the buyer and,
hence, the probability of getting punished, cannot be too low. Nor can the proﬁt
made from not resorting to cost-cutting.
For the buyer to join a boycott in period t, we need the following condition:
(v ¡ p) > max ((1 ¡ )v ¡ p; 0)

(2.2)

The LHS is the expected utility of joining the boycott: the buyer forfeits the gain
from trade in the current period but ensures no harm from cost-cutting in the future.
The RHS is the expected utility of giving up boycotting and protection. His call
for boycott will no longer be answered and, therefore, his paired seller will always
cut cost against him. The buyer's expected utility is (1 ¡ )v ¡ p for every future
period if he still ﬁnds trading proﬁtable. Otherwise, he will stop trading with the
sellers and get zero utility. Rewriting this condition, we have:
 > (1 ¡ )

v¡p
if (1 ¡ )v ¡ p > 0
v
v > p if (1 ¡ )v ¡ p < 0
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Since v > p by assumption, the buyer's no-deviation condition is equivalent to:


v¡p
 > (1 ¡ )
(I ; B)
v

For the buyers to follow strategy proﬁle I, the probability of getting hurt must be
high enough. Joining the boycott comes with short-term cost and long-term beneﬁt.
When the buyer is unlikely to be hurt by cost-cutting, his long-term beneﬁt from
deterrence is small and his incentive to boycott is weak. Moreover, higher price p
makes both condition (I ; S) and (I ; B) more likely to be met: the seller is less likely
to cut cost when trading is more proﬁtable; symmetrically, the buyer's opportunity
cost of boycotting is lower.
Proposition
2.1. If the probability
of hurting the buyer () is high enough:  >



c
v¡p
max
; (1 ¡ )
，then strategy proﬁle I is a perfect Bayesian equi(p ¡ c)
v
librium.2.9
c
c
> . Strategy
(p ¡ c) v
proﬁle I is ﬁrst-best if it is a PBE. If  is higher than the ﬁrst-best
 cut-oﬀ c / v
c
c
but the conditions
in Proposition 2.1 are not met: <  < max
; (1 ¡

v
(p ¡ c)
v¡p
)
, then the ﬁrst-best outcome (full deterrence) is not feasible under onev
period boycott.
As (p ¡ c) < v is guaranteed by our assumptions, we have

2.2.2 Legal order
We now assume that there is a third-party institution R that decides whether a
cost-cutting act should be punished. R is not a formal player in the game. Rather,
it provides a set of rules, which speciﬁes whether a cost-cutting act is wrongful or
not. We assume that the set of rules are eventually accessible to everyone (which
matches the public nature of laws) and use ri;t to denote R 0s judgment in period t
for seller i 0s cost-cutting action. It is a random variable with two possible values:

0 cost cutting is wrongful
ri;t =
1 cost cutting is not wrongful
Notice that ri;t is not subjectively decided by a player, but corresponds to an exogenous rule that is available to sellers before they make decisions. As a result, seller
i knows ri;t before she makes the decision about cost-cutting. The paired buyer j,
on the other hand, does not know ri;t in advance (as he does not know which costcutting action is available to the seller in this period). Buyers including j pick up
on ri;t only after the paired buyer j reports damage and R makes an announcement
in the end of period t (e.g. R announces that seller i 0s cutting cost act was wrongful).
2.9. Condition (S):  > c/((p ¡ c)) is more demanding than condition
(B):  > (1 ¡ )(v ¡ p)/v for
p
p 2 (c; v) if c is not too small. A suﬃcient condition is c/v > (9 ¡ 4 5 )  0.0557.
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We propose the following strategy proﬁle L as a candidate equilibrium:
Notation. Strategy proﬁle L:
Every buyer is considered cooperative in period 0. A buyer becomes uncooperative
if he fails to join a boycott initiated by R or refuses to trade without a boycott.
Whether a buyer is cooperative or not is publicly observed by every player.
Cooperative Buyer: in period t,


A cooperative buyer j pays p to his paired seller i if R did not call for boycott
against i,2.10 or t = 1.




If j finds the service worthless, he reports damage to R, which
announces its decision ri;t to all players.

If R called for boycott against seller i, buyer j does not trade with i.

Uncooperative Buyer: in period t, an uncooperative buyer j pays p to his paired
seller if and only if (1 ¡ )v > p.
Seller: seller i cuts cost if and only if buyer j is uncooperative or cost-cutting is
legal (ri;t = 1)
The formal deﬁnition of strategy proﬁle L in an automaton form can be found
in the appendix. In strategy proﬁle L, seller i follows decision rule ri;t and avoids
cost-cutting when she anticipates judgment illegal (ri;t = 0); buyers, following R 0s
decision, boycott seller i in period t + 1 only if oi;t = 0 and ri;t = 0.2.11
Strategy L leads to a diﬀerent payoﬀ proﬁle compared to I:
VsL = p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c
VbL = (1 ¡ Pr[ri;t = 1; oi;t = 0])v ¡ p
On the equilibrium path, a seller's average payoﬀ is higher than (p ¡ c). With
probability 1 ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0], cost-cutting is indeed legal and the buyer will not be
punished even if the matched buyer receives poor product/service. A buyer's payoﬀ
is lower than v ¡ p because he no longer have full protection against cost-cutting.
The ex ante probability of buyer getting hurt is Pr[ri;t = 1; oi;t = 0]. Thus, a ﬁrst
observation to make is that the legal order, compared to the individual order, has
distributive consequences.
2.10. This also includes 3 possibilities: 1) seller i was boycotted in t ¡ 1; 2) seller i traded with a
cooperative buyer in t ¡ 1 while either the buyer did not ﬁle a complaint or the buyer did but R did not
call for a boycott; 3) seller i traded with an uncooperative buyer in t ¡ 1.

2.11. That is in line with our assumption that nobody observes the action chosen by sellers. Only a
ﬁnding of harm can be used as a pre-condition for a boycott. It is possible to think of law as an ex ante regulation system (by contrast with ex post liability systems) which directly observes (and punishes) actions.
In that case, legal order would beneﬁt from yet another informational advantage: the observability of sellers'
actions. That distinction, which is at the core of the diﬀerence between torts and public enforcement or the
literature on attempts (acts which are observed although they fail to harm anyone), is not useful in trying
to characterize what is speciﬁcally legal as ex ante regulation and ex post liability are both legal regimes.
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We could construct an alternative strategy proﬁle requiring that sellers follow ri;t
but buyers coordinate boycotting as in strategy proﬁle I: punishment would follow
every time a cooperative buyer is harmed. This equilibrium, if it exists, will be
ineﬃcient compared to L because, by construction, additional punishment on legal
cost-cutting acts introduces no additional deterrence. The incongruence between the
decision rule and the punishment rule gives rise to unnecessary social costs.
So far, we have not speciﬁed how Pr[ri;t = 1; oi;t = 0] is determined. We use
two conditional probabilities 0 = Pr[ri;t = 0joi;t = 0] and 1 = Pr[ri;t = 1joi;t = 1] to
describe the relation between ri;t and the outcome oi;t:
ri;t = 0 (illegal) ri;t = 1 (legal)
oi;t = 0 (hurtful; )
0
(1 ¡ 0)
oi;t = 1 (safe; 1 ¡ ) (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)
(1 ¡ )1
Table 2.1. Correlation structure between ri;t and oi;t

With probability (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1), institution R makes a type-I error: a safe
cost-cutting act is forbidden. The cost of a type-I error is c. With probability
(1 ¡ 0), R makes a type-II error: a harmful cost-cutting act is allowed. The cost
of a type-II error is v ¡ c. We start by assuming that ri;t is independent from oi;t,
introducing what we call the uninformative legal order . Later, we will assume a
positive correlation, allowing ri;t to be informative about oi;t.
2.2.2.1 Uninformative legal order
Assumption AL0: for 0 and 1, we assume that 0 6 0 6 1 and
0 = 1 ¡ 1
From AL0, we have Pr[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0] =  and Pr[ri;t = 0] = 0. That is, R classiﬁes
a randomly chosen set of cost-cutting acts as illegal: with probability 0, a costcutting method is considered wrongful by R and and the wrongdoing seller will be
punished if the paired buyer is hurt. The seller cannot extract more information
from ri;t beyond the ex-ante probability of hurting the buyer.
To diﬀerentiate from the general case, we will use L0 to speciﬁcally refer to the
uninformative strategy proﬁle. Notice that 0 measures the severity of the law.
When 0 = 1, L0 is the same as the individual order, I. That is, the individual order
is the strictest uninformative legal order: every cost-cutting act is considered illegal
ex ante.
Now we specify the conditions for L0 to constitute a PBE. For the sellers to
be deterred from cost-cutting acts that are considered wrongful by R, we need the
following condition:
(1 ¡ )(p ¡ c) + (p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c) >

(1 ¡ )p + Pr[oi;t = 0](p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c) + Pr[oi;t =
1](p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c)
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The LHS is the average payoﬀ if the seller restrains from cost-cutting anticipating
judgment illegal. The RHS is the average payoﬀ if she cuts cost: with probability
Pr[ri;t = 0], she will lose the opportunity to trade for the next period; with the
complementing probability, she breaks the law but the buyer's value is not aﬀected.
She does not receive any punishment in this scenario. We can simplify the seller's
no-deviation condition to the following:
c
 >
(L0; S)
(p ¡ c)
Compared with condition (I ; S) in strategy proﬁle I, boycott costs the seller more
and (L0; S) is less demanding. The seller's per period payoﬀ is higher than (p ¡
c) because she gets to cut cost when it is legal. The punishment associated to
a boycott is the potential loss of proﬁt. One-period boycott thus achieves more
eﬀective deterrence in strategy proﬁle L0 compared to I.
For the buyer to beneﬁt from boycotting, the condition is2.12:
[(1 ¡ Pr[oi;t = 0; ri;t = 1])v ¡ p] > max ((1 ¡ )v ¡ p; 0)

The LHS is the expected utility from joining the boycott. The cost of boycott is
the forfeited gain from trade in the current period. Boycott no longer provides full
protection: with probability Pr[oi;t = 0; ri;t = 1], the buyer still gets hurt. The RHS
is the expected utility of trading as an uncooperative buyer. We can rewrite the
buyer's no-deviation condition as:
v¡p
(v ¡ p)
if  6
v
v
(v ¡ p)
(v ¡ p)
(1 ¡ 0) 6
if  >
v
v
Summarizing the above two inequalities, we have:






1¡
v¡p
1
v¡p
6 6
1 ¡  + 0
v
1 ¡ 0
v
(1 ¡ ) + 0 > (1 ¡ )

(L0; B)

Compared with condition (I ; B), (L0; B) is more demanding if 0 < 1. The lower
0 gets, the more often harmful cost-cutting acts are allowed and the smaller the
beneﬁt from deterrence becomes. The requirement that  be large enough to justify
the beneﬁt of deterrence becomes more restrictive. The upper bound in (L0; B), in
contrast to 1 in the individual order, results from buyer's shrinking gain from trade,
which could turn negative if  is too large. In strategy proﬁle I, the buyer's gain
from trade on the equilibrium path is strictly positive as full deterrence is achieved.
Thus, a high frequency of type-II errors (low 0) simply precludes the existence of
the legal order. When 0 tends to 1, condition (L0; B) reverts to condition (I ; B).
The following picture gives an illustration of how condition (L0; B) works. The
deep shaded area depicts (; ) combinations that satisfy (L0; B): the smaller 0 is
(less stringent legal order), the more likely that a buyer is hurt by legal cost-cutting
and the more demanding condition (L0; B) becomes.
2.12. Notice that although a buyer's payoﬀ in strategy L is diﬀerent compared with I, his opportunity
cost of joining a boycott is the same because one period payoﬀ of trading as an uncooperative is the same
in both I and L.
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0
1

(1 ¡ )(v ¡ p)/v

(v ¡ p)/v

1



Figure 2.1. Illustration of feasible ranges from condition (L0; B)

Proposition 2.2. If conditions (L0; S) and (L0; B) are met, strategy proﬁle L0 is
a perfect Bayesian.
Compared with strategy proﬁle I, an uninformative legal order L0 relaxes the
constraint on the sellers while tightening the constraint on the buyers. From the
perspective of welfare distribution, L0 increases the sellers' payoﬀ at the cost of the
buyers':
VsI = p ¡ c
VbI = v ¡ p

VsL0 = p ¡ 0c
VbL0 = (1 ¡ (1 ¡ 0))v ¡ p

In terms of net welfare, we have VsI + VbI < VsL0 + VbL0 if  < c / v. However, the
condition  < c/v is incompatible with condition  > c/((p ¡ c)), the seller's nodeviation condition (L0; S). If both I and L0 constitutes equilibria, then we must
have  > c/v and the individual order achieves higher welfare than L0.
To complete the welfare analysis for  < c/v, we introduce another equilibrium
candidate: trading without boycott. We use N to denote this no-deterrence strategy
proﬁle, which speciﬁes that sellers cut cost at every possible opportunity and the
buyers choose to trade. The net welfare in N is simply (1 ¡ )v: sellers receive p
without costs and buyers, who pay price p knowing that sellers always cut costs,
receive payoﬀ v with probability (1 ¡ ). It is easy to verify that N is an equilibrium
if and only if  6 p/(v ¡ p).2.13 In terms of welfare, N is the best option if  6 c/v
especially because neither I nor L0 could constitute an equilibrium.
The following proposition summarizes the welfare comparison regarding L0:
v¡p

v¡p

2.13. N is a PBE if  6 v because 1) without deterrence, sellers always cuts cost; 2) when  6 v ,
buyers still ﬁnd it proﬁtable to trade even if the seller cuts cost. Their expected utility is (1 ¡ )v ¡ p,
which is larger than zero under our assumption.
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Proposition 2.3. The uninformative legal order L0 achieves the highest welfare
among N ; L0 and I if and only if the following conditions are met:
c
c
6  <
(p ¡ c)
(p ¡ c)






1¡
v¡p
1
v¡p
6  6
1 ¡  + 0
v
1 ¡ 0
v
Proposition 2.3 states that the only possibility where L0 is the best option among
N ; I ; L0 is when I is the ﬁrst-best but infeasible because the seller's condition (I ; S)
is not met. When 0 is high such that (L0; S) is satisﬁed, L0 achieves the highest
welfare among the three because some, though not all, cost-cutting acts are banned.
The following ﬁgure gives an illustration of such a case: the name of a region indicates
which equilibria exist. For instance, in region IL0N , all the three strategy proﬁles are
equilibria; in region L0N, both L and N are equilibria but strategy proﬁle I is not.

v

L0

I

p
IL0N
IL0
N

L0N
L0

c 0



c/v

1

Figure 2.2. Feasible ranges (; p) of the three equilibrium candidates with uninformative
legal order (c = 0.1; v = 1;  = 0.8; 0 = 0.3; 1 = 0.7)

In region L0 and L0N , although full deterrence achieves the highest welfare,
it does not constitute an equilibrium: one-period boycott cannot deter the seller
from cost-cutting. Uninformative law relaxes this binding constraint by allowing a
randomly chosen set of cost-cutting acts and increases the sellers' gains from trade.
Thus, in the absence of a sustainable system of victim-driven sanctions, law, even
when uninformative, can be preferable to the absence of deterrence.2.14
2.14. One might think that the nonexistence problem stems from the fact that buyer systematically
punish sellers for every instance of observed harm. Indeed, probabilistic punishment might solve the
problem but requires a public randomization device, which conﬂicts with the idea of decentralized punishment. (If randomization is to be performed at the individual buyer level, it does not help as a buyer
always has the incentive to pretend that the outcome did not call for boycott, which is privately costly.
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2.2.2.2 Informative legal order
Now we assume that the rule from R contains valuable information about buyer
preference, by which we mean that the prescriptions (ri;t) are positively correlated
with the consequences of cost-cutting acts (oi;t).
Assumption AL1: for 0 and 1, we assume that 0 6 0 6 1, 0 6 1 6 1 and
0 > 1 ¡ 1
The reason why we assume some correlation between ri;t and oi;t lies in the fact that,
in most legal systems, rules are enacted for a reason. Hence, we would expect a legislator to exhibit a tendency towards prohibiting acts which are particularly harmful
more than others. Laws are often taken to represent the 'collective wisdom' of
social groups and it does not seem inappropriate to assume that they embody more
information about the consequences of some acts than reﬂected in the prior belief
of agents (here, sellers). However, many reasons, such as the imperfect information
of the rule-maker(s) or the collective or path-dependent nature of the legislative
process, may make such correlation imperfect.
It is important to note that, at this point, we take the correlation to be exogenous. We realize that, should the legislator become aware of this correlation, he
would treat current rules as a signal and be willing to re-deﬁne the sets of acts
he prohibits or allows. (For instance, if a given act has a high prior likelihood of
harm and the signal that it is currently legal is weakly informative, a utilitarian,
rational decision-maker may decide to prohibit that act after all.) One could of
course impose some form of personal equilibrium or rational-expectations feature of
the law by requiring that the rule-maker, knowing the degree of association between
its pronouncements and actual harm, be unwilling to revise the rules. However, our
focus here is not the design of optimal legal rules and, again, we think there are
many reasons to expect rule-making to be unresponsive to such inconsistencies, at
least in the short term. (Indeed, examples of bad laws or rules being maintained
against specialists' best judgment abound!)
Informative law summarizes some extra information about the likelihood that
the cost-cutting method will be harmful to the buyer. Using ri;t, seller i could update
the information about oi;t and act accordingly. Under assumption AL1, ri;t thus
serves two functions in strategy proﬁle L: 1) it constitutes the decision rule that
dictates punishment, as in L0; 2) it is a signal that provides sellers with additional
information regarding oi;t .
Now, we specify the conditions for L to constitute a PBE. For the sellers to be
deterred from illegal cost-cutting acts, we need the following condition:
(1 ¡ )(p ¡ c) + (p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c) >

(1 ¡ )p +  2Pr[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0](p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c)
+ Pr[oi;t = 1jri;t = 0](p ¡ Pr[ri;t = 0]c)

The major diﬀerence from the uninformative legal order is that the probability of
getting punished is Pr[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0] instead of Pr[oi;t = 0]. We can simplify the
seller's no-deviation condition to the following:
Pr[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0] =

0
c
>
0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)
(p ¡ [0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)]c)
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The requirement is that the signal illegal (ri;t = 0) be informative enough about the
buyer getting hurt. Compared with condition (I ; S) in strategy proﬁle I, there are
two diﬀerences: First, boycott costs the seller more because the seller's per period
payoﬀ is higher than (p ¡ c). This eﬀect is also present in the uninformative legal
order L0. Second, the probability of getting punished is Pr[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0] instead
of Pr[oi;t = 0]. The seller has more information about whether she will hurt the
buyer. The two diﬀerences work in the same direction, making condition (L; S) less
demanding than condition (I ; S) and condition (L0; S). Notice that the legal order
could exist even for  < c/v, which is not possible for I, the individual order or L0,
the uninformative legal order.
For the buyers to beneﬁt from boycotting, the condition is similar to (L0; S):
[(1 ¡ Pr[oi;t = 0; ri;t = 1])v ¡ p] > max ((1 ¡ )v ¡ p; 0)
Or equivalently:


1¡
1 ¡  + 0







v¡p
1
v¡p
6 6
v
1 ¡ 0
v

(L; B)

We find that 1 does not matter for the buyer's incentive: for cost-cutting methods
that do not reduce the buyer's value (oi;t = 1), it is irrelevant to the buyer whether
they are legal or not. The full costs of type-I errors are borne by the sellers.
Proposition 2.4. If conditions (L; S) and (L; B) are met, strategy proﬁle L is a
perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
In terms of no-deviation conditions, both the individual order and the legal order
require  to be large enough. Deterrence of cost-cutting can be achieved only if it
is materially suﬃciently harmful to buyers. This gives an explanation as to why the
prohibition of petty crimes is rarely successful.
Condition (L; S) is less demanding than (I ; S) while condition (L; B) is weakly
more demanding than (I ; B). In the legal order equilibrium, the buyers are only
protected against cost-cutting acts that are considered wrongful by R. In the individual order, the sellers do not cut cost at all and the buyers enjoy full protection.
The buyer's incentive to join a boycott is thus stronger in I. The sellers, on the
other hand, are less likely to deviate in L because trade is more valuable and they
have more information regarding the consequence of cost-cutting.
Because the lower bound of  for the equilibrium existence of L is weakly higher
than for I, and that bound was higher than the ex ante optimal deterrence threshold
(c/ v), it follows that, when a legal order exists, prohibitions are in line with the
ﬁrst-best. Some cost-cutting acts are however wrongly allowed from an ex ante
viewpoint. They might even be ineﬃcient from an interim viewpoint (given ri;t):
(1 ¡ 0)
c
if
> , the ﬁrst-best decision rule is not to cut cost upon
(1 ¡ 0) + (1 ¡ )1 v
receiving signal legal. Therefore, strategy proﬁle L, given that it constitutes a PBE,
(1 ¡ 0)
c
achieves the interim-optimal outcome only if
6 .
(1 ¡ 0) + (1 ¡ )1 v
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2.2.3 Welfare comparison
In this section, we compare welfare outcomes for three equilibrium candidates I ;
L and N . To make the comparison meaningful, we ﬁrst assume that all the three
strategy proﬁles are equilibria. The following ﬁgure gives an illustration: if (; p)
is in region ILN , all the no-deviation conditions are met and all I, L and N are
equilibria.

v
L

I

IL

LN

p

ILN
N
L

c

0



c/v

1

Figure 2.3. Feasible ranges (; p) for the three equilibrium candidates (c = 0.1; v = 1;  =
0.8; 0 = 0.7; 1 = 0.7) The name of a region indicates which equilibria exist. For instance,
in region ILN , all the three strategy proﬁles are equilibria; and in region LN , both L and
N are equilibria but strategy proﬁle I is not.

The following table compares the welfare outcomes (average payoﬀs) under the
three equilibria.

N
I
L

seller 0s averge proﬁt
p
p¡c

(p ¡ c) + [(1 ¡ )1 + (1 ¡ 0)]c

buyer 0s average utility
(1 ¡ )v ¡ p
v¡p
(v ¡ p) ¡ (1 ¡ 0)v

net welfare
(1 ¡ )v
(v ¡ c)
(v ¡ c) ¡ (1 ¡ 0)(v ¡ c)
+(1 ¡ )1c

Table 2.2. Average payoﬀs in three (candidate) equilibria

In all the three equilibria, the probability of boycott is zero on the equilibrium
path. This would not be the case if  were random, a case which we discuss in
section 2.3. In terms of social welfare, the trade-oﬀ is between the gain from the cost
saving against the potential loss from cost-cutting. The sellers' welfare is maximized
when no deterrence takes place; the buyers' welfare is maximized in the individual
order equilibrium: they are protected against all cost-cutting acts; the legal order
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equilibrium achieves a compromise. For the legal order to achieve strictly higher
welfare than the other two equilibria, we need two conditions:
(v ¡ c) ¡ (1 ¡ 0)(v ¡ c) + (1 ¡ )1c > (v ¡ c)
(v ¡ c) ¡ (1 ¡ 0)(v ¡ c) + (1 ¡ )1c > (1 ¡ )v
Rewriting the above, we get the following:
Pr(ot = 0; rt = 1) (1 ¡ 0)
c
0
Pr(ot = 0; rt = 0)
=
<
<
=
Pr(ot = 1; rt = 1) (1 ¡ )1
v ¡c
(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1) Pr(ot = 1; rt = 0)

(2.3)

c
is the ratio of type-I error costs to type-II error costs. If the
v ¡c
relative costs of type-I error is no smaller than the odds of an legal act being harmful
and no larger than the odds of an illegal act to be harmful, the strategy proﬁle L
is the welfare-maximizing among the three candidates as long as it constitutes an
equilibrium.
For an act considered wrongful by R, the potential loss is c if the buyer is not
hurt. For an act considered acceptable, the potential loss is v ¡ c if the buyer gets
hurt. Both types of errors matter for welfare. For instance if 1 = 1 (oi;t = 1 always
generates signal ri;t = 1), signal ri;t = 0 is accurate and the seller knows for sure that
illegal cost-cutting acts hurt the buyer. The probability of type I error is zero (no
good cost-cutting act is banned). In this scenario, it is not necessarily the case that
the legal order equilibrium is better than the individual order equilibrium. If  is
large and 0 is small, the potential loss from type-II errors is large: signal ri;t = 1 is
too noisy and R allows too many hurtful cost-cutting acts.
The middle term

Proposition 2.5. When all the three equilibria exist, the legal order equilibrium
achieves the highest welfare if and only if both 0 and 1 are close enough to 1.
In sum, for the legal order equilibrium to be welfare enhancing, the requirement is that R 0s decision ri;t = 1 signals that it is better to allow cost-cutting and
ri;t = 0 signals that it is better to ban it. We assumed that institution R and the
information embedded in its prescriptions are costless. If the establishment as well
as the operation of institution R comes with substantial costs, the condition for L
to strictly improve welfare becomes more demanding. Only a law that embodies
some signiﬁcant wisdom or additional information about the likelihood that an
act is actually harmful can improve welfare. Law becomes desirable only to the
extent that it departs from a system which is victim-driven and adds some relevant
considerations about the likelihood of harm.
If either I or N does not constitute an equilibrium, the requirement for L to be
welfare enhancing becomes weaker. For instance, if N is not an equilibrium (region
IL in ﬁgure 2.3, the requirement is that signal legal be informative enough because
L speciﬁes the same action as I does when ri;t = 0 (illegal). Similarly in region
NL, the requirement for L to be welfare superior to N is that signal illegal be
informative enough.
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2.2.3.1 A note of liability
In our simple environment where only the action taken by sellers directly matter for
welfare, it is easy to see that a simple liability rule (such as strict liability) would
allow the eﬃcient ex ante decision. We do not allow law to prescribe the restitution
of v to the harmed buyer but model it as the trigger for punishment. (In that sense,
we work with a model of public law enforcement, as opposed to private liability.)
Note, however, that using strict liability presumes that the legal system can give
sellers an incentive to comply with the restitution obligation. In our environment,
this is far from given. Upon observing harm to a buyer and being called to pay
v, a seller would face the choice to make the payment or not. If defaulting on the
payment, which brings the seller an extra v, were systematically punished by a oneperiod boycott in the next period, then that threat would not suﬃce, as the costs to
the seller are (p ¡ c) < v in equilibrium. In addition, sellers, who collect less than p
on any equilibrium path, could pay v only if they can accumulate wealth over time
(if not, they are judgment-proof). Finally, there might be social costs involved in
making, recording or proving restitution.
2.2.3.2 A note on the observability of cost-cutting actions
We have assumed in this section that a seller knows which cost-cutting action is
available to her at the beginning of period t, which explains why, in the legal order,
she can check its legal status before acting and accordingly update her belief about
the likelihood of harm. We have assumed that a buyer does not update his belief
because he does not know which of the inﬁnitely many harmful actions is available
to his paired seller in that period. This assumption simpliﬁed the characterization
of equilibria. We note that, if we were to relax it, this would tighten the equilibrium
condition on the side of buyers in the legal order. Indeed, after being harmed by
an illegal action in period t, a buyer observing ri;t+1 = 1 would anticipate relatively
higher gains from trade from period t + 1 interaction, which would make boycotting
even less desirable. Thus, a very informative legal order, although desirable from
the point of view of welfare, would also become harder to sustain as an equilibrium.

2.3 The extended model
The assumption that cost-cutting methods, although diﬀerent, all have the same
ex-ante probability of hurting the buyer is strong, since it omits one of the main
problems of governance systems, which is to tailor social intervention to the speciﬁcs
of a case. In this section, we no longer assume that , the probability that a buyer
gets hurt, is ﬁxed. Instead, we assume that it is drawn from a continuous distribution
represented by c.d.f., F (), and a corresponding p.d.f., f (). For tractability, we
assume that the distribution is the same for all sellers and for all periods. Step 4 of
the stage game is slightly modiﬁed:
4. The cost-cutting method as well as i;t, the ex-ante probability of hurting
buyer j, is revealed to seller i. She then decides whether to cut cost or not.
If she does not cut cost, the buyer derives value v and she incurs cost c. The
stage game ends for the pair.
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In this setting, the ﬁrst-best decision rule is similar to that in the baseline model,
which features a cut-oﬀ probability c/v. That is, all cost-cutting actions such that
i;t > c/v should be prohibited. We still focus on equilibria with one-period boycott
as the only available punishment method and will illustrate another channel through
which the legal order can improve welfare: reducing the frequency of costly punishment.

2.3.1 Individual order (I E ) in the extended model
When the victim buyer decides whether a boycott is called for, we propose the
following strategy proﬁle (I E ) as candidate equilibrium. The buyers boycott sellers
who hurt their paired buyers and the sellers refrain from excessive cost-cutting. The
sellers' strategy has the cut-oﬀ property: they only cut cost when the probability of
hurting the buyer (i;t) is low.
Notation. Strategy proﬁle I E:
Every buyer is considered cooperative in period 0. A buyer becomes uncooperative
if he fails to join a boycott started by a cooperative buyer or refuses to trade without
a boycott. Whether a buyer is cooperative or not is publicly observed by every player.
Cooperative Buyer: in period t,


a cooperative buyer j pays p to his paired seller i if there was no call for
boycott against seller i in period t ¡ 1 from a cooperative buyer or t = 0.2.15




If buyer j ﬁnds the service worthless, he calls for a boycott.

If there was a call for boycott against seller i from a cooperative buyer in
period t ¡ 1, buyer j does not trade with the seller.

Uncooperative Buyer: in period t, an uncooperative buyer j pays p to his paired
seller if and only if (1 ¡ E[])v > p.
Seller: seller i cuts cost if and only if


buyer j is uncooperative;



or buyer j is cooperative and i;t 6 ^I, ^I is deﬁned implicitly by:
^I
c
=
I
I
I
I
1 + ^ ¡ (^ F (^ ) ¡ g(^ ))
p

We now show the conditions for strategy proﬁle I E to constitute a PBE. The
intuition is as follows: for a seller, one-period boycott should deter her from costcutting acts with i;t > ^I ; for a buyer, the cost of boycotting should not be so high
that he is better oﬀ giving up deterrence.
2.15. This includes three possibilities: 1) seller i was boycotted in t ¡ 1; 2) seller i traded with a
cooperative buyer in t ¡ 1 and the buyer did not call for boycott; 3) seller i traded with an uncooperative
buyer in t ¡ 1.
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seller's choice In each period, seller i chooses whether to cut cost depending
on i;t. We can characterize her optimal strategy with a cut-oﬀ probability ^. She
cuts cost if and only if  is higher than this cut-oﬀ probability. We use VsI (^) to
denote the seller's average payoﬀ in strategy proﬁle I E when choosing ^ as the cutoﬀ value, given that she is not boycotted in the current period. We can write VsI (^)
recursively as:
Z ^
E
Vs (^) =
[(1 ¡ )p + (Vs(^) + (1 ¡ )Vs(^))]f ()d
0

Z 1
+ [(1 ¡ )(p ¡ c) + Vs(^)]f ()d

^

Denote the ex-ante probability of hurting the buyer in a stage game as g(^), we have:
Z ^
Z ^
f ()
g(^)  F ()

d =
f ()d
(2.4)
F ()
0
0
p ¡ (1 ¡ F (^))c
VsE (^) =
(2.5)
1 + g(^)
We have g(1) = E[i;t]. As the expectation E[i;t] is the same for all seller i in any
period t, we will write E[] for simplicity. The seller's gain from trade, if she is not
boycotted, is p ¡ (1 ¡ F (^))c: she receives payment p from the paired buyer and pays
costs c only if the probability of hurting the buyer is higher than ^. This payoﬀ is
discounted by g(^) because the ex-ante probability of being boycotted is g(^).
Using the ﬁrst-order condition that @VsE /@^ = 0, the seller's optimal choice ^I
is2.16:
c = ^IVs(^I )

(2.6)

The LHS is the gain from cost-cutting: she saves cost c in the current period. The
RHS term ^IVs(^I ) is the potential loss from cost-cutting at ^I : with probability
^I the seller will lose next period's gain from trade Vs(^I ), which is discounted by
. Using (2:5), ^I is implicitly deﬁned as:
^I
c
=
I
I
I
I
1 + ^ ¡ (^ F (^ ) ¡ g(^ ))
p

(2.7)

To rule out the corner solution ^I = 1, we assume the following2.17:

c
>
1 + E[]
p

(2.8)

2.16. The second order derivative is negative at @VsE /@
^ = 0. The existence and uniqueness of 
^I is
proved in the appendix.
2.17. For ( / 1 + E[]) 6 c / p, we have the corner solution 
^I = 1. Strategy I is an equilibrium if
(1 ¡ E[])v ¡ p = 0. That is, the buyer is indiﬀerent among not to trade, to trade with no deterrence, and
to trade with boycott. In strategy proﬁle I, punishment happens but no actual deterrence is achieved. We
rule out this uninteresting case by assuming ( /1 + E[]) > c/ p.
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If we have ^I = 1, the strategy features no deterrence and the sellers always cut costs.
It thus makes no sense for the buyers to boycott and we either have the no-trade
equilibrium or the no-deterrence equilibrium. When c gets close to p, this condition
cannot be satisﬁed. Costs represent such a fraction of sales and proﬁts are so low
on the equilibrium path that the temptation for sellers to cut costs cannot be kept
in check.
buyer's choice A buyer's probability of being matched with a boycotted player
depends on the sellers' aggregate behavior. When the sellers choose ^ as the cut-oﬀ
value, we use qt(^) to denote the proportion of sellers that should be boycotted at
period t. It evolves over time in the following pattern:
q0(^) = 0; q1(^) = g(^); q2(^) = (1 ¡ g(^))g(^);   ; qt(^) = (1 ¡ qt¡1(^))g(^)  

The following ﬁgure gives an illustration of qt(^) with a uniform distribution on
[0; 1] and ^ = 1:
qt
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In period 0, no seller is punished and the mass of trading sellers is 1. A proportion
F (^) of sellers cut cost and g(^) of them hurt the buyers. Therefore in period 1, the
proportion of trading pair is 1 ¡ g(^). In period t, the proportion of trading pair is
1 ¡ (1 ¡ qt¡1(^))g(^). Solving the diﬀerence equation qt(^) = (1 ¡ qt¡1(^))g(^),we
have:
g(^)
g(^)
qt(^) =
¡
(¡g(^))t
1 + g(^) 1 + g(^)
The buyer's average payoﬀ deﬁned in period 0 is:
1
X
I
Vb;t=0
(^) = (1 ¡ )
 t(1 ¡ qt(^))[g(^)(¡p) + (1 ¡ g(^))(v ¡ p)]
t=0

=

(1 ¡ g(^))v ¡ p
1 + g(^)

(2.9)

For boycott to be credible, the condition is that the long-term beneﬁt of keeping
the seller's cut-oﬀ value at ^I is higher than that of trading without any deterrence
(^ = 1). For the buyer, the expected gain from trade from a stage game changes from
period to period along with qt(^), the proportion of sellers that should be boycotted.
The lower qt(^) is, the more valuable trade is to the buyers. qt(^) oscillates and
g(^)
approximates the steady state
over time, achieving the lowest in period 0
1 + g(^)
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I
and the highest in period 1. Vb;t
follows a similar pattern. Because no seller needs
to be boycotted in period 0, the most demanding condition is thus that boycott be
credible in period 2, which features the second lowest qt(^) and the second highest
I 2.18
Vb;t
:
I
Vb;t=2
= (1 ¡ (1 ¡ )g(^I )(1 ¡ g(^I )))VbI (^I ) > max ((1 ¡ E[])v ¡ p; 0)

(2.10)

Proposition 2.6. Strategy I E is PBE if condition (2:8) and (2:10) are met.
Punishment is costly to both the buyers and the seller, but it only serves as a
threat in the baseline model on the equilibrium path. In strategy proﬁle I E , however,
punishment happens on the equilibrium path: every case of buyer getting hurt is
followed by a one-period loss of trading opportunity. The social cost of cost-cutting,
including the direct cost to the buyer and the cost of boycotting, is therefore higher
than v. The seller, however, only considers boycotting cost born by himself, VsI
as in (2.6), not the expected damage to the buyer (v) or the boycotting cost born
by the buyer (VB ). As VsI < p < v, ^I is too high compared to the ﬁrst-best (c/v)
where the planner gets to make every decision. Put diﬀerently, if punishment is
limited to one-period boycott, the seller takes excessive cost-cutting opportunities
in I E .

2.3.2 Legal order equilibrium (LE ) in the extended model
For institution R and its decision ri;t, we keep the previous assumptions. In addition, we assume that the two conditional probabilities 0 = Prob[ri;t = 0joi;t = 0] and
1 = Prob[ri;t = 1joi;t = 1] are the same for all i;t. This assumption captures one
fundamental feature of pure ex ante rules: one size ﬁts all. It omits case speciﬁc
information (i;t) which might be relevant to the welfare trade-oﬀ of cost-cutting
acts. We propose the following strategy proﬁle as a candidate equilibrium:
Notation. Strategy proﬁle LE:
Every buyer is considered cooperative in period 0. A buyer becomes uncooperative
if he fails to join a boycott initiated by R or refuses to trade without a boycott.
Whether a buyer is cooperative or not is publicly observed by every player.
Cooperative Buyer: in period t,


A cooperative buyer j pays p to his paired seller i if R did not call for boycott
against i or t = 0.2.19




If j finds the service worthless, he reports damage to R, which
announces its decision ri;t to all players.

If R called for boycott against seller i, buyer j does not trade with i.

2.18. A suﬃcient condition that boycott is credible at period 0 is (1 ¡ (1 ¡ )g(
^I ))VbE (
^I ) > max ((1 ¡
E[])v ¡ p; 0).
2.19. This also includes 3 possibilities: 1) seller i was boycotted in t ¡ 1; 2) seller i traded with a
cooperative buyer in t ¡ 1 while either the buyer did not ﬁle a complaint or the buyer did but R did not
call for a boycott; 3) seller i traded with an uncooperative buyer in t ¡ 1.
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Uncooperative Buyer: in period t, an uncooperative buyer j pays p to his paired
seller if and only if (1 ¡ E[])v > p.
Seller: seller i cuts cost if and only if


buyer j is uncooperative;



or buyer j is cooperative, cost-cutting is legal (ri;t = 1);



or buyer j is cooperative, cost-cutting is illegal (ri;t = 0), i;t 6 ^L, which is
deﬁned implicitly:
R1
p ¡ c ^L [0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)]f ()d
^L0
c =  L
[^ 0 + (1 ¡ ^L)(1 ¡ 1)]
1 + 0g(^L)

In strategy proﬁle LE , seller i always cuts cost for legal cost-cutting opportunities (ri;t = 1); for illegal opportunities, seller i refrains from cost-cutting if and only
if i;t is high. Seller i 0s average payoﬀ when she chooses ^ as the cut-oﬀ probability
can be written as:
R1
p ¡ c ^ [0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)]f ()d
L
Vs (^) =
(2.11)
1 + 0g(^)
Seller i cuts cost for i;t 6 ^ regardless of R 0s decision. With ex ante probability
i;t0, seller i will be boycotted. For i;t > ^, seller i pays cost c only when it is
illegal to cut cost (ri;t = 0, with probability i;t0 + (1 ¡ i;t)(1 ¡ 1)).
The seller's optimal cut-oﬀ ^L in equilibrium strategy proﬁle LE is deﬁned as
c =   Prob[oi;t = 0jri;t = 0]  VsL(^), or equivalently
R1
p ¡ c ^L [0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)]f ()d
^L0
c =  L
(2.12)
[^ 0 + (1 ¡ ^L)(1 ¡ 1)]
1 + 0g(^L)
The existence and uniqueness of ^L can be shown in the same way as ^I . If the seller
cuts cost facing ^L, the beneﬁt is c and the cost is the loss of average pay-oﬀ VsE (^L)
in the next period if she hurts the paired buyer, which happens with probability

^L0
. To rule out corner solution that ^L = 1, we assume that:

^L + (1 ¡ 
^L)(1 ¡  )
0

1


c
>
1 + 0E[]
p

(2.13)

Comparing ^L and ^I , we ﬁnd that the seller is more cautious in the legal order
equilibrium (^L < ^I ) for illegal cost cutting actions because:
1. Seller i has more accurate information regarding outcome oi;t. If seller i
faces  = ^I and learns that cost-cutting is illegal, the updated probability of

^I
getting punished, ^I + (1 ¡ ^0I )(1 ¡  ) , is higher than the prior probability ^I .
0

1

2. Seller i has higher proﬁt in the legal order equilibrium because of legal costcutting opportunities and lower punishment probability. The second factor,
lower punishment probability, is absent in the baseline model. With higher
equilibrium proﬁt, punishment achieves more eﬀective deterrence.
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buyer's equilibrium choice For a trading pair in equilibrium LE , the probability
R ^L
R1
that a buyer gets hurt is 0 f ()d + ^L (1 ¡ 0)f ()d and the probability of
R ^L
boycott is 0 0 f ()d. A buyer's average payoﬀ is thus:

R L

R1

^
1 ¡ 0 f ()d + ^L (1 ¡ 0)f ()d v ¡ p
VbL(^L) =
1 + 0g(^L)
(1 ¡ E[] + 0(1 ¡ F (^L))E[j > ^L])v ¡ p
(2.14)
1 + 0g(^L)
Compared to the no-deterrence equilibrium with payoﬀ (1 ¡ E[])v ¡ p, the buyer
now enjoys partial protection against cost-cutting: with probability 0(1 ¡ F (^L)),
the paired seller refrains from cost-cutting and the buyer's value increased by E[j >
^L]  v. Meanwhile, the cost of boycott is embodied in the chance of losing trade
surplus when encountering a boycotted seller, of which the average probability is
0g(^L).
For the buyer to adopt LE , the condition is also that punishment should be
credible at period 2 (following the same reasoning as before):
=

L
Vb;t=2
= (1 ¡ (1 ¡ )0g(
^L)(1 ¡ 0g(
^L)))VbE (
^L) > max ((1 ¡ E[])v ¡ p; 0)

(2.15)

This condition is not necessarily more demanding than its individual order counterpart (2:10). The reason is that with lower boycott probability, VbL(^L) might well
be higher than VbI (^I ), in spite of the increased cost-cutting frequency.
Proposition 2.7. Strategy proﬁle LE is PBE if (2:13) and (2:15) are met.

2.3.3 Welfare comparison
The following proposition summarizes the welfare comparison between I E and LE :
Proposition 2.8. If 0 + 1 > 1(informative legal order), there exists combinations
E
E
of 0; 1 such that W L > W I . That is, informative legal order strictly improves
welfare compared to the individual order.
Proof: in the appendix.
If 0 + 1 > 1, the posterior belief of a seller after observing ri;t is more precise
than her prior belief. That is, law is informative. Proposition 2.8 states that there
always exists a legal system that achieves strictly higher welfare compared to the
individual order.
The intuition for this result is as follows. The individual order corresponds to
a particular legal regime with 0 = 1 and 1 = 0. That is, all instances of harm are
followed by punishment and no harmless cost-cutting is ever allowed. In other words,
type-I errors are maximized. There always exists departures from that extreme
regime (in particular, a marginal increase in 1) increases total welfare.
More generally, better information increases welfare directly by reducing the frequency of the two types of errors and indirectly by improving the potential oﬀender's
payoﬀ, thus achieving more eﬀective deterrence. Furthermore, the legal order equilibrium decreases the punishment frequency: conditional on a buyer being hurt,
boycott only follows illegal cost-cutting acts. A detailed analysis of the comparison
is available in the appendix.
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Moreover, because of the reduced punishment frequency in the legal order, it is
possible that uninformative legal order (0 + 1 = 1) achieves higher welfare than
the individual order, especially if ^I is high. Even if institution R does not contain
extra information about the likelihood of harm, it increases welfare by randomly
committing (not) to punish.2.20 This channel is absent in the baseline model because
no actual punishment happens on the equilibrium path in I and L. The following
ﬁgure gives an illustration of such a case:

Figure 2.4. Welfare as a function of 0 in the uninformative legal order under the
constraint that 0 + 1 = 1 (p/v = 0.6; c/ p = 0.5;  = 0.9,  follows a uniform distribution
on [0,1]; 
^I = 0.795) Individual order I E corresponds to 0 = 1.

In the above ﬁgure, we see that reducing 0 while increasing 1 at 0 = 1 strictly
increases welfare. Switching from I E to uninformative LE could beneﬁt both the
sellers and the buyers. For the sellers, it decreases the punishment probability and
provides consequence-free cost-cutting opportunities, which also increases the eﬀectiveness of boycott by increasing the seller's equilibrium value from trade. For
the buyers, they ﬁrst beneﬁt from better deterrence (lower ^) and less frequent
punishment. At the same time, they lose from higher 1, more free cost-cutting
opportunities for the seller. The beneﬁt from less frequent punishment could outweigh the loss when ^I is high because in that case one starts from a level of
punishment that is very high (as few cost-cutting opportunities are allowed above
the threshold).
2.20. Notice that it is diﬀerent from probabilistic punishment. Once an illegal cost-cutting hurts the
buyer, punishment will follow with probability one.
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Meanwhile, if ^I is too high such that the buyer's participation constraint (2:10)
is not met, it is possible that decreasing 0 while keeping 0 + 1 = 1, switching to
the uninformative legal order with less punishment, relaxes the buyer's constraint
(2:10) and makes trading an equilibrium. Giving permission to some legal costcutting allows one to achieve partial deterrence without destroying trade.

2.4 Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to characterize what may be the fundamental feature of a legal
system as opposed to an enforcement regime which is completely based on victims'
calling for punishment. In our environment, victims can only observe whether they
suﬀered harm, not whether the behavior that caused harm was ex ante eﬃcient. A
system that conditions punishment on some information about ex ante eﬃciency
may improve on what individual ordering achieves.
We ﬁrst went over a baseline model in which all cost-cutting opportunities have
the same probability of hurting a buyer. In that model, existence of both the individual order and the legal order require that probability to be high-enough for it to
be worth to bear the cost of punishment (boycott). We showed that the legal order
welfare-dominates the individual order if and only if the latter is informative enough
(although, an uninformative legal order might be preferable to no deterrence at all
when the individual order cannot be sustained as an equilibrium).
In an extended model, cost-cutting opportunities are drawn from a distribution
and the likelihood of harm vary from one to the next. In this environment, it is
impossible to deter all cost-cutting acts. (It would be undesirable, anyway.) We show
that the conditions for the legal order to be welfare-superior to the individual order
are less demanding in that context. This comes from the fact that law, by allowing
some cost-cutting acts that would have nonetheless occurred in the individual order,
saves on socially costly punishment. A feature of law as we modelled it is indeed
that it can recognize its limits and not respond to victims' call for punishment when
that does not help deterrence.
All in all, we ﬁnd that law has distributive consequences but good welfare properties. Distributive eﬀects are simple. An equilibrium in which all (or relatively
more) harmful acts are deterred is more protective of victims and increases buyer's
equilibrium payoﬀ to the detriment of sellers. Since a feature of the legal order
consists in not punishing all harmful acts, law favors sellers over buyers in our
environment.
Eﬃciency may be improved through two channels. First, the ex-ante information
embodied in the legal order increases the accuracy of deterrence. Thus, the material
content of the law, its congruence with the underlying economics of the environment
it tries to regulate, matters. Second, the legal order naturally reduces the frequency
costly punishment by not letting victims decide about the imposition of sanctions
because the link between harm and ex ante eﬃciency is usually imperfect.
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Our goal in this paper was to illustrate what distinguished legal order from other
forms of social orders, under what circumstances legal order applied and what the
legal order could achieve. We found that ex ante information mattered for both
the existence and the eﬃciency of the legal order but the cautious use of socially
costly forms of punishment also played a role. We took the properties of legal rules
as given by positing a correlation structure between legal rules and the likelihood
of harm. The question of the optimal design of legal rules was left untouched. A
natural extension would be to investigate the optimal information structure of the
legal order under an information or enforcement budget.

Appendix
1 Formal deﬁnitions of strategy proﬁle I ; L; I E and LE
1.1 Individual order (I) in the baseline model
Formally, we deﬁne the signal space YP  fhurt; not hurt; no tradeg, seller's action
space AS  fcut cost; not cut costg and buyer's action space AB  ftrade; boycottg2.21.
For period t and trading pair with seller i and buyer j, we have yt;i;j 2 Y and
at;i;j = (ast;i;j ; abt;i;j ) 2 AS  AB . Deﬁning the public signal space YP broader than
just {oi;t} allows us to assume without loss of generality that the players receive
no information about player i and j's action proﬁle in period t beyond the signal
yt;i;j , which becomes observable by all players at the end of the stage game. The
probability that a certain signal y is realized given an action proﬁle a in AS  AB is
denoted by Prob[y ja]:
Prob[hurtj(cut cost; trade)]
Prob[not hurtj(cut cost; trade)]
Prob[hurtj(cut cost; trade)]
Prob[not hurtj(not cut cost; trade)]
Prob[no tradej(cut cost; boycott)]
Prob[no tradej(not cut cost; boycott)]

=
=
=
=
=
=


1¡ 
0
1
1
1

Essentially, the outcome variable oi;t¡1 serves as a public signal even though the
link between this signal and deviation behavior is imperfect. We formally deﬁne the
strategy proﬁle I in the following automaton form2.22:
Deﬁnition. strategy proﬁle I:
W I  fcooperative trade (ct); cooperative boycott(cb); uncooperative(uc)g;
I
w0;i;j
= cooperative trade for all seller-buyer pair(i,j);
2.21. For simplicity, we assume that the call for boycott is triggered automatically once a buyer is
harmed by his paired seller. To integrate the decision of calling for a boycott into the buyer's decision comes
at considerable notation diﬃculty without bringing new insight. After all, to construct an equilibrium where
a buyer chooses to boycott, we only need to specify that failing to do so leads to state uncooperative. The
incentive to call for a boycott is identical to boycotting an oﬀender when called upon because outcome is
publicly observable in the next period.
2.22. It is easy to verify that strategy I is a strongly symmetric public strategy and automaton (W I ;
I
w0 ;  I ; dI ) is minimal.
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(not cut cost; trade)
wt;i;j = cooperative trade
(cut cost; boycott)
wt;i;j = cooperative boycott
d I (wt;i;j ) =
;
(cut cost; trade if (1 ¡ )v > p)
wt;i;j = uncooperative
(cut cost; not trade if (1 ¡ )v < p)
 I (wt¡1;i;j 0 ; wt¡1;i 0;j ; yt¡1;i;j 0; yt¡1;i0;j )=

if (wt¡1;i 0;j = uc) or (wt¡1;i 0;j = cb and yt¡1;i 0;j =
/ no trade)
or (wt¡1;i 0;j = ct and yt¡1;i 0;j = no trade)
cooperative boycott else if wt¡1;i;j 0 = ct and yt¡1;i;j 0 = hurt
cooperative trade
otherwise:
uncooperative

The full description of  I (wt¡1;i;j 0 ; wt¡1;i 0;j ; yt¡1;i;j 0; yt¡1;i0;j ) is in the following
table:
buyer(j)'s previous status seller(i)'s previous status resulting state for (i; j)
state
signal
state
signal
wt¡1;i 0;j
yt¡1;i 0;j
wt¡1;i;j 0
yt¡1;i;j 0
wt;i;j
uc
any
any
any
uc
cb
hurt
any
any
uc
cb
not hurt
any
any
uc
ct
no trade
any
any
uc
cb
cb
cb
cb
cb

no
no
no
no
no

trade
trade
trade
trade
trade

ct
ct
ct
ct
ct

hurt/not
hurt/not
hurt/not
hurt/not
hurt/not

hurt
hurt
hurt
hurt
hurt

ct
ct
ct
cb
uc

hurt
not hurt
no trade
any
any

cb
ct
ct
ct
ct

ct
ct
ct
cb
uc

hurt
not hurt
no trade
any
any

cb
ct
ct
ct
ct

1.2 Legal order (L) in the baseline model
In the legal order, we define public signal space Y L  fillegal; legal/nothurt; no tradeg,
seller's action space AS  fcut cost; not cut costg, buyer's action space AB  ftrade;
boycottg, same as before.2.23 The signal space is diﬀerent from Y I because ri;j;t plays
a role in dictating punishment as well: punishment follows cost-cutting behavior
not only harms the buyer but is also considered illegal by R. Although ri;j;t is
private, R's announcement is public. It means we need not to deﬁne private states
to describe the automaton.
For period t and trading pair with seller i and buyer j, we have yt;i;j 2 Y L and
at;i;j  (ast;i;j ; abt;i;j ) 2 AS  AB. The probability that a certain signal y L is realized
given an action proﬁle a in AS  AB is denoted by Prob[y Lja; ri;t]:
2.23. Similarly, we assume that the call to R is triggered automatically once a buyer is harmed by his
paired seller.
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0
Prob[illegalj(cut cost; trade); ri;t = 0] = 0 + (1 ¡ )(1
¡ 1)

(1 ¡ )(1 ¡  )

Prob[legal/not hurtj(cut cost; trade); ri;t = 0] = 0 + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡1 1)

Prob[legal/not hurtj(cut cost; trade); ri;t = 1] = 1
Prob[legal/not hurtj(not cut cost; trade); ri;t = 0 or 1] = 1
Prob[no tradej(cut cost; boycott)ri;t = 0 or 1] = 1
Prob[no tradej(not cut cost; boycott)ri;t = 0 or 1] = 1
We formally deﬁne the strategy proﬁle L in the following automaton form:
Deﬁnition. strategy proﬁle L:
W L  fcooperative trade (ct); cooperative boycott(cb); uncooperative(uc)g;
L
w0;i;j
= 00cooperative trade 00 for all seller-buyer pair(i,j);
(cut cost if rt;i;j = 1; trade)
wt;i;j = cooperative trade
(not cut cost if rt;i;j = 0; trade)
d L(wt;i;j ) = (cut cost; boycott)
wt;i;j = cooperative boycot ;
(cut cost; trade if (1 ¡ )v > p)
w
= uncooperative
(cut cost; not trade if (1 ¡ )v < p) t;i;j

 L(wt¡1;i;j 0 ; wt¡1;i 0;j ; yt¡1;i;j 0; yt¡1;i0;j ) =

if (wt¡1;i 0;j = uc) or (wt¡1;i 0;j = cb and yt¡1;i 0;j =
/ no trade)
or (wt¡1;i 0;j = ct and yt¡1;i 0;j = no trade)
cooperative boycott else if wt¡1;i;j 0 = ct and yt¡1;i;j 0 = illegal
cooperative trade
otherwise:
uncooperative

buyer(j)'s previous status
state
signal
wt¡1;i 0;j
yt¡1;i 0;j
uc
any

seller(i)'s previous status resulting state for (i; j)
state
signal
wt¡1;i;j 0
yt¡1;i;j 0
wt;i;j
any
any
uc

cb
cb
ct

legal/not hurt
illegal
no trade

any
any
any

any
any
any

uc
uc
uc

cb
ct
ct

no trade
legal/not hurt
illegal

ct
ct
ct

illegal
illegal
illegal

cb
cb
cb

trade
trade
trade
trade

ct
ct
cb
uc

legal/not hurt
no trade
any
any

ct
ct
ct
ct

hurt/illegal
hurt/illegal
hurt/illegal
hurt/illegal

ct
ct
cb
uc

legal/not hurt
no trade
any
any

ct
ct
ct
ct

cb
cb
cb
cb

no
no
no
no

ct
ct
ct
ct

legal/not
legal/not
legal/not
legal/not
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1.3 Individual order (I E) in the extended model
Compared to I in section, the only notation change we need is about the probability
that a certain signal y is realized given an action proﬁle a, Prob[yja]:
Prob[hurtj(cut cost; trade)] = i;t
Prob[not hurtj(cut cost; trade)] = 1 ¡ i;t
Regarding the strategy proﬁle I E , the diﬀerence is that a seller cuts cost if i;t is
low enough. Although both i;t and ast;i;j is seller i 0s private information, we do
not need private states because buyer strategy only depends on the belief regarding
them. R's public announcement (or silence in case the previous buyer is not hurt)
provides enough information. I E is formally deﬁned:
Deﬁnition. strategy proﬁle I E:
E

W I  fcooperative trade (ct); cooperative boycott(cb); uncooperative(uc)g;
E

I
w0;i;j
= cooperative trade for all seller-buyer pair(i,j);

(cut cost if i;t 6 ^I ; trade)
wt;i;j = cooperative trade
(not cut cost if i;t > ^I ; trade)
E
d I (wt;i;j ) =
wt;i;j = cooperative boycott ;
(cut cost; boycott)
(cut cost; trade if (1 ¡ E[])v > p)
wt;i;j = uncooperative
(cut cost; not trade if (1 ¡ E[])v < p)
E

 I (wt¡1;i;j 0 ; wt¡1;i 0;j ; yt¡1;i;j 0; yt¡1;i0;j ) =

if (wt¡1;i 0;j = uc) or (wt¡1;i 0;j = cb and yt¡1;i 0;j =
/ no trade)
or (wt¡1;i 0;j = ct and yt¡1;i 0;j = no trade)
cooperative boycott else if wt¡1;i;j 0 = ct and yt¡1;i;j 0 = hurt
cooperative trade
otherwise:
uncooperative

1.4 Legal order (LE) in the extended model
E

The probability that a certain signal y L is realized given an action proﬁle a in
E
AS  AB is denoted by Prob[y L ja; ri;t]:




0
Prob[illegalj(cut cost; trade); ri;t = 0] = i;t0 + (1 ¡i;ti;t
)(1 ¡ 1)

(1 ¡ 

)(1 ¡  )

1
Prob[legalj(cut cost; trade); ri;t = 0] = i;t0 + (1i;t
¡ i;t)(1 ¡ 1)

Although both i;t; rt;i;j and ast;i;j is seller i 0s private information, we do not need
private states because buyer strategy in LE is both belief free and action free. LE
is formally deﬁned:
Deﬁnition. strategy proﬁle LE:
E

W L  fcooperative trade (ct); cooperative boycott(cb); uncooperative(uc)g;
E

L
w0;i;j
= 00cooperative trade 00 for all seller-buyer pair(i,j);
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(cut cost if rt;i;j = 1 or i;t 6 
^L; trade)
wt;i;j = cooperative trade
(not cut cost otherwise; trade)
E
d L (wt;i;j ) = (cut cost; boycott)
wt;i;j = cooperative boycott ;
(cut cost; trade if (1 ¡ E[])v > p)
wt;i;j = uncooperative
(cut cost; not trade if (1 ¡ E[])v < p)
E

 L (wt¡1;i;j 0 ; wt¡1;i 0;j ; yt¡1;i;j 0; yt¡1;i0;j ) =

if (wt¡1;i 0;j = uc) or (wt¡1;i 0;j = cb and yt¡1;i 0;j =
/ no trade)
0
0
or (wt¡1;i ;j = ct and yt¡1;i ;j = no trade)
cooperative boycott else if wt¡1;i;j 0 = ct and yt¡1;i;j 0 = illegal
cooperative trade
otherwise:
uncooperative

2 Existence and uniqueness of 
^I
Deﬁne H(x) 
H(1) =

x
, we have H 0(x) > 0; H(0) = 0; H(x) < x and
1 + x ¡ (xF (x) ¡ g(x))


. ^I is characterized by H(^I ) = c/ p . Under the assumption that
1 + E[]


> c/ p, ^I is uniquely pinned down because of the monotonicity of function
1 + E[]
H().

3 Proof of Proposition 2.8
Proof Proposition 2.8
The legal order equilibrium is informative only if 0 + 1 > 1. For 0 + 1 = 1, the
i;t0
ex post probability of hurting the buyer is
= i;t, same as
i;t0 + (1 ¡ i;t)(1 ¡ 1)
the ex ante probability. Notice that for 0 = 1 and 1 = 0, the uninformative legal
order is identical to the individual order and the probability of getting a legal costcutting opportunity is 0.
Now we only need to show that holding 0 = 1, welfare is increasing in 1 at
1 = 0 (individual order). We can show that both buyers' and sellers' welfare are
increasing in 1 if 0 = 1. For the sellers, we have:
R1
p ¡ (1 ¡ F (^))c + 1c ^L (1 ¡ )f ()d
VsL =
1 + g(^L)
dVsL
@VsL
=
(envelope theorem) > 0
d1
@1
For the buyers, the eﬀect of increasing 1 is only indirect (0 = 1):


R ^L
1 ¡ 0 f()d v ¡ p
VbL =
1 + g(^L)
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d^L
< 0 (higher 1 increases deterrence by increasing
d1
@V L
dV L @V L d^L
seller average payoﬀ). As bL < 0, we have b = bL 
> 0. Both buyers' and
@^
d1
@^ d1
sellers' payoﬀ are increasing in 1 at 0 = 1. Therefore, there exists combinations of
E
E
0; 1 such that W L > W I .
End of proof.

From the f.o.c (11), we have

4 Welfare comparison between I E and LE
The welfare diﬀerence for the equilibrium LE and equilibrium I E is:
E

E  W L ¡ W I

E

1
=
1 + 0g(^L)

Z


^I

^L

(0 (v ¡ c) ¡ (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 1)c)f ()d

Z 1
1
+
((1 ¡ )1c ¡ (1 ¡ 0)(v ¡ c))f()d
1 + 0g(^L) ^I
hR I
i

^
L
f ()d + (1 ¡ 0)g(^ ) [(1 ¡ g(^I ))v ¡ (1 ¡ F (^I ))c]

^L
+
(1 + 0g(^L))
(1 + g(^I ))

(a)
(b)

(c)

The comparison is three-fold. In equilibrium LE , compared to the individual order
equilibrium I E :
a) For the range [^L; ^I ], sellers refrain from unlawful cost-cutting acts (ri;t = 0)
in LE . If the buyer is hurt (oi;t = 0; probability 0), equilibrium LE has a
welfare gain of v ¡ c; if the buyer is not hurt (oi;t = 1; probability (1 ¡ )(1 ¡
1)), equilibrium LE has a welfare loss of c. The legal order avoids some
hurtful actions at the cost of burdening some harmless acts.
b) For range (^L; 1], sellers cut cost when it is legal to do so (ri;t = 1). If the
buyer is hurt (oi;t = 0; probability (1 ¡ 0)), equilibrium LE has a welfare loss
of v ¡ c; if the buyer is not hurt (oi;t = 1, probability (1 ¡ )1), equilibrium
LE has a welfare gain of c.
c) In equilibrium LE , sellers and buyers trade more often. Because conditional
on buyer being hurt, boycott only follows illegal cost-cutting acts. The diﬀerence in trading probability is two-fold: 1) for the range (0; ^L), the probability
of boycott is proportion (1 ¡ 0) of that in equilibrium I; 2) for (^L; ^I ), there
is no boycott for sellers in equilibrium L because they only cut costs if it is
legal.
For the ﬁrst two terms, legal order equilibrium achieves a welfare gain if signal ri;t is
informative enough. In term (a), the legal order equilibrium LE allows more type I
errors (forbidding a harmless act) compared to I E and less type II errors (allowing
a harmful act) because legal cost-cutting acts are not punished in LE . In region
(^L; 1], the pattern is reversed: LE allows more type II errors and less type I errors.
The higher 0 and 1 are, the less errors will be made in equilibrium LE .
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The third term (c) is not present in the baseline model. The legal order improves
welfare by reducing the frequency of costly punishment. With this mechanism, it
becomes possible that uninformative legal order equilibrium (if 0 = 1 ¡ 1) improves
welfare compared to the individual order equilibrium. That is, if institution R ranE
domly decides whether a cost-cutting act is legal, welfare is higher than W I for
certain parameters, where every hurtful cost-cutting case is punished:
1. If c/p is relatively high, the seller has strong incentive to cut cost. The choice
^L could be the corner solution and the seller's behavior is unresponsive
to 0, the strictness of the law. The welfare-optimizing choice is to make
all cost-cutting acts legal because higher punishment probability increases
cost without achieving better deterrence. No deterrence is optimal when
punishment is limited and the reward of oﬀense is high.
2. If c accounts for a small proportion of p, the seller's incentive to cut cost
is weak and boycotting is more eﬀective compared to the previous scenario.
Seller's choice of cut-oﬀ  is responsive to 0 and it becomes possible that
the individual order is optimal.
3. For costs in the middle range, we could have an interior solution for an
optimal 0. Even if institution R has no extra information beyond the distribution of , it can increase welfare by by randomly commits to punishment.
0 is the probability that a cost cutting act is classiﬁed as illegal. In this case,
the legal order equilibrium achieves higher welfare compared to the individual
order equilibrium, which is equivalent to 0 = 1.
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Chapter 3
Managing toxicity with assortative
matching in online gaming
3.1

3.1 Introduction
The video gaming industry was worth $138.7 billion in 2018, a 10.9% growth from
2017. The number of gamers has reached 2.3 billion worldwide and is still growing.3.2
There is no doubt that video games have become an important part of our daily
entertainment.
Most people enter the gaming world to relax. However, the often toxic nature of
the gaming environment defeats the very purpose of having fun. Logging in to any
popular online game such as Fortnite, League of Legends, or Dota 2, one is likely
to walk into hostility, abusive language and other forms of harassment over texts or
voice messages from other players.
According to a survey by the Pew Research Center in 20143.3, 41% of Americans have been personally subjected to harassing behavior online, and 66% have
witnessed these behaviors directed at others. One-quarter of those who have experienced online harassment say their most recent incident was extremely or very
upsetting and roughly 10% state they felt in physical danger. A national survey
from Cyberbullying Research Center found that 36.5% of middle and high school
students in the U.S. have been the victims of cyberbullying.3.4
The gaming industry acknowledges that toxicity is a major problem. According
to the Fair Play Alliance,3.5 a cross-industry initiative including over 140 gaming
companies, across the industry there is data showing a significant majority of players
are unhappy with the amount of harassment and disruptive behavior in games.
The toxic environment discourages newcomers from entering and pushes veteran
players to quit. Dr. Mike Ambinder, a psychologist and designer at Valve Corporation, reported that toxicity is the only factor he has found to predict gaming
withdrawal.3.6
3.1. I am grateful to Cédric Argenton, Jan Boone, Eric van Damme, Bruno Deﬀains, Rosa Ferrer,
Madina Kurmangaliyeva, Florian Schütt, Bert Willems as well as conference participants at the 36th EALE
annual conference (Tel Aviv, 2019) and seminar audiences at Tilburg University for helpful comments and
suggestions. All remaining errors are my own.
3.2. https://newzoo.com/key-numbers/ and https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2018-12-18global-games-market-value-rose-to-usd134-9bn-in-2018 .
3.3. http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/10/22/online-harassment/
3.4. https://cyberbullying.org/2019-cyberbullying-data
3.5. http://fairplayalliance.org/
3.6. https://youtu.be/K0GZMA6c0T4
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Who is responsible for the toxic environment? There exist some players known
as griefers or trolls, who would deliberately irritate and harass other players just
for fun. In League of Legend, a team-based online game that attracted 101 million
monthly active players in 2017, griefers account for 1% of the player base and 5%
of the toxicity. The rest of toxicity comes from the average person having a bad
day.3.7 The diﬀerences between griefers and neutral/positive players suggest that
players may well have diﬀerent preferences for toxic behavior. Cheng et al. (2017)
found a similar pattern using posts data from CNN.com in the period December 2012
to August 2013. They found that 26% of the ﬂagged posts (for abusive language
or violation of community guidelines) are made by users with no prior record of
ﬂagging in previous discussions. Among users who have ﬂagged posts, 40% of them
had less than 3.5% of their posts ﬂagged, which is the average probability of a post
being ﬂagged. Furthermore, after ﬁltering banned users, they found that mood
and surrounding context together explain toxic behavior better than the history of
trolling, suggesting that the propensity to be toxic is more related to external factors
rather than internal ones. They conclude that ordinary users are responsible for a
signiﬁcant amount of trolling behavior, and that many may have just been having
a bad day.
In this paper, I will use a mechanism design approach with one-to-one matching
to analyze how toxicity could be managed. The most important building blocks of
the model are heterogeneity in players' preference for toxicity and limited punishment ability from the gaming companies (the principal).
Toxic behavior is both costly and diﬃcult to police by the gaming developers.
As a ﬁne is usually not applicable in video games, the developers have to bear the
full costs of detection, veriﬁcation and implementation of punishment. Furthermore,
the punishment ability is usually limited. To illustrate, in a game where players are
matched to form a team, such as League of Legends, DOTA 2 and Fortnite, a player
can report his or her teammates for disruptive behavior such as abusive language,
cheating or intentional feeding (helping the opposing team). Once the report is
examined and veriﬁed, which is costly to the gaming company, it may result in a
temporary or permanent ban from the game. The permanent ban, albeit the harshest
sanction, has limited eﬀect: it takes the oﬀender less than 5 minutes to register in
the same game under a diﬀerent name.
Punishment is even more limited in games that adopt the free-to-play business
model (also known as the freemium business model), where the game itself is for
free and revenue is generated through in-game transactions. For instance, the game
Dota 2 is free to play but players can purchase add-on products such as skins
which make the avatar look diﬀerent. It is a popular business model in online video
games: the 3 most popular multi-player online battle arena (MOBA) games, Arena
of Valor, League of Legends, and Dota 2, are all free to play;3.8 in terms of revenue,
free-to-play games account for 90% of all gaming revenue in Apple's App Store from
3.7. more carrot, less stick:Jeﬀrey Lin on tweaking League of Legends player behavior
3.8. In 2017, League of Legends has 101 million monthly active players and DOTA 2 has 12.6 million
monthly active players in the same period. Arena of Valor has 163 million monthly active players in May,
2017.
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Jan to November in 2013.3.9 In such a game, getting a new account is free and the
eﬀectiveness of punishment is thus further restricted. Meanwhile, the opportunity
costs of a ban, temporary or permanent, is also higher: a jailed player is less likely
to pay for add-on products and more likely to choose an alternative game instead.
Building the above assumptions, heterogeneity in toxicity preference and costly
yet limited punishment, into a mechanism design framework, I characterize the
mechanism that maximizes player welfare in the baseline model. I ﬁnd that the welfare maximizing mechanism features incomplete assortative matching, i.e., players
with similar preference for disruptive behavior are more likely to be matched together
but not exclusively so. This mechanism has real-life implication especially for games
that adopt the free-to-play business model. First, satisﬁed players are more likely
to continue playing the game and to spend money on it. Second, increasing player
utility helps increase the number of players. The result implies that the gaming
companies should match players not only based on their skills, which is the ongoing practice, but also on their toxicity preferences.
To implement assortative matching based on toxicity preference, the developer
can establish two diﬀerent sets of rules: the stricter one and the regular one. Under
the stricter rules the players are subject to harsher punishment if they engage in
toxic actions. Each player chooses to follow one set of rules on a voluntary basis and
those who make the same choice will be more likely to be matched together. In this
way, the players that prefer a friendlier environment and are willing to not engage in
toxic actions could have a cleaner space. And players that enjoy the hostility more
can opt for more toxicity and get less punishment. In this mechanism, the developer
makes the game more suitable for players with diﬀerent preferences and reduces the
actual punishment.
Under limited punishment, the complete separation of players is not optimal: the
principal should still match players with diﬀerent toxicity preferences with a positive
probability, although they are subject to diﬀerent rules. Complete separation would
provide the abusive players stronger incentive to deviate: choosing the stricter rules
and but violating them would be too diﬃcult to deter when punishment is limited.
The separation of players is limited by the maximum punishment available to the
principal.
This paper is related to three strands of literature: standard mechanism design,
two-sided matching with incomplete information and limited punishment or liability
in law and economics.
The most distinctive feature of my model compared with the standard mechanism
design literature is that two agents have to be matched together to produce utility.
Besides, the match-making is centralized and dictated by the principal so matching
can be included in the contract. Apart from the matching element, my baseline
model is similar to a non-linear pricing game, where the principal (monopoly) produces a good for which the agents (consumers) have diﬀerent preferences (Maskin
and Riley 1984). In my model, toxicity is the product consumed by the agents,
but the costs of toxicity are not borne by an agent's teammate, but by the principal.
3.9. https://www.statista.com/chart/1733/app-monetization-strategies/
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From the matching literature, Becker (1973) establishes that positive assortative matching is optimal in two-sided matching models if types are complements.
Damiano and Li (2006) shows that the optimality result could be extended to the
incomplete information environment if the output function is modiﬁed to incorporate the cost of eliciting private information and still exhibits complementarity.
Roth (1989) and Liu et al. (2014) also explore matching stability and eﬃciency in
incomplete information environments. A thorough literature review is available in
Chade et al. (2017). I adopt a perfectly transferable utility approach and focus on
the planner's problem.3.10 The major diﬀerence from the matching literature is that
I do not assume complementarity of the output function in the baseline model. The
result that the optimal solution features (incomplete) assortative matching is driven
by the interaction between the limited punishment constraint and the incentive compatibility constraints. Put diﬀerently, (incomplete) assortative matching is preferred
by a welfare maximizing principal in spite of a modular output function. Chade and
Eeckhout (2015) has an equilibrium with incomplete assortative matching, but the
incompleteness comes from externality among matched teams, which might change
the complementarity of the output function for a matched team.
Limited punishment or limited liability is a common assumption in the law and
economics literature. It causes a moral hazard problem as the principal cannot
fully control the agent's behavior once a contract is signed. Lewis and Sappington
(2000) analyzes the role of limited liability in a standard moral hazard setting. Its
application in mechanism design is discussed in Sappington (1983), Demougin and
Garvie (1991), Mookherjee and Png (1994), Che and Gale (2000) and Burguet et al.
(2012). The limited punishment constraint interacts with the incentive compatibility
constraints and pushes the principal to further distort the allocation away from the
ﬁrst-best outcome. As asymmetric information is only caused by hidden information,
my model is closer to a false moral hazard model (Laﬀont and Tirole 1993) than
a truly mixed model because the agent has no real freedom in choosing the action
level once he reports a type.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 3.2 introduces the baseline
model with two types of agents having diﬀerent tastes for toxicity. Section 3.3
analyzes the welfare maximizing mechanism, a key feature of which is assortative
matching. To illustrate how assortative matching improves welfare, I also provide a
comparison with the (exogenously imposed) random matching mechanism. Section
3.4 discusses the robustness of assortative matching when some important assumptions in the baseline model are changed. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Model setup and implementable actions
3.2.1 Model setup
I use a mechanism design model to analyze the toxicity problem: the principal is
in charge of matching agents one-to-one ex-ante and punishing agents for choosing
excessively high toxic actions ex-post. Agents choose toxic actions and are subject
3.10. In a perfectly transferable utility environment, social welfare maximization and Pareto eﬃciency
coincide.
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to punishment from the principal. I will ﬁrst discuss the assumptions in detail and
characterize the range of implementable actions.
Agent's choices and payoﬀ I assume a large but ﬁnite number of agents (players).
An agent chooses action a 2 [0; 1], which denotes the level of some toxic action.
The agent's chosen action is assumed to be observable and veriﬁable. Agents have
diﬀerent tastes for such toxic behavior. I use the parameter to denote this heterogeneity in their preferences, which is the agent's private information: an agent derives
private beneﬁt  b(a) from choosing a. I assume the beneﬁt function b: [0; 1] ! R+
to be twice diﬀerentiable and strictly increasing: b 0(a) > 0; b 00(a) 6 0 for a 2 [0; 1]. An
agent's type can take two values: H and L with H ; L 2 R+ and H > L > 0. TypeH agents derive higher utility from being abusive compared to type-L agents for
all actions within [0; 1]. The proportion of type-H agents is assumed to be to be
common knowledge, denoted by PH .3.11
The observation that most toxicity comes from neutral or even positive players
suggests that a player's toxicity preference is not constant over time. Put diﬀerently,
a neutral player, who mostly has lower preference for toxicity and accounts for the
majority of the player base, might display type-H preference on some occasions.
Therefore, I model a one-time mechanism design environment such that a player,
who is better informed about whether he is of type-H or type-L at a particular time,
can choose a diﬀerent contract every time he enters the game.
one-to-one matching and externality Before action a is taken, every agent is matched
to another agent chosen by the principal to form a team.3.12 Action a poses negative
externality k(a) on one's matched agent. I assume the externality function k():
[0; 1] ! R+ to be twice diﬀerentiable and strictly increasing in a with k 0(a) > 0;
k 00(a) > 0 for a 2 [0; 1]. Notice that the externality from toxic actions is diﬀerent
from the classic model of pollution (see Baliga and Maskin 2003 for an example).
It is excludable: toxic action only has eﬀect on one's matched agent chosen by
the principal. This provides the principal with a costless way to create diﬀerential
incentives for diﬀerent types of agents.
timing of the game The following ﬁgure depicts the timing of the game:

t=0

players discover
their type

t=1

t=2

t=3

the principal
oﬀers a menu
of contracts to
all players

each player
chooses a
contract in
the menu

players are
matched and
choose action

t=4

the contract
terms are
enforced

Figure 3.1. Timing of the game
3.11. For convenience, I assume both type-H players are type-L players are in even numbers.
3.12. Notice that there is no free-riding in a team here (Holmstrom 1982 ).
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structure of the contract By the revelation principle, I use a direct mechanism to
characterize the contract structure. Every agent is asked by the principal to report
his type. An agent reporting type ^ gets the corresponding contract and then chooses
action a given the contract terms.3.13 An agent who reported type ^ gets contract fx ^ ; t ^ ; ' ^()g:
1. x ^ is the probability that an agent reporting ^ is matched to a self-reported
type-H agent. As the proportion of type-H agents is ﬁxed at PH , we have the
following consistency requirement for matching if no player is left unmatched
at the solution:
PHxH + (1 ¡ PH )xL = PH

(3.1)

The left-hand side is the proportion of players matched to type-H players.
For every player to be successfully matched, it has to be equal to PH .3.14
2. t ^ is the transfer from an agent to the principal. It is the basic price of joining
the game. To ﬁt the free-to-play environment, I assume transfer to be zero in
the baseline model. In section 3.4.1 I will drop the free-to-play assumption
and discuss the role of transfers and the optimal mechanism in a pay-to-play
environment.
3. ' ^(): [0; 1] ! R+ is the punishment scheme for an agent reporting ^. Agents
reporting diﬀerent types might be subject to diﬀerent punishment schemes.
To fit the limited punishment observation, I assume that ' ^(a) > 0 and
' ^(a) 6 J for any type ^ and action a. J is the maximum punishment that
could be inﬂicted on a player. I assume that punishment here is closer to
a suspension than to a ﬁne, hence the principal does not beneﬁt from punishing agents.3.15
A type- agent's utility when he reports ^ and chooses a afterward is assumed to be:
uA( ; ^ ; a) =

b(a) ¡ t ^ ¡ ' ^(a) ¡ [x ^ k(aH ) + (1 ¡ x ^)k(aL)] + U


(3.2)

U is the ﬁxed basic utility from playing the game compared to the outside option.

It could be either positive or negative. In the baseline model, I assume that it is
large enough3.16 such that the participation constraints are satisﬁed for both types of
players. I will relax this assumption in subsection 3.4.2 where I discuss the possibility
of shutdown.
3.13. If an agent does not sign a contract, he is restricted to the outside option, the utility of which
is normalized to zero.
3.14. This requirement is built upon a successfully implemented direct mechanism in which every
player is induced to reveal his true type.
3.15. I do not explicitly model the costs of punishment to the principal for simplicity: for the welfare
maximizing principal discussed in section 3.3, punishing agents is already costly. For the proﬁt maximizing
principal discussed in 3.4.1.2, transfer is strictly preferred to actual punishment even if the later is costless.
3.16. U ¡ k(1) > 0 is a suﬃcient condition.
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After signing the contract fx ^ ; t ^ ; ' ^()g, the agent chooses a to maximize:
^

uA ; (a) =  b(a) ¡ ' ^(a)

(3.3)

Although action a is assumed observable and veriﬁable, the principal cannot fully
control the agent's choice as punishment cannot be inﬁnitely large. This is a moral
hazard problem caused by limited punishment ability.
FB
ﬁrst-best actions Given the agents' utility functions, the ﬁrst-best actions aH
and
FB
aL that maximize agents' average utility are characterized by:
FB
aH
= arg max H b(a) ¡ k(a)
a

aLFB

= arg max Lb(a) ¡ k(a)
a

FB
The existence and uniqueness of aH
and aLFB is guaranteed by the assumptions
regarding b() and k(). It is clear that in the ﬁrst-best scenario, type-H players
choose more abusive actions compared to type-L players. However, the ﬁrst-best
might not be implementable due to limited punishment and incomplete information,
as I will discuss in the next subsection.

3.2.2 Implementable actions
Before solving for the optimal mechanism, I will ﬁrst discuss what action pairs
(aH ; aL) can be implemented by the principal. Whatever objective function the
principal has, the implemented action pair has to satisfy two kinds of constraints: 1)
incentive compatibility constraints that agents should be incentivized to truthfully
report their types; 2) given the contract terms for a given type , the implemented
action a should be optimal for the corresponding agent. The latter constraint is
directly aﬀected by limited punishment.
If the principal intends to implement action pair (aH ; aL), we can assume that she
set punishment at the maximum for all undesired actions without loss of generality:
it reduces the beneﬁt of deviation to the minimum without aﬀecting the equilibrium
payoﬀs:
'H (a) = J for a =
/ aH

'L(a) = J for a =
/ aL

(3.4)

Under the above punishment schemes, a player's best deviation is either to mimic
the other type or to choose a = 1. Other deviations are strictly dominated by a = 1
because the punishment is set at the maximum anyway. The principal only needs
to consider three kinds of deviations for each type of players:
1. mimicking the other type;
2. reporting truthfully but choosing the maximal toxicity level (a = 1);
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3. reporting the other type and choosing the maximal toxicity level (a = 1).
To simplify notation, I will use ' to denote 'H (aH ) ¡ 'L(aL), the diﬀerence in
actual punishment inﬂicted on players for choosing the implemented action; x
to denote xH ¡ xL, the diﬀerence in the probability of being matched to a type-H
player; b to denote b(aH ) ¡ b(aL) and k to denote k(aH ) ¡ k(aL). For the menu
of contracts fx ^ ; ' ^()g to implement (aH ; aL), the following constraints have to be
met (details are in the appendix):
Lb 6 ' + xk
Hb > ' + xk
J > H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + ' + xk + 'L(aL)

(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

Condition (3.5) and (3.6) describe the incentive compatibility constraints. Adding
them up yields the monotonicity condition (aH > aL). Incentive compatibility alone
implies that the action level requested from a type-H player cannot be lower than
that from a type-L player. ' + xk denotes the diﬀerence in the contract terms
that is favorable to type-L players. For instance, ' > 0 means that type-L players
are punished less when they choose the implemented action. x > 0 means they are
less likely to have a type-H match. Under monotonicity, x > 0 implies that typeL players experience less toxicity from their matched players. The contract terms
diﬀerence should be no higher than Hb, a type-H player's loss from mimicking a
type-L player; it should be no lower than Lb, a type-L player's gain from mimicking
a type-H player. Under (3:5) and (3.6), neither type has any incentive to mimic the
other.
Inequality (3.7) describes another constraint on (aH ; aL) resulting from limited
punishment: for an action pair to be implementable, J, the maximum punishment
available to the principal, should deter the most proﬁtable deviation: a type-H player
lying about his type and choosing the most toxic action (a = 1). In such a double
deviation, a type-H player enjoys the more favorable contract terms (' + xk)
and the highest action level. I will refer to inequality (3.7) as the limited punishment constraint. Notice that without type-L players, inequality (3.7) becomes less
demanding: type-H players can no longer enjoy better contract terms by lying about
the type. It thus becomes easier to deter excessively high levels of toxic action from
type-H players. A detailed discussion about the cost and beneﬁt of shutdown can
be found in subsection 3.4.2.
To reduce the beneﬁt from the double deviation, the principal could increase the
toxicity level faced by type-L players and thus reduce the diﬀerence in the contract
terms (' + xk). The toxicity level cannot be too high either, otherwise type-L
players would ﬁnd it proﬁtable to deviate. Setting ' + xk = Lb makes typeL players indiﬀerent and thus guarantees the least restrictive inequality (3.7). In
the next section, I will prove that it is also the welfare maximizing way to match
players to the degree that (3.7) is marginally binding.
From condition (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), we have two necessary conditions for
implementability:
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Lemma 3.1. For an action pair (aH ; aL) to be implementable, the following two
conditions should be met:
aH > aL
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)]
The following ﬁgure gives an illustration of the range of implementable action
pairs (shaded area) under the necessary conditions speciﬁed in Lemma 3.1.

aL
1

A

aH = aL

(a#; a#)
B
FB FB
(aH
; aL )

J > H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L(b(aH ) ¡ b(aL))

1

aH

Figure 3.2. The range of feasible action pairs, H = 1.5; L = 1; J = :5; b(a) = a

In the above ﬁgure, if J increases, the downward sloping curve will move toward
the lower left corner, increasing the feasible range. Notice that the ﬁrst-best allocation is not implementable under the parameter settings in ﬁgure 3.2. Intuitively,
the implementability constraints have the following properties:


If the principal does not diﬀerentiate types, the implementable action pairs
are depicted by the blue line segment. The point (a#; a#) denotes the least
toxic environment if the principal does not diﬀerentially treat players:
J = H[b(1) ¡ b(a#)]

(3.8)



The principal could implement aH > a# and aL < a# by altering the diﬀerence
in contract terms (' + xk). This opens up the triangle of implementable
actions in ﬁgure 3.2.



The rectangle with red dashed edges depicts the implementable range when
the principal has full information about the players' types. Even in that case,
limited punishment plays a role and the two constraints are:
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )]
J > L [b(1) ¡ b(aL)]
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Notice that the ﬁrst-best is feasible under the full-information benchmark
only if J is large enough. It is the case in ﬁgure 3.2. Triangle A is infeasible
entirely because of asymmetric information. To elicit information from typeH players, the principal cannot implement an action pair with aH lower than
aL. But triangle B, which contains the ﬁrst-best allocation, is made infeasible
by the interaction of asymmetric information and limited punishment. For
a given implemented action aL, the principal has to further increase aH and
leave type-H players more rent. Without such an adjustment, the principal
could deter mimicking but not a double deviation.

3.3 Welfare maximizing mechanism
In this section, I will ﬁrst characterize the optimal mechanism in which the principal
seeks to maximize players' average utility. The assumption of a benevolent principal
ﬁts the free-to-play environment where satisﬁed players are more likely to purchase
add-on products. For a video game that relies on add-on purchases to generate
income, it makes sense for the gaming company to increase within-game utility to
indirectly generate revenue.
Before characterizing the welfare maximizing mechanism, I will ﬁrst demonstrate
that matching itself is welfare-neutral in the baseline model: for any implementable
action pair, the matching pattern does not affect players' average utility. Nonetheless,
the optimal mechanism features assortative matching, that is, players with similar tastes are more likely to be matched together. Compared to random matching,
assortative matching improves welfare by substituting for costly punishment in creating an environment that better suits players' diverse preferences. Further details
of the comparison can be found in subsection 3.3.2.

3.3.1 The optimal matching pattern
Given the range of implementable action pairs, we can now characterize the welfare
maximizing mechanism. The principal's objective is to maximize players' average
utility:
uP = PH  uA(H ; H ; aH ) + (1 ¡ PH )  uA(L; L; aL)

(3.9)

The following lemma establishes that matching does not aﬀect the principal's objective directly and is thus welfare-neutral:
Lemma 3.2. For a benevolent principal who maximizes the players' average utility,
matching does not aﬀect her objective directly. The principal's objective could be
written as follows:
uP = PH [Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH )] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]


Proof in the appendix.
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How agents are matched does not directly aﬀect welfare for two reasons. First,
the externalities are internal for the players as a whole. Second, all the players are
aﬀected by the toxicity in the same way. This corresponds to a modular output
function in the matching literature. That is, types display no complementarity and
there is no direct welfare reason to match players diﬀerently. The matching pattern
only aﬀects the incentive compatibility constraints and the limited punishment constraint ((3:5) ¡ (3:7)).
The principal's objective is equivalent to the expected allocative eﬃciency and
her optimization program is:3.17
max uP = PH [Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH )] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]

aH ;aL

s:t:

Lb 6 ' + xk
Hb > ' + xk
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + 'L + ' + xk
aH > aL; aH ; aL 2 [0; 1]; 'H (); 'L() 2 [0; J] 

2PH ¡ 1
PH (1 ¡ xH ) = (1 ¡ PH )xL; xH 6 1; xH > max 0;
PH

To ﬁnd the optimal solution, I will ﬁrst characterize the optimal matching pattern
that implements a feasible action pair.
Proposition 3.3. For an implementable action pair (aH ; aL) with aH > aL > aLFB,
setting 'H (aH ) = 'L(aL) = 0 and x = Lb / k is a welfare maximizing way to
implement (aH ; aL).3.18 The relevant limited punishment constraint on (aH ; aL) can
be written as:
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)]

(3:7 0)


Proof in the appendix.

Lemma 3.3 shows how a separating equilibrium should be implemented in terms
of matching. It establishes the optimality of incomplete assortative matching when
the limited punishment constraint is binding. Punishing players for choosing the
implemented actions ('H (aH ) or 'L(aL)) is costly in terms of player welfare. If the
principal prefers a separating equilibrium with aH > aL, assortative matching, in
which type-L players enjoy a friendlier environment than type-H players, is superior
to random matching with actual punishment on type-H players for choosing the
implemented action aH . The requirement on J is that it should be at least high
enough to deter two deviation beneﬁts combined: the diﬀerence in choosing a = 1
compared to aH , and the diﬀerence in the contract terms, which is no smaller than
Lb, as described in (3.7 0).
2P ¡ 1

3.17. The condition xH > HPH comes from the fact when PH > 1/2, setting PH = 0 is impossible as
there are more type-H agents than type-L agents. The principal has to match some type-H agents together.
3.18. The corresponding xH and xL can be calculated using the matching consistency requirement
Lb
Lb
PH (1 ¡ xH ) = (1 ¡ PH )xL. With x = Lb/k, we have xH = PH + (1 ¡ PH )
; xL = PH ¡ PH
.
k
k
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The intuition how assortative matching works is similar to the countervailing
incentives situation in the regulation literature where the regulated ﬁrm's ﬁxed
costs and variable costs are inversely correlated (see Lewis and Sappington 1989
for an example).3.19 A ﬁrm with lower marginal cost has less incentive to mimic a
high marginal cost ﬁrm under countervailing incentives because an exaggeration of
marginal cost also constitutes an understatement of the ﬁxed cost. In this model,
type-L players have less incentive to mimic type-H players because higher action a
comes at the cost of a more toxic environment.
It is important to realize that the above matching pattern is not equivalent to
creating two completely separating platforms. We do not have full separation of the
players as x = Lb/k < 1. It is still possible that two players reporting diﬀerent
types are matched together, although they will be subject to diﬀerent punishment
schemes according to the reported types. Full separation, which might be feasible,
is not optimal because it further increases the proﬁt from reporting type L and
thus tightens the limited punishment constraint. Speciﬁcally, if (3:7 0) is binding for
(aH ; aL), this action pair is not implementable under full separation. Therefore, the
principal has to further distort aH and aL under full separation even if matching
itself is welfare neutral.
If J is large enough, it is also possible that constraint (3:7 0) is not binding for
FB FB
the ﬁrst-best action pair (aH
; aL ). In this scenario, x = Lb/k is one of many
matching patterns that implement the ﬁrst-best: the principal could further increase
x as long as the constraints x 6 Hb/k and x 6 1 are met. Welfare will not
change as the implemented actions are still the ﬁrst-best.
Using J to denote the lowest punishment ability that enables the principal to
implement the ﬁrst-best action pair, we have:
FB
FB
J = H[b(1) ¡ b(aH
)] + L[b(aH
) ¡ b(aLFB)]
(3.10)
For J 6 J, x = Lb/k is the unique optimal matching pattern; for J > J, x =
Lb/k is the lower bound on x that implements the ﬁrst-best allocation. The
upper bound on x is given by the following inequality:


J ¡ H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )]
x 6 min
;1
(3.11)
k
With Lemma 3.3, we can further simplify the principal's optimization problem and
characterize the optimal action pair:
max up = PH [Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH )] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]

aH ;aL

s:t

0 6 aL 6 aH 6 1
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)]

The optimal action pair is characterized by the following proposition:
Proposition 3.4. With a benevolent principal,
FB
FB
1. If J > J = H[b(1) ¡ b(aH
)] + L[b(aH
) ¡ b(aLFB)], the principal implements the
FB FB
ﬁrst-best action pair (aH
; aL ).
3.19. A more general setting is the linking of decisions (Jackson and Sonnenscheins 2007). For example,
Fang and Norman (2003) shows that bundling of excludable public goods may improve eﬃciency. Here
the principal bundles the choice of toxic action and the choice of toxic environment.
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FB
FB
2. If J < H[b(1) ¡ b(aH
)] + L[b(aH
) ¡ b(aLFB)], the principal implements the
SB SB
second-best action pair (aH
; aH ) with:
SB
?
?
a. the principal implements aH
= aH
; aLSB = aL? if aL? 6 aH
6 1, where aL?
?
and aH
are characterized by:
?
?
[H + (H ¡ L)/PH ]b 0(aH
) = k 0(aH
)
0 ?
0 ?
[L + L/(1 ¡ PH )]b (aL) = k (aL)
?
Hb(1) ¡ (H ¡ L)b(aH
) ¡ Lb(aL?) = J

 is the multiplier ( > 0) on the limited punishment constraint: J >
H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)].

SB
?
b. If aH
< aL? 6 1, the principal implements a pooling equilibrium aH
=
SB
#
#
aL = a with J = H[b(1) ¡ b(a )] as described in ( 3.8).

?
c. Otherwise(aH
> 1), the principal implements a separating equilibrium
SB
SB
aH = 1; aL = aL##. The latter is characterized by J = L [b(1) ¡ b(a##)].
FB FB
(aH
; aL ) is the ﬁrst-best allocation, the solution to the unconstrained problem.
SB
aL ) is the second best solution when the limited punishment constraint is
SB
FB
binding. The distortions are that aH
> aH
and aLSB > aLFB: increasing aH or aL has
the beneﬁt of reducing a type-H agent's incentive to double deviate and thus relaxes
the limited punishment constraint (3.7 0).
In the baseline model with a welfare maximizing principal and a binding limited
punishment constraint, incomplete assortative matching (x = Lb/k) is the best
way to match agents. This matching pattern makes the contract terms diﬀerence
(xk + ') favorable to type-L agents such that they weakly prefer behaving
honestly to mimicking type-H agents. It substitutes for costly punishment in providing diﬀerential incentives.
SB
(aH
;

3.3.2 Assortative matching v.s. random matching
To see the welfare gain from the optimal matching pattern, I will characterize the
welfare maximizing mechanism under random matching, in which the players' toxicity preferences are not included in the match making process. It is the ongoing
practice in the gaming industry and serves as a natural benchmark.
Under random matching, to implement a separating equilibrium, the principal
has to use costly punishment on type-H players for choosing the implemented action
aH ('H (aH ) > 0). This is to deter type-L players from mimicking. The lowest punishment that serves this purpose is 'H (aH ) = Lb. If the principal chooses a pooling
equilibrium, actual punishment could be avoided.
The principal's optimization program is:
"
#
R
max uP = PH Hb(aH ) ¡ L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)] ¡ k(aH ) + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]
aH ;aL
|||||||||||||||||||||||{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
'H (aH )

s:t

0 6 aL 6 aH 6 1
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)]
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There are two possibilities for the optimal solution:
1. to set the standard of oﬀense low and to only punish players for serious
oﬀenses. It entails a pooling equilibrium and actual punishment is zero on
the equilibrium path.
2. to set the standard higher compared to the ﬁrst scenario and to punish
disruptive behavior above standard. This leads to a separating equilibrium
where type-H players choose higher level of toxic actions and get punished.
This separating outcome is more likely to arise if (H ¡ L), the heterogeneity
in toxicity preferences, is large.
FB FB
Under random matching, implementing (aH
; aL ) is not optimal because type-H
FB
FB
players are punished for choosing aH by no less than L[b(aH
) ¡ b(aLFB)]. The principal prefers distorting aH downward and aL upward to reduce costly punishment.
Under assortative matching in the baseline model, players get diﬀerent contracts
that better suit their preferences in contrast to the pooling outcome; in contrast with
the separating equilibrium under random matching, actual punishment is not used
on type-H players as they are put in a more toxic environment that type-L players
have no intention to join.
The following ﬁgure gives an illustration of the comparison. The top two graphs
correspond to the comparison with pooling equilibrium scenario under random
matching and the bottom two graphs correspond to the separating equilibrium scenario under random matching.

(H = 1.5; L = :5; J = :5; pH = :5; b(a) = a; k(a) = a2)

(H = 1.5; L = :4; J = :5; pH = :5; b(a) = a; k(a) = a2)
Figure 3.3. Optimal matching v.s. random matching
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The key results from the comparison are:
1. As J increases from 0 to J, x increases as well as type-L agent's utility. The
optimal matching pattern is unique for J 6 J because xk = Lb puts the
least restrictive requirement on the limited punishment constraint, which is
binding at the optimum. Full separation (same-type matching) is not feasible
for the ﬁrst-best action pair: J is not high enough to deter type-H players
from reporting L and choosing a = 1.
2. For J > J, the principal can further adjust x withoutnet welfare change.

J ¡ H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )]
In the numerical example, I use the ceiling of x: min
;
1
.
k
The implemented action pair is still the ﬁrst-best allocation.

3. With random matching, the principal has to use 'H (aH ) > 0 to implement
a separating equilibrium (bottom comparison). In the top comparison from
ﬁgure 3.3, a pooling equilibrium is preferred, which saves punishment cost
PH  'H (aH ).
4. Compared to random matching, the assortative matching pattern beneﬁts
type-H players by reducing the punishment inﬂicted on them. Meanwhile,
type-L players may also beneﬁt as they are in a friendlier environment.
Although the major beneﬁt of optimal matching is on type-H players, it is not
necessarily a worrying signal: from the observation that a player's type might not
be constant, it beneﬁts a larger player base than just today's abusive players.

3.4 Extensions
In this section, I discuss the role of assortative matching when some key assumptions in the baseline model are changed. In subsection 3.4.1, I will discuss whether
assortative matching is needed in a pay-to-play environment where the principal
could use transfers in the contract. In subsection 3.4.2, I will discuss the possibility
of excluding type-L agents and how contract with shutdown is aﬀected by assortative matching. In subsection 3.4.3, I will adopt a more general form of the beneﬁt
function, allowing type-L agents to prefer a < 1 to a = 1. In subsection 3.4.4, I will
investigate a parallel setup where agents have diﬀerent tolerance levels for toxic
actions, as opposed to diﬀerent tastes for taking toxic actions.

3.4.1 The use of transfers and the proﬁt maximizing mechanism
In this subsection, I will drop the assumption that transfers (tH and tL) are zero. I
will ﬁrst examine the role of transfers in the welfare maximizing mechanism and
then characterize the proﬁt maximizing mechanism. In summary, transfers and
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matching are perfect substitutes in the welfare maximizing mechanism because they
are both costless and welfare-neutral ways to provide diﬀerential incentives. With
assortative matching, type-H players are more likely to encounter abusive players;
with transfers, type-H players pay a higher price for playing the game. Compared to
actual punishment, they both help to implement a separating equilibrium without
welfare loss. If the principal's objective is to maximize proﬁt, matching does not
help: welfare neutrality and proﬁt neutrality are equivalent in this setting because
the agent's utility is linear in transfers and in matching probabilities. Proposition
3.7 formalizes this intuition.
3.4.1.1 The welfare maximizing mechanism
I still assume that the principal's objective is to maximize players' average utility,
same as in section 3.3. The following lemma establishes that if transfers are available,
the optimal way to implement a feasible allocation (aH ; aL) is not unique in terms
of matching:
Lemma 3.5. If transfers are available to the principal, for an implementable action
pair (aH ; aL) with aH > aL > aLFB, setting 'H (aH ) = 'L(aL) = 0 and xk + t = Lb
is a welfare maximizing way to implement (aH ; aL).


Proof In the appendix.

Setting xk + t = Lb is optimal for the same reasons as stated in Lemma
3.3: it relaxes the limited punishment constraint. As x and t play similar roles,
the optimal implementation is not unique. Even with random matching (xH = xL =
pH ), the principal could achieve the welfare maximizing allocation as described in
Proposition 3.4.
For instance, at J = J in the baseline model without transfers, the ﬁrst-best
FB
allocation is feasible only through assortative matching speciﬁed by x = L[b(aH
)¡
FB
b(aL )]/k. With transfers, the principal could achieve the same outcome under
FB
random matching: charging the price L[b(aH
) ¡ b(aLFB)] on type-H players while
making it free for type-L players implements the ﬁrst-best allocation.3.20 In this price
discrimination arrangement, type-H players pay for the right to be more toxic to
others. The price is high enough to deter type-L players from mimicking.
If the ﬁrst-best allocation is not feasible (J < J), transfers cannot help the principal improve welfare for the same reasons: the limited punishment constraint is
binding and transfers cannot help to relax it. The price is paid before the action is
taken. So prices can only depend on the reported types, not on the chosen actions.
Transfer brings more ﬂexibility in terms of matching but has no welfare impact.
3.20. If balance of budget is required, the principal could rebate the money that she receives from
type-H players back to all players.
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Notice that the above analysis is built not only on the assumption that the principal can charge a price, but also that the principal can charge diﬀerent prices based
on toxicity preferences. Such a toxicity surcharge might be hard to implement in
reality although it is an eﬃcient form of punishment. One indirect way is to put more
advertisement on type-H players. If it is too costly to enforce price discrimination
based on toxicity preference, matching remains a valuable instrument to improve
welfare.
3.4.1.2 The proﬁt maximizing mechanism
Now I assume that the principal seeks to maximize proﬁt and adopts a pay-toplay business model. To simplify the analysis, I still assume that U is large enough

such that including type-L players in the mechanism is always preferred by the
principal.3.21 In the next subsection, I will drop this assumption and discuss the
possibility of shutdown of type-L players.
The principal's proﬁt function is:
P = PHtH + (1 ¡ PH )tL = tL + PH t

(3.12)

Observe that positive punishment of the implemented actions ('H (aH ) and 'L(aL))
are strictly dominated by transfers. To illustrate, for a contract that implements
(aH ; aL) with 'H (aH ) > 0, a diﬀerent contract with the same matching pattern but
a higher transfer from type-H players could implement the same action pair and
increase proﬁt ('
^H (aH ) = 0, ^tH = tH + 'H (aH ) ). Punishment should only serve as a
deterrence device in the proﬁt maximizing mechanism.
The proﬁt maximizing program is:
max

xH ;xL;tL;t;aH ;aL

s:t:

P = tL + pH t
Lb 6 t + xk; Hb > t + xk
J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + t + xk
uA(H ; H ; aH ) > 0; uA(L; L; aL) > 0
aH > aL; aH ; aL 2 [0; 1]


2PH ¡ 1
PHxH + (1 ¡ PH )xL = PH ; max 0;
6 xH 6 1
PH

For the two components tL and t in the proﬁt function, tL is determined by the
participation constraint of type-L players. If the constraint is not binding such that
uA(L; L; aL) > 0, keeping t constant and increasing tL increases proﬁt without
violating any of the constraints. This is the standard mechanism design result that
the proﬁt seeking principal leaves no rent for type-L agents:
tL = Lb(aL) ¡ xLk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xL)k(aL) + U

P

3.21. A suﬃcient condition is U > (Lb(1) ¡ k(1)) ¡ 1 ¡HP (H ¡ L)b(1)
H
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For t, there are two constraints that might be binding: t + xk 6 Hb and
t + xk 6 J ¡ H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )]: the price diﬀerence (t) and the matching externality difference (xk) combined should not be too large. Otherwise type-H
players will choose either to mimic type-L players or to double deviate. The following lemma formalizes this intuition:
Lemma 3.6. In the proﬁt maximizing mechanism, at least one of the following two
constraints is binding: 1)t + xk 6 Hb; 2)t + xk 6 J ¡ H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )].


Proof in the appendix.

From Lemma 3.6, it is clear that the price diﬀerence (t) and the matching externality diﬀerence (xk) come together in an additive form. Using S = min (Hb;
J ¡ H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )]) to denote their summation, we can simplify the proﬁt maximizing problem with t = S ¡ xk and equation (3.13):
max P = tL + PH (S ¡ xk)

aH ;aL

= PH [S + Lb(aL) ¡ k(aH )] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]
s:t:
S = min (Hb; J ¡ H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )])
0 6 aL 6 aH 6 1
Matching does not appear in the simpliﬁed program. This is a direct result from the
welfare neutrality property of matching. If the principal chooses a diﬀerent matching
pattern, the prices charged on the agents could vary but the proﬁt would not change:
Proposition 3.7. For an implementable action pair (aH ; aL), two menu contracts
(tH ; xH ; 'H (); tL; xL; 'L()) and (t^H ; x^H ; 'H (); t^L; x^L; 'L()) that implement the same
action pair (aH ; aL) are payoﬀ equivalent if uA(L; L; aL) = 0 and
t^ + x^k = t + xk


Proof in the appendix.

Intuitively, if the principal decreases the toxicity level faced by type-H players
through matching, the price charged on them can be increased. However, it means
type-L players will experience higher level of toxicity. Given that type-L players
receive zero surplus in the proﬁt maximizing contract, the principal has to lower
the price charged on type-L players to keep their participation constraint satisﬁed.
A change in the matching probability does not change proﬁt because the players'
utility function is linear in both the matching probabilities and the transfers for a
given action pair.
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The optimal contract is characterized by the following proposition:
Proposition 3.8. For a proﬁt maximizing principal, the optimal menu of contracts
entails
FB
FB
1. If J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH
)]; aH = aH
,
0

0

a. If J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aLSB )], aL = aLSB , characterized by:



0
0
pH
L¡
(H ¡ L) b 0(aLSB ) = k 0(aLSB )
1 ¡ pH

b. Else, aL = a# , characterized by J = H[b(1) ¡ b(a#)].
In both cases, ua(H ; H ; aH ) = (H ¡ L)b(aL) and ua(L; L; aL) = 0.
FB
2. If J < H[b(1) ¡ b(aH
)], aH = aL = a# , characterized by J = H[b(1) ¡ b(a#)].
#
We have ua(H ; H ; a ) = (H ¡ L)b(a#) and ua(L; L; a#) = 0.

Part 1:a in Proposition 3.8 is also a standard mechanism design result: the
principal distorts downward the implemented action of type-L players to reduce
the information rent left for type-H players. However, the ability to distort aL is
restricted by the limited punishment constraint. If the principal sets aL too low,
she has to lower tL as well. Type-H players might be able to proﬁt from the double
deviation of reporting L and choosing the a = 1 if J is not high enough. Interestingly,
for J = H[b(1) ¡ b(aLFB)], the proﬁt maximizing principal will implement the ﬁrstbest outcome due to limited punishment.
If J is low such that the principal cannot deter a type-H player's deviation from
FB
aH
to a = 1, the principal will bunch the two types. Implementing a separating
equilibrium will exacerbate the problem by increasing a type-H player's incentive
to follow a double deviation.
Matching does not help a proﬁt-maximizing principal because transfers could
fulﬁll the role of matching: a costless substitution for punishment to provide diﬀerential incentives. Creating a friendlier environment for type-L players enables the
principal to charge a higher price on them but simultaneously decreases the price
that could be charged on type-H players. Welfare neutrality of matching leads to
proﬁt neutrality in this setting.

3.4.2 Contracts with shutdown
In the baseline model, I assumed that U , the basic utility of playing the game

compared to the next best alternative, is high enough such that it is welfare/proﬁt
maximizing to include type-L players in the contract. However, it is possible that
excluding them is in the principal's best interest if we alter this assumption.
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In this subsection, I assume the following regarding U :

FB
FB
Lb(aL ) ¡ k(aL ) + U > 0
(3.14)

From the perspective of welfare maximization, (3.14) implies that type-L players
should be included in the contract if the ﬁrst-best allocation is feasible. The following proposition speciﬁes the conditions under which shutdown of type-L agents
is preferred:
Proposition 3.9. A contract with shutdown of type-L agents is strictly preferred if
the implemented action (aH ; aL) satisfy
s
s
(1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL) + U ] ¡ PH [(H  b(aH
) ¡ k(aH
)) ¡ (H  b(aH ) ¡ k(aH ))] < 0

with a welfare maximizing principal or

(1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL) + U ] ¡ PH (H ¡ L)b(aL) < 0

with a proﬁt maximizing principal.
Intuitively, the principal prefers the contract with shutdown of type-L agents if
the net welfare or proﬁt change by including them is negative. If the principal aims
to maximize average player welfare as in section 3.3, the welfare change includes
type-L agents' utility and the increased distortion speciﬁed in Proposition 3.4. For
a proﬁt maximizing principal, the proﬁt change include the rent from type-L agents
and the increased information rent left to type-H agents.
3.4.2.1 Shutdown in the welfare maximizing mechanism
In the welfare maximizing contract described in Proposition 3.4, shutdown is not a
problem for J > J because the ﬁrst-best allocation is implemented. For J < J and
action pairs with aL > aLFB, it is possible that the net welfare change brought by
type-L players is negative and shutdown is preferred. Excluding type-L players has
the beneﬁt of reducing type-H players' incentive to deviate and hereby reduces the
distortions of excessively high aH . When type-L players are included, type-H players
have the chance to report type L and to choose a = 1, which is more proﬁtable than to
choose a = 1 in a single-type platform. Therefore, the principal could further lower aH
compared to the action level speciﬁed in Proposition 3.4 by excluding type-L players.
If only type-H players are considered in the contract, the principal's optimization
program is:
max Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH ) s:t: J > H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )]
aH

s
FB #
The optimal solution is simply aH
= max (aH
; a ), with superscript s meaning shut#
down and a being the least toxic action the principal could implement on type-H

players, as described in equation (3.8). Using (aH
; aL ) to denote the optimal action
pair in Proposition 3.4, we have:

(1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL ) ¡ k(aL ) + U ] ¡ PH   < 0
(3.15)

s
The ﬁrst-part is the welfare of type-L players. For the second part,   H [b(aH
)¡
s


b(aH )] ¡ [k(aH ) ¡ k(aH )] > 0 denotes the distortions on type-H players resulting from
the inclusion of type-L players.
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If J decreases, aL will increase so the direct utility of including type-L players

is lower. Meanwhile, aH
becomes higher and increases , the distortion brought by
type-L players. As a result, shutdown of type-L players is more likely when J is
small.
Under random matching, shutdown is even more likely to happen because a
separating equilibrium is more costly to implement. The inclusion of type-L players
leads to a higher level of allocative distortions and renders a pooling equilibrium
more likely. It means for a certain range of J with J < J, it is possible that including
type-L players improves welfare under assortative matching, but not under random
matching.
In reality, it is easy to ﬁnd gaming communities that are both toxic and exclusive. It results not only from lack of accountability, but also from the principal's
inability to provide diﬀerential incentives in a cheap way, especially when the principal cannot implement a toxicity surcharge. The use of assortative matching
speciﬁed in Lemma 3.3 could improve welfare by including diﬀerent types of players
and thus help build a more inclusive gaming community.
3.4.2.2 Shutdown in the proﬁt maximizing mechanism
In the proﬁt maximizing mechanism, the beneﬁt of shutdown is that no information
rent is left to type-H players. With only type-H player, the proﬁt maximizing
program is identical to the welfare maximizing one because the principal catches all
the surplus.
Shutdown of type-L players is preferred by the principal if the net proﬁt or virtual
surplus from type-L players are negative.
The ﬁrst part is the proﬁt directly comes from type-L players. The second part is
the information rent that has to be given to type-H players. aLp is the implemented
action speciﬁed in the proﬁt maximizing mechanism described in Proposition 3.8.
Notice that aH does not appear in the condition speciﬁed in Proposition 3.9: the
proﬁt maximizing principal implements the same aH whether type-L players are
present or not. This is the standard no distortion at the top result.
Shutdown becomes more attractive as J decreases for two reasons: 1) when
the principal's punishment ability is further limited, the implemented aL has to be
increased. The direct proﬁt from type-L players ([Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL) + U ]) is therefore

lower; 2) when J is small, the proﬁt maximizing principal has to leave more rent to
type-H players. The two channels work in the same direction and shutdown is thus
more likely if J is small.
Compared to the welfare maximizing mechanism, shutdown is more likely when
the principal seeks to maximize proﬁt. With only type-H players, proﬁt maximizing

and welfare maximizing generate the same aH
. The proﬁt-maximizing principal
pockets all the surplus and therefore chooses the welfare maximizing allocation subject to the limited punishment constraint. If type-L players are included, shutdown
is more likely in the proﬁt maximizing mechanism because the principal has to
leave information rent to type-H players. As she only gets part of the welfare gain
brought by type-L players, shutdown is thus more likely to happen. The proof is in
the appendix.
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3.4.3 A more general form of the beneﬁt function
In the baseline model, I assumed that both types of players, although deriving
diﬀerent levels of utility from toxic action a, have the same preference in the range
of [0; 1]: both tend to choose a as high as possible. However, the marginal utility
for being toxic could be negative when players are subject to internal motive such
as ethical concerns. It is possible that type-L players prefer a < 1 even facing no
punishment. In this subsection, I will investigate a more general setting where two
types of players have diﬀerent beneﬁt functions: bH () for type-H players and bL() for
type¡L players. I adopt the following assumptions:
1. b : [0; 1] ! R+ is twice diﬀerentiable, 2 fH ; Lg.
2. bH0 (a) > 0 and bH00 (a) 6 0 for a 2 [0; 1].
3. bL0 (a) > 0 for a 2 [0; aL) and bL0 (aL) = 0, where aL 2 (0; 1). bL00(a) 6 0 for a 2 [0; 1].
4. bH (a) > bL(a) for a 2 [0; 1].
That is, type-H players behave the same as in the baseline model; type-L players
choose aL < 1 even facing no punishment.3.22 We have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.10. For an implementable action pair (aH ; aL) with aH > aL > aLFB;
the welfare maximizing way to implement (aH ; aL) features assortative matching
(x > 0) if bL  bL(aH ) ¡ bL(aL) > 0.



Proof In the appendix.

In the baseline model, aH is a better option for type-L players compared with aL
when aH > aL. The principal needs to provide better contract terms to keep them
from mimicking type-H players. Assortative matching is a better option to provide
diﬀerential incentives because punishment is costly. When aH is not attractive to
type-L players, the principal could directly oﬀer two options aH and aL with the
threat to punish any deviation by J. In this scenario, the agents, having no incentive
to mimic the other type, will voluntarily sort into two groups. Because matching is
assumed welfare neutral, no matching pattern, although both positive and negative
could be feasible, can improve welfare compared to random matching.

3.4.4 Diﬀerent tolerance levels for toxicity
In the baseline model, I assumed that players diﬀer in the beneﬁt from being toxic
to others. In this subsection, I use a parallel setting where agents have diﬀerent
tolerance levels for toxic actions. I will keep the assumptions of the beneﬁt function
b() and the externality function k() from the baseline model. All agents derive
utility b(a) from action a. An agent receives externality (1 ¡ )k(a) from the toxic
action of his matched player.  is an agent's private information that may take two
values: h and l with 1 > h > 0 > l.3.23 Type-h agents are hence more tolerant for toxic
behavior compared to type-l agents. The proportion of type-h agents is assumed to
be Ph. Under the revelation principle, an agent who reports type ^ is oﬀered contract
fx^; t^; '^()g by the principal.
3.22. If bL0 (a) > 0 in [0; 1], the setting is the same as in the baseline model; if aL < aH < 1, we can
normalize aH to 1 without loss of generality.
3.23. To diﬀerentiate from the previous results, I use lowercase letters in the subscript in this subsection.
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For the matching probabilities, a similar consistency requirement applies:
Phxh + (1 ¡ Ph)xl = Ph
Punishment is also assumed to be limited: '^(a) 2 [0; J]. A type- agent's utility
when he reports ^ and chooses a afterward is:
ua(; ^; a) = b(a) ¡ t^ ¡ '^(a) ¡ (1 ¡ )[x^ k(ah) + (1 ¡ x^)k(al)] + U

After signing the contract ^, the agent chooses a to maximize:
^

ua; = b(a) ¡ '^(a)
Implementability requires the following constraints:
b
b
J
J

>
6
>
>

' + (1 ¡ h)xk
' + (1 ¡ l)xk
b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al)
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah)

In this setting, the model is essentially similar to a ﬁxed unit auction model (Myerson
1981): agents have diﬀerent valuation for a better match, which is in ﬁxed supply as
speciﬁed in the consistency requirement. The payment scheme is diﬀerent though:
players not necessarily pay by direct transfer, but by committing to a lower toxicity
level. For instance, type-l players value a better match more and they bid for such
a better match by producing less toxicity themselves.
To solve for the optimal action proﬁle, I ﬁrst assume that ah > al and then show
that it is indeed the case in the appendix. Under monotonicity, the principal's
optimization program is the following:
max up = Ph[b(ah) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(ah) ¡ 'h(ah)] + (1 ¡ Ph)[b(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(al) ¡ 'l(al)]
+Ph(h ¡ l)[xhk(ah) + (1 ¡ xh)k(al)]
s:t:
0 6 al 6 ah 6 1
b > ' + (1 ¡ h)xk
b 6 ' + (1 ¡ l)xk
J > max (b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al); b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah))
The major diﬀerence from the baseline model is that matching appears in the principal's objective function but not in the limited punishment constraint, which means
double deviation is no longer of concern to the principal. Matching aﬀects welfare
only in the direct way. The solution to the optimization program is summarized in
the following proposition:
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Proposition 3.11. If agents have diﬀerent tolerance levels for toxic actions, the
welfare maximizing contract entails:
FB
1. If J > b(1) ¡ b(aFB
l ), the principal implements the ﬁrst-best action pair (ah ;
FB
FB
aFB
denote the ﬁrstl ) with same-type matching (xh = 1; xl = 0); ah and al
best actions characterized by:

ahFB = arg max b(a) ¡ (1 ¡ h)k(a)
a

aFB
l

= arg max b(a) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(a)
a

Punishment is not used on the implemented actions: 'h(ah) = 'l(al) = 0.
2. If J < b(1) ¡ b(aFB
l ),

#
#
FB
a. The principal implements (ahFB; a#
 ) if ah > a . a is characterized by
J = b(1) ¡ b(a#
 ). The optimal matching pattern is same-type matching
and actual punishment is zero.
#
b. Otherwise, the principal implements a pooling equilibrium (a#
 ; a ).
Matching pattern does not matter.

In this tolerance setting, the eﬀect of matching is more prominent. In any separating equilibrium with ah > al, the optimal matching pattern is same-type matching.
Putting the more tolerant players together with more toxic actions improves total
welfare. The following ﬁgure gives a numerical comparison between the optimal
solution and the random matching solution:

Figure 3.4. Optimal matching v.s. random matching under the tolerance setting
(h = 1/3; l = ¡1; J = :5; Ph = :5; b(a) = a; k(a) = a2)

The key results of the comparison are:
1. Under random matching, a pooling equilibrium is always preferred to a separating one: punishment 'h(ah) = b(ah) ¡ b(al) is required to implement a
separating equilibrium. The beneﬁt of the separating equilibrium cannot
cover the cost of the punishment. See the appendix for detailed analysis.
2. If J is higher than the threshold that J^ = b(1) ¡ b(ahFB), it is optimal to
implement a separating equilibrium and to set xh = 1. If J is smaller than J^,
a pooling equilibrium is optimal.
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3. Same-type matching is beneﬁcial for both types of players.

3.5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, I used a mechanism design approach with one-to-one matching to
analyze the toxicity problem in online games. Players are assumed to diﬀer in their
preferences for toxic behavior and the principal is assumed to have limited punishment ability. The main result is that in the welfare maximizing mechanism, players
with similar preferences are more likely to be matched together.
Adding a matching function to a standard mechanism design model with a limited punishment/liability constraint, this paper identiﬁes a new role of matching:
to substitute for costly punishment in implementing a separating equilibrium. In
this setting, assortative matching improves welfare by relaxing the limited punishment/liability constraint even if it has no direct welfare eﬀect.
The heterogeneity in players' preference calls for diﬀerent actions to be implemented. However, it is costly to implement such a separating equilibrium with a
uniﬁed punishment scheme because transfers might not be available and other forms
of punishment, such as a suspension, are costly. This is particularly true in the
gaming world as a lot of online games adopt the free-to-play business model. Even
for games that adopts the pay-to-play model, a toxicity surcharge, which essentially
allows the players to pay for the right to be more toxic, is usually inapplicable.
My paper demonstrates that a (monopoly) platform could deal with the toxicity
problem in a way that has not been tried yet, to my knowledge: using assortative
matching to incentivize players to self-select into two environments. Matching is the
natural alternative in team-based online games: by matching players diﬀerently, the
principal could create diﬀerential incentives in a cheap way. Assortative matching
substitutes for costly punishment in implementing the welfare maximizing separating equilibrium, in which players have the option to choose diﬀerent punishment
schemes.
Matching also helps to build a more inclusive gaming community. Having limited punishment ability, the principal might prefer excluding the less toxic players
because contracting with them might undermine the principal's ability to deter
excessively high toxic actions, especially under random matching. Because of the
pervasiveness of the limited punishment constraint, we observe quite a lot of toxic
gaming communities.3.24 If assortative matching based on toxicity preference is used
in the match-making procedure, including less toxic players will bring less distortions and might become welfare improving. Assortative matching based on players'
toxicity preferences could therefore be the future of online gaming.
In this paper, I focus on applications coming from online gaming, but the implication of the model could be extended to other settings as well. For an activity
with excludable externality, diﬀerential matching could be of help, especially if
punishment is limited and money payment is unavailable. In sports, a player using
performance-enhancing drugs has negative externalities on other contestants. As
3.24. For instance, competitive ﬁghting games such as the Street Fighter have quite toxic communities.
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expected punishment might be limited in such cases due to detection problems, it
might make sense to separate players and to enforce diﬀerent rules. A prominent
example is body building: there are contests that allow performance-enhancing drugs
and natural body building contests where drugs are forbidden. In a course with
group assignment, free riding by one team member has negative externality on his or
her teammates. The teacher cannot use transfers in this scenario and punishment is
limited as the probability of detection might be low. If individual input is observable,
matching self-reported free-riders together and allowing them to work less might
help mitigate the problem.
A natural question is whether matching could help managing toxicity in social
media. The applicability of matching is complicated by the heterogeneity among
diﬀerent communities in social media. For instance, some communities are much
more toxic than others. According to Kumar et al. (2018), less than 1% communities
on Reddit generated 74% of inter-community conﬂicts from January 2014 to April
2017.3.25 Another diﬀerence is the proportion and inﬂuence of griefers, users that are
constantly toxic. Cheng et al. (2015) found that in CNN, Breibart (a political news
site) and IGN (a gaming site), banned users behave diﬀerently from never banned
users even from the start. For these griefers, toxic actions are less likely to be caused
by having a bad day. The platform could learn over time about whether a user is a
griefer or not. The better alternative is to ﬁnd toxic users as early as possible and
ban them.3.26 If the proportion of griefers could be kept at a low level such that the
principal could maintain a safer environment for self-reported friendly users, we
have good reasons to believe that assortative matching could further help manage
toxicity in a community mostly consists of ordinary users, who occasionally display
toxic actions when they are in a bad mood or enter a over-heated discussion.
Another practical issue is whether matching could be implemented in a nongaming environment. A more general form of matching is to selectively display
contents to certain users, which is already common practice for social media such as
Twitter and Facebook. For instance, Twitter's default setting for displaying contents
is no longer latest tweets ﬁrst. In fact, the latest ﬁrst option is only available in
the cell phone app, not in the PC browser run on Windows. Additionally, Twitter
also displays suggested or promoted contents on one's home timeline. To implement
diﬀerential matching in this kind of environment, the principal could ask whether
a user is willing to sign a non-toxic pledge for certain tweets and provide diﬀerent
display options or priorities accordingly.
Throughout the paper, I implicitly assumed that assortative matching is costless.
However, it might be costly for the agents as well as for the principal in reality. If
network externality exists such that agents beneﬁt from a larger matching pool,
assortative matching might not be optimal. For instance, putting more variables
in the match making process might increase the queuing time for a player to get a
match.
3.25. In fact, gaming community on Reddit is not particularly toxic compared to communities in the
category of popular/memes and controversial topics.
3.26. Chandrasekharan et al. (2017) discussed the eﬀectiveness of Reddit baning several subreddits in
2015. They found that for users who stayed in Reddit after the ban, hate speech is reduced by at least 80%.
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The ongoing match-making in online games are mostly skill-based: players with
similar skill levels are matched together to form balance teams. How to incorporate
toxicity-preference-based matching to the ongoing practice is an interesting topic
that deserves further research.

Appendix
1 The implementable range of action pair in section 3.2
To ﬁnd the range of implementable action pairs, notice that any deviation to an oﬀequilibrium path action other than 1 is also punished with J. For an agent reports
^, if deviation to a = 1 is deterred so are deviations to any other a =
/ a ^ . We have
the following 6 inequalities for implementability:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hb(aH ) ¡ tH ¡ 'H (aH ) ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Hb(aL) ¡ tL ¡ 'L(aL) ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
Hb(aH ) ¡ tH ¡ 'H (aH ) ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Hb(1) ¡ tL ¡ J ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
Hb(aH ) ¡ tH ¡ 'H (aH ) ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Hb(1) ¡ tH ¡ J ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Lb(aL) ¡ tL ¡ 'L(aL) ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
Lb(aH ) ¡ tH ¡ 'H (aH ) ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Lb(aL) ¡ tL ¡ 'L(aL) ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
Lb(1) ¡ tH ¡ J ¡ [xHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)]
Lb(aL) ¡ tL ¡ 'L(aL) ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
Lb(1) ¡ tL ¡ J ¡ [xLk(aH ) + (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F )

(A) and (D) are about deviations of mimicking other types; (B) and (E) are about
lying and choosing a = 1; (C) and (F) are about reporting truthfully and choosing
a = 1.
In the baseline model, we assume t(H) = t(L) = 0. Using ' to denote 'H (aH ) ¡
'L(aL), x to denote x(H) ¡ x(L) and b to denote b(aH ) ¡ b(aL), we can simplify
the constraints to:
Hb
J
J
Lb
J
J

>
>
>
6
>
>

' + xk
H(b(1) ¡ b(aH )) + 'H + xk
H(b(1) ¡ b(aH )) + 'H
' + xk
L(b(1) ¡ b(aL)) + 'L ¡ xk
L(b(1) ¡ b(aL)) + 'L

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F )

1. Constraints (A) and (D) specify the feasible range for the diﬀerences in the
contract terms: ' + xk. The two constraints imply aH > aL.
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2. ' and xk play similar roles in providing incentives. ' is limited by
assumption (' 2 [0; J]) and xk = (xH ¡ xL)[k(aH ) ¡ k(aL)] is limited by
the matching consistency requirement, x 2 [0; 1] and the size of k.
3. (E) and (F ) are implied by other constraints. Intuitively, if the contract
deters type-H agents from choosing a = 1 in any circumstance, it also deters
type-L agents from doing so:
J
J ¡ 'L + xk
J ¡ 'L + xk
J ¡ 'L + xk
J
J
J
J
J

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + 'H
H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + ' + xk
H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + Lb
L[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + Lb
L[b(1) ¡ b(aL)] + 'L ¡ xk

H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + 'L + ' + xk
H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + 'L + Lb
L[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + 'L + Lb
L]b(1) ¡ b(aL)] + 'L

(C)
using (D)
(E)
(B)
using (D)
(F )

4. From conditions (B) and (D), a necessary condition is J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] +
Lb. The maximum punishment J should be at least high enough to deter
the double deviation.

2 Proof regarding the welfare maximizing mechanism
Proof of Lemma 3.1: necessary conditions for implementability
Adding the two IR constraints Hb > xk + ' and xk + ' > Lb,
we have (H ¡ L)b > 0. By the assumption that H > L > 0 and the monotonicity
assumption on function b(),we have aH > aL.
Setting ' + xk equal to Lb in constraint (3.7) directly gives J > H(b(1) ¡
b(aH )) + L(b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)) + 'L(aL). Setting 'L(aL) = 0 gives the necessary condition.

Proof of Lemma 3.2: the neutrality of matching
The principal's utility could be written as:
uP = PH [Hb(aH ) ¡ xHk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xH )k(aL)] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ xLk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
= PHHb(aH ) + (1 ¡ PH )Lb(aL)
¡[PHxH + (1 ¡ PH )xL]k(aH ) ¡ [PH (1 ¡ xH ) + (1 ¡ PH )(1 ¡ xL)]k(aL)

From the matching consistency requirement (3.1) we have PH (1 ¡ xH ) = (1 ¡ PH )xL.
Therefore, the total externality level is:
[PHxH + PH (1 ¡ xH )]k(aH ) + [(1 ¡ PH )xL + (1 ¡ PH )(1 ¡ xL)]k(aL)
= PHk(aH ) + (1 ¡ PH )k(aL)
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And the principal's objective can thus be written as:
uP = PH [Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH )] + (1 ¡ PH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]



Matching does not appear in the above and is therefore welfare neutral.
Proof of Lemma 3.3: the feasibility of the optimal implementation
Because the principal can choose x 2 [0; 1], x = Lb/k is possible if k >
Lb. It is the case for aH > aL > aLFB:
1. k 0 > 0; k 00 > 0; b 0 > 0; b 00 < 0, k 0(0) < Lb 0(0), k 0(1) > Hb 0(1): increasing marginal
cost(harm) and decreasing marginal return (beneﬁt)
2. Lb 0(aLFB) ¡ k(aLFB) = 0 : optimality of aLFB

3. For H(x) = Lb(x) ¡ k(x), H 0(x) = 0 for x = aLFB and H 0(x) < 0 for x > aLFB.

4. For aH > aL > aLFB, H(aH ) ¡ H(aL) = Lb ¡ k < 0. x = Lb/k is thus
feasible.

Proof of Lemma 3.5:
Setting 'H (aH ) = 'L(aL) = 0 and xk + t = Lb, the limited punishment
constraint becomes J > H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + L[b(aH ) ¡ b(aL)], which is the same as in
Lemma 3.3. The optimization program is equivalent to the baseline model. The
optimality and feasibility are established in the same way.


3 Proof regarding the proﬁt maximizing mechanism
The principal's full optimization program is:
max

aH ;aL;tL;t

s:t:

P = pHtH + (1 ¡ pH )tL = tL + pH t
' + t + xk 2 [Lb; Hb]
J > H(b(1) ¡ b(aH )) + 'L(aL) + ' + t + xk
ua(H ; H ; aH ) > 0; ua(L; L; aL) > 0
aH > aL; aH ; aL 2 [0; 1]; 'H (); 'L() 2 [0; J] 

2pH ¡ 1
pH (1 ¡ xH ) = (1 ¡ pH )xL; xH 6 1; xH > max 0;
pH

ua(H ; H ; aH ) > 0; ua(L; L; aL) > 0 are the individual rationality constraints:

ua(H ; H ; aH ) = Hb(aH ) ¡ t(H) ¡ 'H (aH ) ¡ [x(H) k(aH ) + (1 ¡ x(H))k(aL)] + u > 0

ua(L; L; aL) = Lb(aL) ¡ t(L) ¡ 'L(aL) ¡ [x(L) k(aH ) + (1 ¡ x(L))k(aL)] + u > 0

Using the following observations to further simplify the problem:
1. Punishment is not needed on the equilibrium path 'L(aL) = 'H (aH ) = 0
because transfers can deliver the same results without proﬁt costs.
2. the principal leaves no rent to type-L agents:uL(L; L; aL) > 0 is binding
tL = Lb(aL) ¡ xLk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xL)k(aL) + u
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3. For the profit maximizing principal, at least one of Hb > t +xk and J >
H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )] + t + xk will be binding: given tL, increasing t means
higher proﬁt. However, as t + xk always come together and matching
is welfare neutral, the proﬁt does not change just because of matching.
P = tL + pH t
= Lb(aL) ¡ xLk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xL)k(aL) + pH (Hb ¡ xk)
= (1 ¡ pH )[Lb(aL) ¡ xLk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xL)k(aL)]
+pH (Hb + Lb(aL) ¡ xHk(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ xH )k(aL))
= pH (Hb + Lb(aL) ¡ k(aH )) + (1 ¡ pH )(1 ¡ pH )[Lb(aL) ¡ k(aL)]
Proof of Lemma 3.6:
If neither of the two constraints t + xk 6 Hb and t + xk 6 J ¡
H[b(1) ¡ b(aH )] is binding, we have:
uA(H ; H ; aH ) = uA(H ; L; aL) + Hb ¡ t ¡ xk > 0
the principal can increase tH while keeping tL constant without violating any constraints. Proﬁt is thus higher (t is higher) and hence the contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 3.7:
The proﬁt function is under the ﬁrst contract is:

=
=
=

=
=
=

(t(H); t(L); x(H); x(L); 'H (); 'L())
t(L) + pH t
(Lb(aL) ¡ x(L)k(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ x(L))k(aL) + u) + pH (t^ + x^k ¡ xk)

(Lb(aL) ¡ x^(L)k(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ x^(L))k(aL) + u) + pH t^

+x^(L)k(aH ) + (1 ¡ x^(L))k(aL) ¡ x(L)k(aH ) ¡ (1 ¡ x(L))k(aL)
+pH (x^(H) ¡ x^(L))k ¡ pH (x(H) ¡ x(L))k
(t^(H); t^(L); x^(H); x^(L); 'H (); 'L())
+((1 ¡ pH )x^(L) + pHx^(H) ¡ pHx(H) ¡ (1 ¡ pH )x(L))k
(t^(H); t^(L); x^(H); x^(L); 'H (); 'L())
+(pH (1 ¡ x^(H)) + pHx^(H) ¡ pHx(H) ¡ pH (1 ¡ x(H)))k
(t^(H); t^(L); x^(H); x^(L); 'H (); 'L())


4 Proof regarding the contract with shutdown
Proof: shutdown is more likely in the proﬁt maximizing mechanism.
With only type-H players, the proﬁt-maximizing mechanism and welfare-maximizing program are identical:
max Hb(aH ) ¡ k(aH )
aH

s:t: J > H [b(1) ¡ b(aH )]
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If type-L players are included in the mechanism, the welfare maximizing mechanism
gives the following welfare:



W (aH
; aL ) = pH (Hb(aH
) ¡ k(aH
)) + (1 ¡ pH )(Lb(aL ) ¡ k(aL )) + U


where (aH
; aL ) maximizing welfare under the limited punishment constraint and the
monotonicity constraint. The proﬁt maximizing mechanism gives the following proﬁt
function:
p
p
 = pH (Hb(aH
) ¡ k(aH
)) + (1 ¡ pH )(Lb(aLp) ¡ k(aLp)) + U ¡ (H ¡ L)b(aLp)

p p
= W (aH
; aL ) ¡ (H ¡ L)b(aLp)

We have W >  for two reasons: ﬁrst, as (aH
; aL ) maximizes welfare3.27, we have
p p

W (aH
; aL ) > W (aH
; aL ); second, (H ¡ L)b(aLp), the information rent is positive and
the proﬁt maximizing principal cannot get all the surplus when type-L players are
included. Because welfare and proﬁt are identical when only type-H players are
considered, W >  entails that shutdown is more likely in the proﬁt maximizing
mechanism.

5 Proof regarding section 3.4.3
For an action pair (aH ; aL) to be implementable, we need the following 6 conditions
(I assume that transfer is not available):
bH ()  bH (aH ) ¡ bH (aL)
J ¡ 'H (aH )
J ¡ 'H (aH )
bL()  bL(aH ) ¡ bL(aL)
J ¡ 'L(aL)
J ¡ 'L(aL)

>
>
>
6
>
>

xk + '
[bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk
[bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )]
xk + '
[bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL)]
[bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL)] ¡ xk

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F )

Deﬁne a^H such that
bH (1) ¡ bH (a^H ) + bL(a^H ) = bL(aL)
Notice that bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) is decreasing in aH for aH 2 [0; 1]: for aH > a^H , we
have bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) < bL(aL); for aH < a^H , we have bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) >
bL(aL). We have 3 scenarios regarding the potentially binding constraints, depending
on bL and aH ? a^H :
1.bL > 0 and aH < a^H
3.27. The binding situation of the limited punishment constraint might diﬀer in the two programs.
However, the constraint is more demanding in the proﬁt maximizing: xk + t = Lb in the welfare
maximizing program and xk + t > Lb in the proﬁt maximizing program. Therefore, W >  still
holds.
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In this case, we have similar results as in the baseline model: (E) and (F ) are
implied by other constraints:
J ¡ 'H (aH ) > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk
J ¡ 'L(aL) > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + bL(aH ) ¡ bL(aL)
bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) > bL(aL)
J ¡ 'L(aL) > bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL)
J ¡ 'H (aH ) > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )]
J ¡ 'L(aL) + xk > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk + '
J ¡ 'L(aL) + xk > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + bL(aH ) ¡ bL(aL)
bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) > bL(aL)
J ¡ 'L(aL) > bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL) ¡ xk

(B)
using (D)
aH 6 a^H
(E)
(C)
using (D)
aH 6 a^H
(F )

The constraints can be simpliﬁed to:
bL 6 xk + ' 6 bH
J > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk + ' + 'L(aL)
This is essentially the same as our baseline results (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). Setting
'H (aH ) = 'L(aL) = 0 and x = bL /k gives the least restrictive limited punishment
constraint and is hence the optimal way to implement (aH ; aL).
2.bL > 0 and aH > a^H
In this case, (E) is no longer implied by other constraints. We still have ' +
xk > bL > 0, so (E) implies (F ) and the constraints can be written as:
bL 6 xk + ' 6 bH
J > [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk + ' + 'L(aL)
J > [bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL)] + 'L(aL)

(B)
(E)

As bL > 0 , assortative matching is still needed to avoid costly punishment. However, the optimal matching pattern in terms of x is featured by an interval instead
of a single point. If we set x = bL /k, (E) is more demanding than (B), which
gives us more room toward higher x. The optimal range in terms of x is:
bL
bL + [bL(aL) ¡ bH (1) + bH (aH ) ¡ bL(aH )]
6 x 6
k
k
When the above is met, (E) is no less demanding than (B):
aH > a^H
¡! bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ) + bL(aH ) < bL(aL)
¡! [bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL)] = [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + bL + [bL(aL) ¡ bH (1) + bH (aH ) ¡ bL(aH )]
> [bH (1) ¡ bH (aH )] + xk + '
2.bL < 0
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If the implemented action for type-H players aH is no more attractive than aL to
type-L players, the optimal range of matching patterns include more than positively
assortative matching. In fact, it is easy to verify that random matching (x = 0) is
always in the optimal range and the relevant constraints are:
J > max (bH (1) ¡ bH (aH ); bL(aL) ¡ bL(aL))
In random matching, (B) and (C) are equivalent, and so is (E) and (F ). Assume
that constraint (C) is tighter than (E). Increasing x tightens constraint (B) and
increases the rigidity of the conditions. Marginally decreasing x does not change
the tightness and therefore has no eﬀect on the feasibility of (aH ; aL). Similar reasoning applies if (E) is tighter than (C). Therefore, when bL  bL(aH ) ¡ bL(aL) < 0,
assortative matching is no better than random matching in implementing (aH ; aL).

6 Players with diﬀerent tolerance for toxicity
When agents have diﬀerent tolerance for toxicity, we also have 6 inequalities:
b
J
J
b
J
J

>
>
>
6
>
>

(1 ¡ h)xk + '
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah) + (1 ¡ h)xk
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah)
(1 ¡ l)xk + '
b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)xk
b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

1. Type-H and type-h have diﬀerent incentives to lie about the type. Reporting
L or l, the high type enjoys '+(1 ¡ )xk and loses b. In the beneﬁt
setting, the loss in beneﬁt his higher (Hb); in the tolerance setting, the gain
from deviation is smaller (1 ¡ h)xk.
2. Constraints (a) and (d) imply that xk = (xh ¡ xl)(k(ah) ¡ k(al)) > 0. The
principal can implement ah < al by setting xh < xl.
3. (b) and (e) are implied by other constraints:
J >
>
>
>

b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al)
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah) + b ¡ '
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah) + (1 ¡ h)xk + t + ' ¡ '
b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah) + (1 ¡ h)xk + t

J > b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah)
J ¡ b > b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah) ¡ t ¡ ' ¡ (1 ¡ l)xk
J > b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al) ¡ t ¡ ' ¡ (1 ¡ l)xk

(f )
using (a)
(b)
(c)
using (d)
(e)

In the end, the two relevant constraints about J are
J > b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah)
J > b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al)
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If the maximum punishment deters both types from choosing a = 1, the rest
are implied. Because agents enjoy a to the same extent and type-h agents
enjoys a friendlier environment less than type-l agents, reporting l and
choosing a = 1, which is of major concern in the beneﬁt setting, is not the
main problem here.
The benevolent principal's optimization problem is:
max up = Ph[b(ah) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(ah) ¡ 'h(ah)] + (1 ¡ Ph)[b(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(al) ¡ 'l(al)]
+Ph(h ¡ l)(xhk(ah) + (1 ¡ xh)k(al))
s:t:
b > ' + (1 ¡ h)xk
b 6 ' + (1 ¡ l)xk
J > b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah)
J > b(1) ¡ b(al) + 'l(al)
ah; al 2 [0; 1]; 'h(); 'l() 2 [0; J]; (xh ¡ xl)(ah ¡ al) > 0


2ph ¡ 1
Ph(1 ¡ xh) = (1 ¡ Ph)xl ; xh 6 1; xh > max 0;
ph
To ﬁnd the optimal action proﬁle, we have the following observations:
1. x is no longer welfare neutral. The objective function as well as the relevant
constraints are linear in xh. The optimal xh has the bang-bang property.
Assuming that ah > al, we will have xh 
= 1: same-type
matching is optimal.

If ah < al, it is optimal to set xh = max 0;
as often as possible.

2ph ¡ 1
ph

: to match diﬀerent types

2. For ah > al and xh = 1, we have (1 ¡ h)k 6 b 6 (1 ¡ l)k for ahFB > ah > al >
FB FB
aFB
l . Speciﬁcally for the ﬁrst-best action pair (ah ; al ), we have (1 ¡ h)k <
b < (1 ¡ l)k. When the principal intends to implement ah > al in [aFB
l ;
FB
ah ], same-type matching is the best way: it improves welfare and ensures
feasibility. Positive punishment on the equilibrium path is not needed.
3. We will always have 'l(al) = 0: increasing 'l(al) does not improve any constraint. If ah > al, the requirement is that J > max (b(1) ¡ b(al); b(1) ¡ b(ah) +
'h(ah)).
The principal's optimization program could be simpliﬁed to:
max up = Ph[b(ah) ¡ (1 ¡ h)k(ah) ¡ 'h(ah)] + (1 ¡ Ph)[b(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(al)]
s:t:
0 6 al 6 ah 6 1
' + (1 ¡ h)xk 6 b 6 ' + (1 ¡ l)xk
J > max (b(1) ¡ b(al); b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah))
And the optimal results are described in proposition 3.11.
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In random matching, the optimization program is:
max up = Ph[b(ah) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(ah) ¡ 'h(ah)] + (1 ¡ Ph)[b(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(al) ¡ 'l(al)]
+Ph(h ¡ l)(Phk(ah) + (1 ¡ Ph)k(al))
s:t:
' = b
J > max (b(1) ¡ b(al); b(1) ¡ b(ah) + 'h(ah))
ah; al 2 [0; 1]; 'h(); 'l() 2 [0; J]; (ah ¡ al) > 0
Setting 'h(ah) = b; 'l(al) = 0 is the optimal way to implement a separating equilibrium with ah > al. The optimization program can be simpliﬁed to :
max up = Ph[b(ah) ¡ b ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(ah)] + (1 ¡ Ph)[b(al) ¡ (1 ¡ l)k(al)]
+Ph(h ¡ l)(Phk(ah) + (1 ¡ Ph)k(al))
s:t:
J > b(1) ¡ b(al); ah; al 2 [0; 1]; ah > al
The objective function could be written as:
up = b(al) + Ph(Ph(h ¡ l) ¡ (1 ¡ l))k(ah) + (1 ¡ Ph)(Ph(h ¡ l) ¡ (1 ¡ l))k(al)

As 1 > h > 0 > l is assumed, we have Ph(h ¡ l) ¡ (1 ¡ l) < 0. The marginal eﬀect
of increasing ah is negative in the objective function and therefore the constraint
ah > al will be binding in the optimum, which means a pooling equilibrium is always
preferred to a separating one.
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